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“I Don't Want Keller, But Cure,"
is the exclamation of thousands sutlering from
catarrh. To all such we say Catarrh can he cured
hy I >r. Sage’s Catarrh Kemedy. !t has been done
in thousands of eases; why hot in yours? Your
danger is in delay. Km-lose a stamp to World’s
Dispensary Medical Association, 1 intlalo, X. Y.,
for pamphlet on this disease.
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“Has the cup of sorrow a saucer?” asks a correspondent, and lie an-wer- “I know from experience, that the vup of sorrow
h.i- a saw. sir! and a
sharp one too! I know because 1 have otii n been
in contact with it
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An

Importaiil Arrest.
Tne arrest of a suspicious character upon his
general appearance, movements >rcompanionship,
without waiting until he has robbed a traveler,
tired a house, or murdered a fellow man, is an im
Kvcn
portant function of a shrewd detective.
more important is the arrest of ;< disease w hieh. ii
not cheeked, w ill hlight and destroy a human life.
The frequent cough, loss of appetite, general lan
guor or debility, pallid -kin. and hot lily aches and
pains, announce the approach of pulmonary consumption, which i- promptly arrested ami permanent!) cured bx Dr. I’icr-e's “(joldcn Medical DN
eovery.” Sold by druggists.
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There is a rich man in tin* l.iaek Hills, says the
Bismarck Times, who dales the hegiuuing o| bis
fortune from the day when he sold bis wife for
lour thorn-ami dollars.
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Weak lungs, -pitting of blood, consumption am!
kindred aH'eeiion-. cured w ithout physician. Ad
dress for treatise, with 10 cents in stamps. World's
Main Mreet.
Dispcusarx Medical A -sociation,
liuHalo, V Y.
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The fflVfl after taking Ad:i;us,u'- Botanic Hal
is a soothing and controlling intluenee ou r
eougi: or cold. |iromoting rest, aliaxing the
tickling sensation in 11 >«• tlnoat. and eaii-ing a
health) expectoration. Trial bottles |u cents
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It i- stat' d that «»;.e ! < hieago's millionaire- re
cent lx |>ai I slutMl for a Itihle at a book -ah',
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I observed. Mr. lte.nl, that at the banquet. tin
other'ex cuing, Judge lioo.-ex drank !•» hi- wife.
Wasn't you surprised?" “indeed I was. I ex
pee ted to see him drink to excess, as usual."
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A woman who i- w.-ak. nervou- and si. eph—,
and who has cold hand- and lev!, cannot feel an !
like a xn d per-u.i, ( ai'te:'.- Iivn Bill- equali/
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are im-uincd that the proprietors. Me-\.
du ay *V * n., recent Iy sent three do/en of their
reliable medicine, salphur Hitters, to the Catholic
Home for the \jjed. v. Iiieh i- hi”),l; appreciated
hv the directors and inmates.
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Consumption Can llr Cured!
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i'.u- children

teethingi- tlie prescript loiiofoncol :he la -t female
nurse:- and physicians in the t nit mi state-. and lam
heel) Iiseti for forty years XX i’ il never failing success
by mi.lionsof nmtficrs for theij- children, imring

the process of t. thing it- x .due i- ineale.liable, h
relieve- the child f!«on pain, ear
dy -outcry and
diarrhoa. griping in th<- I-• v»»-i-. and x\ ii;.b’<- lie.
15 V gixillg health t
the child
re-t s {he iuot tier.
Price 25C. a bottle.
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\n Ohio paper pulilislie- a ‘-remarkable inter
viexv with an eminent person in tin un-een world.”
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ing the printer -.lex il. 'I hat's thea\ some m-xxpaper- nianuJaclute sensations.
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Toali who

suffering from the errors and
Indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early
decay, loss of manhood, &<•., I will send a recipe
that will cure you,FREE OF CHARGE. This
great
remetly xvas discovered by a missionary in South
America, fetid a self-add res
l envelope tt; the
ltl-A J<isri'ii T. iNMA.v, Stall''ii />, yew York
City,
are

I y r:»7
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correspondent wants
print, of course it. is a
xvunt

to kno-,\ how

to

to know
man.
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get into silk
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or

t<» get into
woman would
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Burk leafs

Arnica Salve.
The Best Salve in the world for Cut.-, Bruises,
Sores, l leers, Salt Ulieuiu, Fever Son--. Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corn-, and all Skin
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It isguaranlced to give perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Richard II. Moody.
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Mvim. siati. -Fi:*:s»:a ( vtti.i Association
Mon. / A. iiilhcrt, I'resi'leut: N. Ii. Mike, Secre

Brighton tattle Market.
BltloitTON, Ti shav, Max Is.

Amount of live stock :;t market
Cat tie, .-.‘l.
! sheep and Lambs, 4400; Sw ine, ls,ii;i7. Ilor-e-,
tarv, Wintlirop,
•215; Veal calves, 155.
(
s.
Mvim siati: I’omoi.ocicai. Socikia
Number from tin* different suites
We-ti-m
attle, 550; ( anadian cattle, none, Northern and
I’.ipe, 1’iesiilent, Manchrster; Samuel I,. Iloanl
man. >e«-retar\,
Vn^imta.
Eastern
i:»7; Connecticut
cattle,
cattle s:
Maini: Iti.i. Ki.i ri'.its’ Association J. It. MaWestern sheep and lambs 4:i00; Maine sheep and
i:.
I’resiilent. Merhanie Falls; Isaac Hutchins,
lambs 100: Western swine, ls,2so; Massachusetts
Siti rtarv, Wrliintrton.
store pigs ;i5s; Canadian sheep and lambs, none:
Wi.-iLUN Mvim Iti.i. Ki:i:ii its’ Assih iation
Massachusetts cattle, 120.
’n .1
I». Well\. Morton. I’resiilcnt. Hetliel; F.
Price*- of Beef Cattle r loo tt. live weight—Ex
oinr. Secretary I'olaml.
tra quality $525yf*5o; second quality, $5ooy5 12'»:
Mi kino
Uukkukus' AssociaMvim
third quality, $4 25y4 ■*'»; poorest grades ot
\\
ol.
link ham, I‘resilient. A nsoii; t ieo.
: ion
coarse o.xen, Bulls,
$:; 7;,ti4 no.
Moo,-.-. s.Tivt:in, North Anson.
Brighton Hides, 7.-. trtl.; Brigliton Tallow,
IJev. (
M.
Ai n
t il icai. sol icit
M vini
Ac. V ll»; Country Hides, 0<j0'.»c. ft; Countrx
W
Ilinck11* rrin
I’resi'irin, !*runs\\ iek ; Mrs. M
Tallow, 2e P it.. < all Skins, -yS‘4* p !J.. LandI to vm Ini ii ham.
"rrri'tai'V
Skins, 5oe eaelt; extra heavy wool -kins,$l 50yl 75
each; coxv hides, Or |r It); sheared Skins. j.*»/.*2o<
eaelt.
liood Templars.
Milch Cows and springers -Trad* tluring the
past week has I wen fair in the demand, with values
Geo. Pratt Lodge No.:{so, whirli was instituted at
firm. Sales noted: I new milch coxv, $75; 2 milch
Winterport village last Deeeniher, has made a cows, $05 each 1 springer, $50; ,‘{ milch cows, $44
new inilch cows,
each; I noxv milch cow, $7t»:
-trong and permanent growth and is now one of
$185 for lot; 1 springer. $50; new inilch coxv, $55;
the largest Lodges in Wahlo county, having added
0 inilch cows, $42 F head ; I new milch cow, $00; s
.4.: members the nast quarter, and numbering 11'.*
milch cows, $:t7.5o f head; 1 new milch cow, $52
members in good standing. There are two other
cows, $AS each ; 1 springer, $50: 1 new inilch cow,
Lodges in the town of Winterport ami about *250
< .oo(l
$45; 1 new milch coxv, $05. (flotations—choice,
Templars.
$004)S0; ordinary, $45a55; common, $2S«37.
The following additional Lodge Deputies in WalWorking Oxen—The arrivals wore fully up it*
the demand, ami values asked did not meet with
do county have been commissioned for the new G.
the approval of buyers. i)n»vers have been auticiL. year since the list given three weeks ago: F. II.
pating a fair trade, but the orders issued bx the
cattle commissioners restraining the dressing of
P.rown of Geo. K. Hrackctl Lodge, Jackson; Geo.
came nail its clients upon this branch ul llic trade.
A. Walker, of Sea view, North port; F. M. Fowler,
.Sales noted I pair, girth 7 ft i in, live weight ::imhi
Invictus, Seursmont; W. P. Wentworth, Half
#i, 9152; I pair, girtli « rt In in, live weight 2snn n,,
Moon, Kiion ; M. T. Dodge, Haven, Troy; K. A.
< 'alderwood, I ndine, Prospect.
1125; 1 pair, girth n rt II in. live weight g'.mn It,,
• MW; 1 pair, girth u ft 7 in, live weight gram lb, 911m;
The regular quarterly session of Waldo District
1 pair, girth li ft !l in. live vveigld 2775 lb, 9122. Quopair, 9;HihpMigi2Ugi7ui,2nn.
Lodge will he held with Lebanon Lodge at Filing- tations—IVr
Swine—Tile arrivals from tile West were
wood’s corner, Winterport, Saturday May *2S, com- consigned to I.. slaughterers, and werewholly
taken
mencing at in a. m. basket picnic session. All
directly from ears to the slaughter house. Quotamembers of the order invited. Lodges are entitled
tions: Western fat hogs, 5%'glk *» «,, live
weight;
1 to two delegates for every ten members. The new
country dressed, li'is'i’ir 1C II,. Those on offei
District Lodge Degree will he conferred on all
hrotight to market from flic neighboring cities and
members desiring and who are eligible as deletowns, and disposed of in ail manner of wavs from
gates or past members. There will Tie a large at*1.500*10 V head, and from liglOc * B,, live weight.
tendance.
Veal Calves—Trade was fair and the offerings
were taken at a decline from last week.
Qtiotitiona: choice, SgSQe ♦* lb; ordinary,1C
Newspaper Notes.
eoinmon, :in3?*c 1C B,; Imlis, *1 258175 each.
Store
Cattle—Itceeipls light, demand dull. The
The Pittsfield Advertiser has again been enlargoffering in fair condition for slaughtering. Quota
ed, this time adding 20 per cent, to its well tilled lions: Ycarliugs, *S015, 2 year-olds,
*11,21; :i
columns.
year-olds, *I7§:<5.
%
Sheep and Lambs—The arrivals were all from
seems to Ikj a Ulobe year. The Iloston
the West and consigned to slaughter-house, costtilolie lias just taken possession of a new and paing, lauded : Sheep, 4»5e tr B.; Iambs, 5’,'a lie. 1C lb,
live weight.
Is to be
home and the St. Paul
—

^

[This

latial
Daily ialolie
congratulated on a similar event. Some one lias
sent us the special 10-page May 1st edition of the

flatter

paper, in a handsome lithographed cover,
ami it is a big tiling In the way of a newspaper.

Section
Mexico.

of

this area

Southern

arc two thousand square miles of
land,
capable within three years of landing in New
York or San Francisco the largest single-locality sugar crop in the world. But to accomplish
Mich a result would require the organization of
syndicates and the aggregation of large forces
of capital and labor.
As before mentioned, the
expense of irrigation need not he incurred, and
the outside tig lire of cost of the best grade, de-

(ioi.nr.x owoktimtiks i’oi: amkijh ax c.vrI I Al ISIS IX Till.: STATU OK .JAUSI’O,
lit T
NO l’l. U K KOI! A IMOIt MAN.

orrespondencc of tin- Journal.
III.vs. Mknuo, iss7.
Not only

<
San

is

livered in San Francisco, would not exceed
three and one-half cents per pound, American
gold, sugar grown here has been proved to
contain considerably larger percentage of saccharine mat ter than that from the Sandwich
I>!ands.
Mr. Uirhard Lambert, a former Consul of
the 1. s. at San Bias, says: “1 have no hesitation in asserting that at no distant day there
will be safer investments and larger fortunes
made by Ameriean sugar-growers in this State,
than by the bonanza mines of Nevada; and
those* who have the nerve to begin first, will
realize* first.**
But if 'diowld be distinctly understood that, in
Mexico there is positively

Jalisco

.*n«
of the richest, of the Mexican
States, hot h in mines and ayricult uraI resources,
and most interestin'; in history and scenic
beauty, but it is one of the most important in

point

si/e, haviny a population of nearly a
million an I an area of
square kilomeof

Its centre is traversed from north to
south by the main raiuye of the Sierra Madia,
and on both side' of this yivaf <’ordillera are
ravines am! fertile valley*. watered by noble
rivers. Near it' southern border towers the
now
active volenti- of < ti!ima
metres
tres.

NO Ml.1.1) I’OIJ A lHMUi MAX,
idyli:,and tin* Unfa d» Holanos. which attains
and every enterprise seeking this country for
a height of two thousand un tres.
Hidden away in lies, mountains, but net so ! investment must conn: supported with ample

capital.

j

securely :t> to be beyond reach of man, are
yold and *iiver euouyh to enrich a dozen empires; and thouyh in this land of <>untm and
l.ok of enterprise the majority of the mines
are still undeveloped, three lodes that have
made M< \i:o famous are heiny. worked in

•

d disc
dc.se of lintuuos.
d><r
who
annual product

The sugar-crop of to-day is grown in small
patches along the Santiago river, at several
points up and down the coast., and in the vicinit\ of Tepie
two well-appointed factories being in operation in the latter town. There is
now only about enough manufactured to
supply local demand and furnish the neighboring
Nat-s of Nnaloa and Sonora, the out-put of the
two fa.torics being two million pounds each.
The principal product is white loaf sugar,
averaging about lo cents per Mexican pound,

('ua’e and Kramaa'. ; e_-.es s ! ,r,77.oJ2,
furnishiiij cm,'!<•;. mem :•.i* more than six
thousand men.
which is about three per cent, more than our
h. eotni’.iy hen-, "ic must m.j think he i<
pound. A not her grade, granulated and slight|ea\ in- eiv ilizat imi and refinement behind him. ! Iv darker, sells ;if ten edits
per pound, and the
for t hoiiyh
far I mm wiiat vv- are accustomed 1 next
quality, the comnion "jx'imrlIs," is worth
to etuisidcr the v\..: Id's heart. Jaliseoans anfour cents per pound.
The varieties do not
not without a liiyli deyn-e ».f
i vat ion.
rank at all with sugar produced in (lie southern
1111 >1 >1 N A WAV IN Till
Mol MAINS,
portion of the r. S., and neither < \ nip nor inolass-es i- made or Used ill Jalisco.
n-mote from railroads and practically cut oil i
I'lenly of native labor in the planting, halfrom the rest <,f mankind by reason of the
and manufacture of a sugar-crop'can be
I i I li e 1111
.u i:
between, indeed almost un- ve-ting
relied on here, at wages ranging from :Mr. per
known to the yfeat World beyoudille-a-envidiem to To. lor skilled bauds; but though Mexroniny la :.-,.i< an* cities which have flourished
ican hibon r- arc patient, obedient, and generb*r cent oi ic-. where p< ople of Wealth and
w illing to work w hen
ally
promptly paid, if an
111*nt:ion enjoy life afiei their own quaint
American were going into tin* business In*
!'
fashion.
thus,- at a distance, who hear of
would do well to employ bis own countrymen
the-,ui~.-vvav places only throuyh the
those possessed o! some knowledge of tin*
some vvaudenny scriiie. they seem
reports
as the head* of all tin- difSpanish languageaunreal as a ,///'/•<"/< of Sahara, and it is
ferent branches of tin machinery.
ditlicidt (o realize tiiat life yue* on here mueii
There
is
an impression in tin- North that no
a- at home
or. at h ast, that immau nature is
tax on reality exists in Mexico. There is a tax
td'oiit tie
and people love, hale, main
in every State, which, however, amounts to
am! die. a» < ls,-when-.
a small sum
under large holdings, and in
only
The truth is. wa- Anylo-S.ixoiis are too mueii
si.me places it is » \ecssivelv rated.
Two-fifths
yiven I., cone, it cone, rnii.y our boasted •*!»;r
ithe legal tax. but as a rule it brings
stitutions** ami the so-called superior civiliza- 1" rent
little
tile
(Jo\eminent.
revenue,
general and
tion of the Nineteenth eenturv. of which the
municipal, being compelled to rely upon their
I ilit'-d states and Imylam! claim to he the
excise and varied customs duties for revenue
hi"-lest exponents. while it is quite the fashion
from tin- tariiV only.
t
scornfully reproach or eontcuiptiious-ly conTin-re are few really desirable localities
dole w itii these Spaiiish-Amcrnam communities
win-re land retains tit!e in the <iovernment. for
b*r heiny the |V\»
Nor does the Spirit of
in-* t of it i- held in vast tracts
by people to
tb
Ay.
content it-* !i with this.
\etiny on wIiomancestors it was granted by the Spanish
ti<
e\ ry nation winch docs
|-r 'if. ‘ption th.
crown or one of the former
of
governments
not tonic up. to
Anyltt-S.ixon standard of
.Mexico. Land is bought and *"ld ju immense
political and social ;-. rfeet ion is your to perdi- grant-, from
to
one
hundred
miles
fifty
square,
tion unless '.mieth:.y \ iyorou> is done for its
for a lump -urn. and never by the acre.
>alvation. t in w odd
■•asionaliv hears of cities
heiny bombarded into commercial relations,
<;<»].i>i-:\ oi’i'oim mtiks
and peo| !<• b. iny robbed for tie yooiI of their
frequently present themselves for piircha>in;r
so 111 s;
some «»:' tise-e principalities at
prices which
\\ 4•• it l«s- arj-oyant. the Spirit <-f the Aye
would a-toiii-h the land-owners of the North.
III iy lit be iieiler inst ructed.
a in I better ill d ructIn all ci-es. persons not familiar with the laws
«'d, better '••ehaved.
!' Ill IX
and methods of this country, desiring this kind :
romp] heildiliy
t lies,
.Spanish-Ann ri a a coin m unit ies, it miyht of investment, should send down shrewd men
become impress,,| with the t:cd that in most
'killed in the various branches of producing,
of them a civilization prevails which in < 1 >>maun fact u rinir and sellim;- in which
they wish
niesjic y.>,» ha-ss and tvliyioiis sentiment, in
to ensure, to investigate thoroughly from a
iulelliyemi and hotn't industry, will compare pra tie tl
standpoint before venturin.ir their
favorably with that in colder latitudes which money.
is «.»-iipei lalivelv laud I.
Without admitiioy
I* or fifteen \car- this section has been cnjovtin- r asil id:-, of the:
i .-iny
in_ a season of political quiet, hitherto unheard
of.
In 1*7*2 the Federal (>o\i rmnciit siicceed\ \»:u»t
HH.'MS < > I C!\ 11.1/ \ rn »\.
ed in Mpturinu' tliat troublesome Indian bandit.
‘!* 11 1* ?» 'mined 1»v 1 he «*!:•:;r:.oler *»t tiie
people Fuzado. and dispersing his followers, after
\\ !i-'
>\!.Uut it. *; who-,
-ji« .-iai int«re-t*.
genius. rc»oi||Vcs and lie climate in which wiiieb the district was plae<*d under strict milidFcjjdine. Tlioiiirh still under the general
t he\
i \ e i! I- tile l':tt lira! development
the tary
laws of lie
t he political eliief and r<>m"pint atuf: -a.d mighl U- IkilP-ivd in observing hinhthtat,- ofState,
this part of Jalisco i> combined
thr<• 11•_:!i<.i:i the-, *li-p.*rag«d communities not
under
one person, whose headquarters are at
leu u! the eii-toiu-. mechanical
appliances. I epic. I nder Jhi- dual administration.
upheld
11-mi-i-lit I comforts aad political idea of which
by bavom Is. life and property are as safe here
ii elaim- th- e\eln-i'.
paternity
I’or« \ ‘'.;jile. -ill the important town- f thi- : as an\ wher io the world.
Fax mi: I?. Waui*.
forgotten e,truer oi the earth are furnished
w ii h * !<•< |: i iijht-. !
it legra j»h>. iei*
ramway
Generalities.
I’hoae-. el.-.: ain! in many Ir—particulars
:i:<
the Ja-!< -. iu.|-iU‘'lit all.l iugetlllilvof the
\
«•!
outer world a<*k:i«>\\!. ,|g*d.
’!'h. < b.\. i:<m’piayiie
caterpillar- is reported in South
earriige and -< \eral others in <. itadalaiara and < arolir.a.
Z ipot lan. lir-t t r ie-'t heir spring- in lir.. t!w av :
The fure-t lire on .ipe < od spread over oO,the l luted Mai*
furnish*-*! the ri!]«*-. Lngiaml ooo
acre- of land.
trie eaiiinui. and Liam* tin* liiiifurins for tin
sohJirrs of thiti:m»: Spain eoutrihnte*| th*
<b*t at P.riiain ha> formally assumed possesengineering ability which has given I a I -«sion of Xuluhmd.
-“in** of rii** tii.*•-1
r«>a*is in th* world, and
<i.
A Frenchman ha> invented a telephone wliieli
rtuany the manufacturers „f -addles. pa|»* r.
■'• ‘th and
cost- lmt b*2 l-*2 cents.
w hil*-;
ae. a*!\enturon- Londoner w:i* -iij-r-1. d th, advantage*.f *stah!i-hI.i-/t i»t queatlied Mozart's pianoaud Haydn's
ing.
dal w itliiu easyfea*-!i of
baton to tin- eil\ of Vienna.
lie- !(••: * '-I:'* -.
/-/*/»,r r< -<-r\ oir
u’lli’-uied I'apa* ily who-* worm- am! caldrons.
I lie Host on ( u-touis otlieers have discovered
'the way are mini.- in New York. L ranee se\ oral ea«e- of c\tensi\ e undervaluations.
al-u ii*‘: im- d h«T dainl*. bouts Imre. her
\t a ret in typi.'-writinu* contest in New York,
-•Mei;ii.--!...lt;-.-. up. ra -Jasun-ha-leher
," i,-h*-i.-.
jm>U/h ■.*>• at. thin wim-s. London, Mi" M. < < irant wrote T*4 words in 4m. 42s.
i'o i- ami .Mauri I furni-h “Maud .ml gear" for
Joim F. Moddard. the lecturer, will spend
i *h-«
in «!mles imldu !• —*
: nor i- the di-tai t
the summer in Spain and unions the PyrenM’i* h! t ru«»t: n in tiii- iuforina! xpo-itioii of
ees.
• !''
a!i:-tie i-.ili
m*.; t- j n-i.-n; mu- nations
1 liina
w ill. !u r I.
< law- Spivrkles. the ‘Frisco -u^ar kine. iuJapan w it Ii hr !a* *l.i* r
w <»rk. i'er>i-> witii h.-r
-ij*. *•!*-.
bud- to pureln-c :: lot and build a villa in
Jali-eu'- ;:i\• i• I» property i- oili.pdly e-limnt- Paris,
at tisiri --.-veti miilioiis «.f
dollars. The
An important conv« uti«*n of fruit growers at
Mat- fnml- -tipjiorl
i>ov« r, I>ei.. resolved to dispense with 1 lie midl.u Ton i»!!l M \m -* flout. S,
dlemen.
a
I * «*tun" f*»r !>«»'. s and aimi her for
I le- i’ope lias decided tIt: t McGlwm must e<»
-iris, an lu-liii:ir of >.-ieue*\ a Lcmale Mmjto Rome within forlv days *»r sutler cx-rommuI’ary ainla < alii »!i.* ( o!!-.go.ai-u the hig Lnivcrnieatioi:.
-iiy :ti I.- .:*- the Seminary of Zapollat.. am!
Ii.- Ae.ideiny *»f Line Alt- in
The Orleans Princes have appealed to the
Cuadalajaru.
I’.e-i*!**- the railroad wlih-h is to run from C-Mim il of Mate against tln ir
expulsion from
< anila! to San
lli'1 ''iai
LI.:-, til*.- Mexican the army.
< < i:t ra! iiaand
in
already. projected
opera!ion,
Tie' Senior crew won tie Harvard class race
iim
fruit Leon i*» Lagos, from < i iiadaiaiara
-outli-ea-t to Lake <iiapala, Iron* San l>!aFriday «»n t lie < liaries River. The Sophomores
were second.
M i/-.!l
from (iiindalnjara to San Luis
I’aiosi. am! froni Cuadalajar’a t*» <
Vlaya. The
A Rriti*li Commissioner lias arrived in Mo>!exit in national, also, has a line
projected rocco to negotiate a commercial treaty with
•■d"iig tin iiotihern shore of Chapala, via.
that countr\.
"lima to .Manzanillo; and the l'aeitie < oast,
rum;
ha- proj«*et***| lime- running from San
Cuban bandits arc active. Their latest capIda- Hurt h to M a/at Ian ami sout h i * Man/auiilo.
ture. for whose release they demand-d £20,000,
Ilii‘ lilui* inia- wiiieh ply oetween < i iiadaiaiara made his escape.
ami the I’a.ili* *oa-t. pass through a niost.
Mrs. Grant's receipts from the sale of the
i:itt i« -ting «' ‘UMi v. taking in 1 in villages of
General's Memoirs up to the present, time
A: .atiilan. ’!' j ,*i!a. 'hexilan. Zauotlan and
.■
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There
.;ii
.iiomh'.i! man .n Noi I i-tow »*,
Penn., wit.-dri\<
!i\e mile-ai uin i
dmdonnd
t he | ay men; ol i.« cent-.
mI
nds id
realtor a di-ink at the next hotel.
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.1. B. Mason. I'ruvidciire. |{. |.. sull'ered with
I•iit-niim*ii:;t. accompanied with a dry roU”h. hoars'•
n.
and entire lof v nice.
Phy'-i. ia11- afl'orde.i
him no relief. W 1st ut's Ii \ >.\ M «»r \V I i.l t ill.Hit V
cured him. and he says it -avcd his life.
—

s.

1‘ree ! 'in. I'- miletliroiip'li Morrill,
a;
Ll-l l\ a -\, Iailv
Leave- lielfast at
-lamia dime. Let iii ninp, arrive- in lielfast

k
a

Some mu' w ho has given the subject eon-ideralde
studx -ax- that “Idue eye- u-iia liy go w it Ii light
hair.
We haxe not given the matter much thought,
but we have mii.-ed that black eyes frequent lx go
with a bloody nose.

■

An

The Wool Growers’ Convention at St. Louis
favors the elevation of Hie liureau of Agriculture to an Executive Department with a wool
bureau.

amount to

Ja!i .*•..*-

*-ity in importam ** (Cuadalajara. the eapilal. i>eii.g lirsi i.js i.agos, which
It*1' :l i ejndatioti of rio.ouo.
U j- «.-,;jy liltv4 i-hi
mi!-.-.* hy ail fn>m A 'alias Cali-■•ittes. and
-*

eotnl

£.TM,i.7.».

The defaulting Cashier Taggart of Philadelphia has been traced to Paris. A l.Vyear-old
girl eloped \\ ith him.

lies on th.- far-famed ../esu 1'iiiiI'uf, at an
Two Mexican towns were wrecked bv the
elevation Of c,.ot»/» f0*-t. Heing a \v* !!-l>tiilf and earthquake in Mexico, hut. the loss of life was
eoiuinereially pro-per**ns * ity, n “lnajin" has les.s than lirst reported.
lately stiai k ii which the coming railroad
Secretary Whitney’s country place, “(trasspr-•mi-es to inri ease.
IMIigemaas h aving Lagos *-!i.irge pas.-eitgers lands,” cost him $30,000, and he lias spent *20,more in titling it up.
l"!low : Lor <iiiadalajara. 1 wo
day.- <li-tant.
1 ar«* Si!: I* r /,aeal*-r:i-. ;t!-** tw<»
days, fare
Mrs.
I’. S. Grant is recovering from a severe
In: Sat; I.iii- I’otosi. two davs. sin. There is.
attack of
which threatened her life.
i*. -id*-, a
spe.-ial .Iiiigem ia t‘o San Luis, which Slu* is nowdiphtheria
out of danger.
make*th< journey in sixteen hours ami charge- ;
Sl-.-xh d'he Mexican Central railroad will run
The Ameer's troops have fought another batt he new hi am h now und* r eonstruetioii
tle with the Ghilzais, putting them to liiglit,
to San
Lla- \ ia. < tiadalajara. (a distance of duo mil*-A. killing and
wounding a large number.
a!m<i-t parallel t*. tin- old stage route, ami
l ie work of the Government engineers for
win'll completed will prove an important
the improvement of tin- Mississippi River at
feeder.
\ ickshurg ha> been
'I he other -eaportentirely successful.
along Jalisco's coast.
<
Navi*la*l.
li.unetla, I'omatlan, and two or
Ruilalo Rill took in $£>.000 at his lirst perthree more are all of minor importance, freformance in London. Financially speaking, it
quented only hy a few lishing vessels. Miicli is better to he liiiti'alo Kill
than to he President.
wheat, corn, rice, cotton, sugar-cane, eotVee,
to!.ae«a», anise ami -ar-apariila are grown in
The Hon. John Randolph Tucker, LL. I)., of
this state: am! great quantities of
Virginia, will deliver the oration before the
graduating class of the Vale Law School June
TKlJl'lI.A
conMiuicd and exported. This celebrated
-ai l lo contain more intoxication to
cubic in.-h than any other Know n
{ho
liquid. It
i- inan11factiired from the
maguey, or “coualter
the
same
ntry plant
process practiced by
the aiieicnt Aztecs, bv digging a hole in the
grmmd and roasting therein the bulb- of the
giant cactus. This gives a sweetish lluid, w hich
when distilled makes the favorite
beverage.
Though colorless as water and almost as ta-Jelc--. ii i> warranted to make a man more
hopelcs-iy drunk, and keep him so longer, on a
smaller quantity of it. than from
any “moonshine." “langii-foot," “spider-juice," or other
drink known on the.- northern side of the liio
(; randc.
i here arc no less than a dozen large coltoufaetorie*. in Jali>co, most prominent among
w hich is that of Messrs. Itarroii.
Forbes A: Co.,
which every month turns out 20.000 kilogranics
of thread and
of
cloth.
Then there
pieces
is the factors of Scnor Fernandez del Valle
Ilcrmo. which makes 17,000 ki log's of linead
I* r moinii and .1.000 pieces of cloth; and that
named “FI Salto," which produces about the

2s.

:mv

liquor is

same

amount.

'I here
tobacco

also several woolen mills, three
factories, two paper-mills, glass faetory, etc., etc. Within Jalisco's limits arc ten
cities, twenty-four towns, 2*3 pueblos, JnTi haciendas or large
landed_ estates, and about tf,0OO
cultivated ranches. W'hilein many portions of
Mexico government lands may he
bought at the
rate of three cents per acre, in this section it
brings not less than forty cents—a circumstance
which goes to show that for some reason it is
exceptionally desirable. Jalisco's future prosperity doubtless lies in the fact that it is included within
are
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for though the richest mines may lie exhausted
in course of eentiiries, nature renews her fertility of soil from year to year.

Extending

along the I teach from San Bias, even farther
north than Mazatlan. is a licit of sandy soil,
ranging inland from live to ten miles. Between
Unit licit and the foot-hills,
nearly every acre
in a district
jifteen miles wide, might In: utilized, without irrigation, for the immediate cultivation of sugar-cane.
And even the samly
strip, like the desert lands of California, has its
splendid possibilities, and under intelligent cultivation might turn out enormously profitable.
The Kill tirande de Santiago duplies info the
sea about ten miles north of San
Bias, and the
lioltom-lands of its valley are extremely fertile,

away tip into the mountain passes. The
town of Santiago (85 miles from San Bias), is
about mid-way to the end of the river’s lightdraft navigation, though tiic same water-course
runs through to the State of Mexico. The hottom-lands of this noble stream, added to the
fifteen-mile licit above alluded to, are now producing two crops of corn a year, rice, cotton,
tobacco and sngar-eanc—to s'av nothing of the
great variety of wild tropical fruits.
It is not an over-estimate to say that within

even

the Louisiana Sunday law, liquor stores, cigar and barber shops must be
closed on that day, hut theatres may remain
open.

According

to

I'lie Rritish steamship Guliiarc has been sunk
in the Gulf of Mexico. Her passengers and
erevv were rescued, and haw? arrived at New
(>rle:tns.
News have been received from the
Tonga
Islands, in the South l'acilic, of the massacre
another party of Wesleyan missionaries
by
the natives.
of

rl

lie

McGlynn.**

1

Three masked burglars at Farrington, Md.,
after a brisk light, tied a fanner and bis wife
to bedposts and robbed the house of over
0(M) in money.

package containing diamonds valued at
$1,0<KI was stoien from the eoat |iockct of Henry (Juinn while lie was plating hilliar.ls at the
Casino in Itostoii.
A

Natural gas has la-on strnek at Fort Scott,
at a depth of is) feet. The llow is fabulous. It is the strongest Well yet obtained l>y
more than double.

Kan.,

Till' Michigan House, by u vote of 53 to 31,
the High License bill. 'The general tax
placed at ^500, ami on w holesale ami retail
establishments it is $N0h.

pnsseil
is
The

Pope

has written a long autograph letPresident Ctrevy, thanking him for his
jubilee gifts and exhorting France to adopt a
policy of religious toleration and peace.
ter to

The Knights of Labor in Cincinnati are soon
to erect a tine building, as about eighty assemblies there are paying rent, the sum expended
in this way aggregating ?5,000 annually.
In the new convention between the Porte
ami (treat Britain it is agreed that the period
of the British occupation of Egypt shall he not
less than two and not more than live years.
At a trial at Toulon recently the new melinite shells with which the French Government
is experimenting failed to pierce the iron clad
Bctlhpicusc, against which they were thrown.
The Belliipieuse is a vessel of the old type ami
was built in 1HI!5.
A genuine case of leprosy has been discovered in Freeborn county, ilinu. The le|>er is a
woman over 40 years old, who has had eight
children and is soon to lieeome a mother again.
The disease has reached the stage in which
numbness pervades the extremities. The woman’s aunt also had the disease.

AND
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temperance enactment for the suppression of
the liquor traffic since the day the original
Maine law was passed. Outside of a few cities
the liquor traffic, is practically suspended. In
Augusta a liquor famine prevails such as has

been known before. One of the most notorious dealers there, who has paid thousands of
dollars in tines, and repeatedly suffered incarceration in jail for his persistent violations of
law, has retired from the business. And the
druggists not only refuse to sell iinmixcd liquor,
but even a physician's prescription containing
alcohol is tabooed, fount)* Attorney Carletoii
lias tiven out that he intends to hermetically
seal up every place in Kennebec county where
liquor is sold. In VVaterville, the other day he
asked an officer how many drug -tores there
were in that town, and was told
six. “How
many can do the. legitimate business of the
towny” was his next, inquiry. He was told
two. “Then I will drive the other four out of
the business,'* was his answer, and there is
every reason to believe that he will make good
hi- word. At tin* recent meeting of the grand
jury of Kennebec county, lie procured the largest number of indictments against liquor dealers ever known in that county.
When they
"ere tried every one was found
guilty, lii
Port hind, one large w holesale drug Imii-e is
of business.
to
indictments
Nearly
going.out
have just been found by t he grand
jury of ( nmbrrland county.
never

l.np OR SELLERS.
The law in that eoiiuty will be rigorously enforced. Many Portland citizens are now**getting I heir supplies of li juors from Poston dealer.-. ami the jug trade is becoming brisk.
The
liquor now sold in Portland is disposed of in
the most clandestine manner. At the hotels
many of the guests bring their own stimulants
with them, and get the landlords to provide
them with tumblers, sugar and ieewater and
the services of the lowboys without returning
<
any emnpcnsalion.
ity M at dial Hawker of
Portland was recently in I’ll-worth to see In<
ternal P 'Venue 'olleelor Redman, who permitted him to transcribe from the records of his
office the names of some liio individuals in Portland who paid a liquor tax last year. High
SherilV MePadden of Kennebec could v has also
made a late v isit here for the same purpose.
Oilier persons are almost daily coming here for
the purpose of procuring listsof liquor taxpayers.
li i- going to be a serious business, for
those who contribute to I'nele Sam's liquor
lvvnmr, fur till! reason I lint tin: liavmcnt of a
A

I

A IN SI

micii Males lax is io im*

This is

taken

as

evidence ot

tin* time for the renewal of
United States licenses for the new year, the old
licenses having expired on tin* Istinst. The excise tax that the government derived last year
from retail liquor licenses was about £30.000.
The new law lias so driven liquor sellers to the
wall that this revenue promises to be cut down
to a mere bagatelle.
Your correspondent called
upon Collector Redman today to ascertain bow
licences
bad been already taken
many liquor
out. < Mie hundred and eleven is the total number thus far. against 310 issued last year at this
time. In the first collection division, of which
Portland. Saco and Biddeford are the largest
places. 2* have been taken out. In tin* second
division, of which Lewiston. Auburn, Augusta. Hallowed, (iardner, Bath and Rockland arc
tin* largest places, six have been issued. In the
third and remaining division, in which Bangor,
Belfast, Ellsworth, Calais, E i-tport and Moulton arc the lnrg< >1 places, 77 licenses have* been
taken out, and most of those have been issued
to Bangor panics. Scarcely a hotel license in
the slate has been granted, the number of applications made coming mostly from Bangor.
The Bar Harbor bonifaces are in tribulation
whether to take out a license or not. tjuife
naturally they feel very indignant, over the severity of the law. when they derive such a harvest of dollars from the sale of liquid refreshments to their guests during tin* summer sea-

guilt.

the

Ministry of George the 111. for a less oppressive tax than this. Let the dead rest and
legislate for the living. You are unmindful of
this oppressive tax under which your merchant
marine groans. Stretch forth the helping hand
and relieve it before it drops into decay ami
finally into the grave.
Lay on the tabic a bill on which depends the
bright hopes and future prospects of your
suliering commerce, and then go home to the

Concerning Compulsory Pilotage.

OVER TI1E

LKp'OR DEALERS ON* THE RAHliED EDUE.
The Maine correspondent of tin* Poston Herald writes: The new liquor law in Maine is
placing the dealers in intoxicants on the nigged
edge. There is more in the law than in any

iio\v

son.

The hotel keepers at other summer resorts
also very nervous, and hardly know what
to do.
As yet none of them have taken out a
license, but it is highly probable that all of
them will before tin* mouth is out, and then
they will try and run the gauntlet. A large
number of private clubhouses which arc showing up are paying a special liquor tax. .Many
of the Hubs are being formed iu Portland. But
few apothecaries have paid the government liquor tax. They appear to be w ry anxious to
haw* a test case made up for the United States
supreme court, to ascertain whether the prima
facie evidence clause in the law is constitutional. The matter is likely to get into tin.* court
for a decision sooner or later.
Most of the licenses granted by f 'olleetor Redman are conliucd to tiie drain shops. The larger portion of
the special tax imposed upon retail liquordealers has >o far been paid by Bangor parties, in
which city there seems to be no diminution in
Hit* trallie. The hotels and saloons make noattempt at concealment in supply ing the want of
thirsty mortals. The druggists are m»J selling
as openly as they did, but the tried and trusted
experience no difficulty iu getting their needs
supplied. In short. Bangor is the only place in
the State that i> not disturbed by the new law.
There is talk of establishing a Uniied Slates
bonded warehouse there for imported liquors.
Numerous inquiries aiv being made of Collector Redman as to the liability of apothecaries
doing business without the payment of a special liquor tax, and also as to what patent medicines and bitters can be sold without a license:
also whether there is any way of evading the
taking out a liecn-e in the name of a party actually engaged ill business, by putting an assumed name in the license. To ibis last inquiry,
the collector has promptly replied that no license
can be taken out under an assumed name.
It
may be of inlen >1 to state that when an application is made for a special tax ccrtilicate il
must be subscribed and sworn to by the applicant. Consequently it would be an evasion to
pretend to swear for a fictitious individual. An
applicant being compelled to make oath, the
question arises can a state court require tin*
production for use in a criminal proceeding
against him of written evidence thus extorted
from him by tin* United Stales purely for reveIs not this like compelling a
nue purposes.
criminate himself? The Herald man
man io
found an alphabetical list of all taxpayers conspicuously placed in tin* otiice of the collector.
’Iinlge Redman said this list is always open to
the public, except when the examination of it
interferes with the transartiun of bis official
business. In conversing with him In* remarked : “This oftice is of the people.
We have to
answer to the people.
They can make or unmake us. It seems especially proper that any
evidence* we have in our possession the people
should have* access to when it will not interfere
with the transaction of official business, and
this very contingency is provided for by sec.
Iu
3240 of the United States revenue laws.”
further conversation with Collector Redman,
lie remarked that to compel him to become an
itinerant witness travelling from county to
county and district to district, would greatly
interfere with the duties of his otiice, or to compel a deputy, (’specially at this busy season of
tin; year, would greatly embarrass the business
arrangements of state and district. There are
sixteen counties in the state; with something
over 40 terms of nisi prill*, and at least 32grand
juries meeting. “If a way was not provided
whereby all information that we could properly disclose could come to the people.” says the
collector, “then perhaps it would be properly
demanded of a collector logo to court and give
evidence. .Maine has three deputy collectors of
internal revenue and one collector. This is the
entire police force of the stale. We have no
difficulty in apprehending those who violate
the revenue laws. If there was a sincere desire
upon the part of the more than 150 sheriffs and
their deputies holding office under the state
laws to enforce the prohibitory laws of tin*
state, it would not be necessary for them to
come to tlie revenue; otiice for information.”
Judge Redman informed me that those who
evade the revenue laws are sure to be caught
by the United States marshal. Evidence is already accumulating against several offenders,
and it would not be surprising to see the proprietors of numerous gilded drug stores, as
well as low dramshops, brought up with a
round turn by Uncle Sam, and made to pay
dcarlv for their non-pavment of a government
are

tax.

Philadelphia Co-operative

Hat Company
making three distinct brands of hats. Two
will be called the “llenrv George” and “Dr.

are
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TlIRCOllt'KN Wll.l. CASK.
One of tlie most important eases ever presented to the attention of the I.aw Court will he
that of the Coburn will to be heard at Bangor
next July. The array of counsel is a brilliant

and all the parties in the ease tire tube represented by eminent talent. Hon. Will. I/.
I’utman of Portland and Hon. 1C. E. Webb of
Waterville appear for the Trustees of the will;
lion. I). D. Stewart. St. Alhuns, for the heirs
of Philander Coburn; Judge I’ereival Bouncy,
Portland, N. Y., Baptist Home Missioncry Society and Colby University; Win. T. Haines,
lisq., Waterville and A. M. liobiuson. Esq..
Maine State Agricultural < 'allege; lion. Orville
I>. Baker, Augusta, Maine Insane Hospital.

one
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Augusta people are speculating in Bar Harbor lands.
Tlie Supreme Judical Court of Massachusetts,
sitting at Cambridge, lias just sustained the will
of Mrs. Caroline A. Wood. This decision of the
court gives Hates College file,000.
Ezra Carter, formerly of the tirm of Sanborn
& Carter, doing bnsinessas booksellers in Portland and Boston, died in Portland recently.
He leaves two daughters, one of whom is Mrs.
Dr. Quiniby of Worcester.
It is said (though no report has been made)
that the executive committee of the State
Grange, P. of II., contemplate holding its next
annual session in Earwell Hall, ltoekland. The
date of the session is Dec. 20th, and four days
is its usual length.
A county organization of the W. C. T. U. has
been effected ill Auburn with Mrs. W. W.
Blanchard as president, Mrs. Geo. B. Atwood
and Mrs. Dr. Irish vice presidents, Mrs. A. M.
l’ulsifer secretary, Stella Chudhournc treasurer.

Bath doctors have agreed to publish a “dead
lieat” list. This catalogue will include delinquents who have failed in a year to pay or make
due explanation of the neglect. Another clnss
will lie comprised of persons leaving town with
doctors’ bills unpnid. Pending the printing of
the list, a chance will Ik; given debtors to settle
their accounts. The physicians also agree not
to attend persons whose*mimes are on tlie list
unless charitable considerations warrant such
visits.

To the Editor of the Joernai.: I see
that Congress has laid the hill lo abolish compulsory pilotage on the table. Before l enter
into a discussion of this unjust action I desire
express my obligation to the Belfast Journal
for publishing my letters. If there isanything
in the world that an hottest man must detest it
is that law which compels him to contribute
to the support of an organization whose serto

This compulsory pilotage is not only contrary to every principle of justice and right,
but is unconstitutional, because the Constitution of the United States strictly forbids that
one State shall tax the commerce of another
State. Is not a ship the production of the
State in which she is built? But any floating
substance seems to be considered a lit thing for
public plunder. In some parts of England a
church rate exists which compels every mail to
pay a certain sum for the benefit of thecburcli,
whether he ever sees the interiorof the church
or not.
'1‘liis unjust law has long since ceased
to exist in America and any man is free to
pay
or not to pay for the support id'
religion, lie
is also at liberty lo attend any church he
chooses and to travel tin1 public highway, and
tin; public are responsible for any accident that
may happen to him by any defect in the road,
bridge or sidewalk over which he travels, lie
can send his children to the public school as
soon as he lands in America, in case he be a
foreigner, and after a short residence he becomes a voter and has a voice in the direction
of public atlairs.
He is a lawful citizen with
or without it. and is taxed according to
property ho owns. Yet with all this justice
and equality, with all this freedom, that man is
not allowed the free use «»f the highway on tin;

brogue

the

He must pay

a toll as soon as he atharbors from a foreign
land if he be in command of a vessel. There
are but few states which do not exact this
pilot
toll when entering their ports from other
States. Is not this the taxing hy one State of
the commerce of another State? Wili any honest man with full knowledge of the injustice of
the compulsory pilotage law say that it is any
thing else than an imposition and an outrage
on the merchant marine of this
country,- -this
ocean.

tempts

t<» enter

our

thrusting of the hand into the pockets

of

mas-

and owners of vessels and taking tlieretrom, by a process of law, fees for services not
rendered, not asked for, and not required?
And yet. with this unjust law before them,
the evidence of which it was their duty to obtain, the Congress of this great country sees lit
to lay the bill to abolish this evil upon the table. They have consented to allow the toll collectors to plunder us a while longer. Possibly
Congress thinks the pilots are not rich enough
ters

the I'nited States is towards its merchant
marine, we would have been to this day under
thi? rule of Great Britain, instead of enjoying
this free Government that looks on in silent
I submission while we are plundered of our hard
earnings by the most unjust combination that
! ever existed.
j
W 11y should pilots Im* protected
in their
i
buMiiess any more than any one else? Why
should they live at the expense of the mereliant marine, with their fees fixed by a Mate
law? Let pilots engage in business like other
people. |f their trade is right and just they
do not require any more protection than oilier

ious.

Tln*n* are lew of our readers win* do not
know ( apt. Jolm li. Drew (the “Ki miebeek-

|>ersonally

er”) either
or through his contributions to the press, and it is safe to say that
everybody in New I ingland has read with
deep interest t he aeeount of his voyages published in the Host mi Journal. In addition to
his natural literary ijualilieutintis the Kemucker -bows the judgment of an experienced
newspaper man in his -..lection <*f subjects. It
will he sr.-ii that his letter to the Journal u hieh
wc print io-day has a decided local llavoi : and

bi

although anything he might w rite would lind
appreei 11i\ readers, what he says of former
residents of thi- city and section will awaken a
lively interest. In a private note ('apt. Drew

comes

says: “This is not so well written as it ought
be. I am running before a heavy gale,
with a broken
rudder, tor my port of
destination.” ISiit who other than the horn
sailor (and writer) would be able to write at
all under such circumstances? And is it not

to

time tin* captain ceased to eireumnavigate the
globe and br:t\e the perils of the sea? We
should l.e glad to hear that lie is to settle down
at his home in the* good State he loves so well,
and there* at his ea-e to employ his pen in telling the stories of hi- voyages, and of the

people lie lias

and the things he ha- seen
in distant seas and lands. Meanwhile, that
favoring winds may waft him on prosperous
voyages will be* tin? wish of his many friends
in the Dine Tree State.

pusses people will begin to understand what an
unjust law this is, and will elect men who are
pledged to vote against it or use their influence
to abolish it.
It is impossible that such a law
should much longer exist in this free land.
The element from which Congress takes it>
rise will pronounce their enlightened
judgment
against it.
Tin ■re will he a time when auv ship living' the
Stars and Stripes will have undisputed
passage
into our harbors without
of toll.
Let

passport
they are. If they choose
to prosecute their business, do not disturb
them, but abolish eompulsory pilotage. Ci\e
us a elianee to
keep command of our own ships
while entering the harbors of the United States.
the pilots remain

Uive

as

elianee to think for ourselves, without paying two hundred dollars a
year for
others to think for us. There are only three
Hasses of people in the United States that are
in favor of eompulsory pilotage law.
us a

First, the Insurance Companies are in favor
iL because they have the risk of ship and
cargo and the pilot may possibly render her
of

passage from dock to sea more safe. They pay
none of tin* pilotage hut are
willing that it
should continue at the expense of the Master
and

owners.

met

Tin; New York Kvening Sun lias hcen peepamong the tilings

ing into shop windows, and
it

I

saw were:

A trunk

full of water to show

that it i-

waterproof.

for sportsmen which can he folded
into a knapsack of regulation si/e. It onlv
weighs six pounds.
”Butterfly neckties" for men. They used to
be very popular ten
years ago and are again
coming into style.
An umbrella which can he doubled up until
it is only four inches long, two inches wide,
and three inches thick.
In this shape it can be
carried in the pocket.
A

tent,

I’nele Sam is after Kmma Jane, and at last
accounts was a long way after.
The saucy
Kmma Jane is a slave schooner and I'nele
Sam’s proxy in tin. chase is the man of war Alliance. The latter will pop if tin* schooner
heaves in sight.
.1. (j. A. Will'll, the sculptor, who made the
Garfield statue, says that in 1st in, while in the
office of Governor Dennison of Ohio, Mr. Garfield was introduced to him hy Governor Dennison with the remark: "Mr! Garfield, this is
Mr. Ward, a promising young sculptor; perhave the opporhaps one of these day.
tunity of immortalizing von in bronze.”

(second, Hie people who are living from the
spoils of this plunder, such as pilot commissioners. collectors, Are. You ask these people
ht'Hiay
ahont compulsory pilotage, and they will
say at
once that it is just the law that
ought to exist.
The number of blind people in Kngland i. relThey know all about it, or pretend to. but in atively decreasing. In l-s'd there was . to
!*7!l of the population: in tsol. one to
know
every
reality they
nothing about it.
every lfil!7: in 1*71. ope to |n.V.'; and in tsst,
Third, the pilots themselves.
one to Ibis.
It costs the government xyoo.oon
Those who are opposed to this law arc the a year to maintain blind
people in the almsshipowners, the merchants, brokers, masters of houses.
vessels. The public generally consider this an
The life of Henry Ward Beecher, written by
Unjust law, and ninety-live per cent, of the
Joseph Howard. Jr., has been published. The
element that support pilots are opposed to this (ini pages were dictated bv Mr. Howard to a
unjust law. Tin; very people who know the I stenographer. He dictated three hours a day,
three days a week, for three weeks. The book
least about it are the ones that
keep the pot is illustrated, and contains
letters from
boiling in the State Legislatures ami wage war Mr. Beecher not heretofore many
printed.
ev
to
i
abolish it.
against cry attempt
\Ve want to be at liberty to take or reject a
In commenting on John Bright's statement
pilot without being compelled to pay them that “the Protectionists in the I'nited States
are burdened with a large surplus revenue,”
when we do not
need their services. \Ve want
tlie compulsory pilotage law abolished. We
want tlie free use of Hie harbors in the United
■States for American vessels, unobstructed bytoll collectors. We want the gateway of comthrown open to American tonnage. We
know what legal right any State in
this Union has to make a law to appropriate
merce

want to

hundred dollars of our money annually to
the support of an organization that is not the
least benefit to us. Tlie man who earns tlie
money is entitled, to it and should have a voice
in its disposition above that of all others.
One word more and I have done. I arrived
in New York yesterday from Maceio,
drawing
15 1-2 feet of water. My pilotage was $52.3(1.
while my freight only amounted to $2,ln0. I

The London Globe exclaims: "We wish the
l'Tec Traders on this side of the pond could
point to tile same oppressive state of things."

The Piiu'ian Hill at Koine now bears a monthus inscribed, "The neighboring palace,
once the
property of the Medicis, was the prison of Galileo Galilei, guilty id' having seen the
revolve
round the sun. s. p. n. |;
earth
M DC'CC LX X X V1
ument
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obliged to pay 2 1-2 per cent on my gross
stock (for my pilotage amounted to that) for a
man to pilot my vessel Into New York
harbor,
when I know every ineli of the way as well as
tlie pilot does ami could pass all the examination
necessary to receive a first class branch pilots
certificate. This is law; this is justice; this Is

am

right on the public highway, liesct with toll
collectors prosecuting their trade under the
most unjust law that ever existed. Congress
of the United States break this unjust law I
lie worthy of your great ancestors who resisted

|

brother, went to China in command of the
! celebrated Poston ship “Parliament,” and has
scenery at so reasonable a rate. Portland
will reap a rich harvest this year. II. r Island I sailed ill and out of Shanghae for years in
travel will be greater than that of run former command of different steamers; hut last year
had charge of oneoftln* llong Kong and Manila
year. Then; will be better steamboat fac ilities
line of steamers. They arc an adventurous
to roach the various sea side resorts this
year
! hope I am doing
race, and well worth notice.
than at any former period. The opening of a
no harm by bringing them before the
public
route from Portland to Augusta
boat
will
hy
allbnl tourists an opportunity to see the beau- once more; it is with highest respect and
kindliest regard that I do so.
ties ol < asco Hay and the Kennebec river to
I knew ( apt. Peiiheii many years ago, when
better advantage* than in the past. The new
chief otlicorof the crack Baltimore dipper tea
boat from Hangor to Rockland will be a great
“Mandarin.” (’apt. (icoige Parrott, comboon to your people* and their visitors. The ship
mander. He was a splendid specimen of tic*
Journal will no doubt keep them advised. Hro.
Maine sailor, in the days when to he mate of a
Simonton of the* Camden lbraid has produced
China trader was to he something in the world.
a gem for tourists in bis
Cam*
“Picturesque
He had passed through many adventurous
den/* a souvenir of value to anyone*, lie brags
and now was “every inch a man.” In
for Camden and we; admire bis loyal pride*. scenes,
tin; piping times of a (venture in ( hina lit* wa<
Maine newspapers e*nnuot be too lavish in He ir
there, and obtained command of the imperial
praise of her beauties.
A new Sunday paper e*alled tin* Telegram has gun boat “Confucious.” I met him on the
in 1st,2-2, and this was the steamer 1
appeared in this city. It will strive to succeed, Yangts/
presume in which In* came to tin* rescue of his
but the past history of such ventures has not
bce‘n promotivc of confidence in their success. aunt when she was ship wrecked, which event
occurred after I left.
if requires push to make a paper
popular.
When in the < aliforuia mines years ln-fnn
the
Telegram will have plenty of Midi
Perhaps
he had a • hum from New York. They went
a motor.
We >h: II see. W'm. II. Smith has
to that city years afterward, and lie
was
retired from the diair editorial of the “livenintroduced hy his friend to the lad) he married,
In
so
fat-t
he
did
Kxpress.”
the
first
of
last
ing
a
member of a very tine family. She joined
January. Col. Fred 2s. Dow is its principal
him in China and remained there some years,
owner and Major W
12. Stevens is its editor,
and the\ had children. <*oing' home to ha\e
lie is a genial gentVman who will make his
them educated, she took passage in the clipper
mark in Maim journalism. The
i>
to
I2xpre<s
“Fearless" of which 1 was chief mate.
he the representative of those liepuhlirans who ship
We went int<> Manila to load, there were many
oppose Mr. IJeed's aspirations to the Senate.
It will favor Mr. Frye or Mr. Hlaine for that other passengers, and it was :t tedious time to
her. Among the passengers was a nephew of
position. If Mr. Dlaine i> not nominated for
the then Secretary of Slate. Win. II. Seward.
tin; Presidency, he will lie Senator, if the i»eThe passenger’s brother, (ieorge F. Seward,
pnhlieans eontrol the State Legislature. Mr.
was at tiiat time Consul (teneral to china and
Ih ed may not have any a>| irations; if he has
afterward* Minister t«» Pekin. He was a parm> aid will he given him from the
Fxpress.
ticular friend of ('apt. MeCaslin’s.
Polities are quiet.
The Democrats are havWell, the children largely fell to my care as
ing a good, time settling scores, hut they will
McC. was not well. Years rolled on and I saw
get rhe hatchet huried hy next year and as hot
a campaign
may he looked for as one will wish the captain occasionally in ( hina, and his wife
in New York. The children grew up, the
to see. Tin* legislation of last winter will he
the issue next year and a hitter contest will he boys went to china like their father, and are

A Letter from The Keiinebecker.

The compelling every person
in contact with them to contribute
to their support is extortion on the one side,
and on the other side submission to a law that
every honest man must detest. It. takes from
me every year two hundred dollars of
my hard
earnings,without rendering me the least desired
services. For tin* services rendered if I take
a pilot
I can perform better without them.
Congress can lay the bill to abolish this unjust
law on tin* table and let it remain there at their
pleasure. I would speak respectfully of the
honorable member wiio made the motion to lay
the hill on the table, while as forthosc who voted to shelve it, the time will conic when others
will till tie.* places they now occupy. As time
who

that should have been celebrated on board, and
the beautiful Belfast girl that spent lu r bridal
evening with us.
All, Mr. IMitor, these voyages could easily
be made into romances, were it not that “truth
is stranger than fiction,” and much better.
I hope I am not intruding upon your colbut I can hardly help contributing some*

umns,

thing to a community I respect so much as
those that live upon the shores of your beautiful bay.
Kknnkrkckkii.
At Sea. March 10, 1NN7.
Gen. Paine’s New

ot

of

occupations.

made a pilgrimage to the historical town
few years ago, and anything connected with
it arrests my attention at once. I know the
MeCaslin boys will not think 1 am trespassing
on their
grounds or mutilating their family
tree, if 1 tell what I know about them. The
notice referred to lias one slight error. It
says, “no two of the family are in one place.”
Kc'iiheu, the eldest son, and Charles, better
known as IJubo and Charlie, are, or were at
that time, both located at Shanghae, where they
have lived for many years. Andrew, another
I

Correspondence of the Journal.
The prospect for summer travel to Maine
this year, is as lknniuic Sampson said, Prodig-

other candidates have? begun to plant. He has
men all over the State who are
pushing him on
the quiet. Our prediction is that lie will he
nominated. Mr. iteed will go hack from the
1st District, sure.
Occasion, vi

longer, and Mr. Pilot clears his throat for
another year of undisputed offshore hail. Had
our forefathers been so
tardy in their opposition to the British ministry as the Government

n* \t
morning's paper. Then there was talk
enough. It was during the cruise of the “Fiery
Cross,*’and the ship will always In- known to
the Shanghae people by the romantic marriage

a

SIM.MEIt TIIAYEI. Oi
I.OOK. .Tol l.'NAl.lSTH'.
I'OMTirS ANI> roi.lTIClA.NS.

the result. It is said that (iovernor llodwell
will he out »t tin light, and that Hon. Fred N.
Dow \< the man upon whom his mantle will
tall,
flic “Col..*’as lie is called, is a iu<>umt
and will have his corn well up he fore some

retire from their long process of plundering
by law (for I can give it no other name) and
give the merchant marine a rest, a spell of respite. They have agreed to let them blockade
the public highway at least for another year
to

tome by some of the American Captains and
their wives in port. Capt. Peegan and Miss
Isabella were married in the presence of the
ConsuMieneral at six o'clock r. m., and with
him and the Captain of tlie American man-ofwar at anchor near, joined the
party on hoard
my ship, and not one of their friends knew of
the marriage until they saw it announced in

The “Kittcry Legend, or (• rave by the Sea” I
culled from some of last year’s papers, and
such poetry and sea lore as that is more than
interesting to me. I see in a recent issue, say
last fall, which is recent to a wanderer like me,
a notice of the MeCaslin
family of Castinc.

Portland.

From all parts of the State come the
notes of preparation.
From the sea to the
mountains, guests new ami old will breathe the
pun; air incident to our beloved Pine 'Free
State. 'I here is every reason why the\ should
come.
No other State ran afford such a variety

upon one of my former voyages to Sham®
hae that there was a “surprise party” tendered
was

Bay.

be because they do not. understand the duty
have neglected.
John W. Kane,
Master I. W. Parker.
New York, May Kith, Inn".

I HE

have known a long time as a very popular commander of a Chinese steam-ship.
You mention the death of the husband of
Mrs. Isabella Peegan formerly of Belfast,

Sea.

get the paper and thus am able to read it. I
must sav it i- very interesting to me, and I
know it is to all the sailors from Penobscot

>on

Letter from

at

To nn: Kiutok of tiik .Iochnal: I am
indebted to your paper for many items of shipping intelligence which you receive from my
many sea-faring friends in your section of the
Slate. If it was not for you I should seldom
hear from them. Meeting some occasionally, I

bosoms of your families ami your constituents
and tell them what glorious honors you have
obtained for your common country, and if the
people do not treat you with contempt it will

vices he neither asks for nor requires, and
whose sentinels are to be found posted at every
commercial gateway in the United States to
compel the payment of a toll. As we approach
the land freighted with the productions of other climes the toll collectors stand
ready to victimize us. They do not ask you if you require
their services, but command you to come back
ami receive them on board; and it is not an unusual thing, especially if it be night-time, for
tbelli to inquire how much water you are draw-

ing before they know where you are from.
That done, they ask you if you have seen any
big ships, and on being told that you have,
and their direction, they come on board, make
a private bargain for two-thirds
pilotage, and
leave you for tin big tisli.

From the “Kenuebecker”

The President

lias appointed James W.
as United States Treasursucceed Mr. Jordan. Mr. llvatt we understand was a Republican up to 1S72. Ilis appointment will not be gratifying to the old tim-

Ilyatt of Connecticut

er

to

ers.

The chart of the heavens which the international astronomers are about to prepare will be
composed of about 2.000 sheets. With the aid
of this chart it will be possible to
“diagnose,"
so to speak, the
1(10,000,000 stars which are said
to exist in the firmament.
Tile Woman’s Christian Temperance Union
is agitating the question of establishing public
drinking fountains at ditlerent localities in
Jersey City. There isn't a single place in the
city where a free drink of water can be had by
a stranger.

Krupp’s new rapid firing gun consists of a
tube resembling that of a steel tield-gun. projecting from the port-hole of an ironclad; its
carriage being reversible, and having a seat
for the gunner at its rear.

doing well. Then the daughter wi lit out with
( apt. F.d. Plain-hard and his wife in the ship
‘‘Henrietta,” of Searsport. Fain ) their meeting alter all these years. It was a mistake that
he had never seen her. Then* was a boy born
that lie had ue\er seen, until they m, t in ( bin:'.
I have little Kiln’s and her brother Charlie’s
pictures a< they appeared when Ueuheu parted
from them on the deck of the Fearless >o

Sloop.

The New > ork Herald publishes in a dispatch
from W ilmiimton, I>»•!.. the dimensions of the
new steel sloop now building there for (leu. (’.
d. Paine of lioston, owner of the Mayflower.
The measurements have been <;i\en approxi-

mately, hut

before exactly.

never

They

areas

follows:
Feet.

licn^rth

water line..sd.ii
heam.>j:{.;i

on

Kxtreine

hraiitflit .jo
Area of midship section (square IVct.'.i«»
Kxtreine length of mast.
si;
Kxtreine length of iralV.'in
Kxtreine length of topmast.ps
Kxtreine length of bowsprit. dd
I he mast will he -liuhtly barrel
shaped, with
diameter of 1!) inches at the deck, JS inches
tin* hounds and lit 1-2 inches half the distance
The boom will have a diameter of 11 in*
up.
at the middle and Id VS inches at the slimrs,
ejo-s
The greatest diameter of the bowsprit will be
I") inches and the topmast will he A A-4 inches
at tin* cap. The mast Will he
stepped .12 feet !»
inches above the stem at the water line. The
sails used will he longer than the Mayflower's,
hut very similar in appearance.
The new sloop ditiers from the Mayflower in
having a trifle less beam on deck, hut more at
the water line, a clipper stem and less tumble
home to the sides above the water line. The
bil-e is also a trifle fuller in the new sloop. The
billowing table will be of interest for comparia

at

sons ;

New
May- I'ris Puri
tan.
Ft .In. Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In.
I.en^tli on water line.:-d KM, sd (q s.d odK sd 01
Kxtreine beam .2d (id1. 2d in; 22 Of.
22 07
I transit.lo oo
(o
s
na
7 or.
Area of midship section (square feet'....!«> (Ml
so oo sip
K2 oo

sloop, flower. cilia,

The displacement ami amount of ballast of
the new sloop are not vet known, and ronseijueutlv her metaeentrie hivilit. upon which will
depend her sail carrying capacity, has not been
estimated.

On

I Ik*

Fast week

March

we

Fastport

to

printed

Mi.

I

account of the

an

capture
journal kept
This
l»y
otVn-er,
the second in command at Fastport, was ( apt.
.Jacob |;. Vanillin, son of den. .Joseph Bradley
Varmim. of Massachusetts, win* was Speaker of
the National Mouse of Representatives I SOT to
Ml, and Senator from .Massachusetts 1 srj to
M7.
('apt. Yarnuin afterwards became Major
and alter tin* treaty of peace with (treat Britain
wa si-rued in I -I I was mustered out of the sen ire
of Fast port in the

war

at the time

American (Mirer.

an

of |s|> from

a

Fater iie iieeame Indian Factor for tin* dovern
Detroit ami ('hie.ptro, and was aniontr the
first government otlieers to reach the latter place
after the massacre at Fort Dearborn in MU. 't in1
nient at

niembt

r

lfom

apt. Narnuni'- journal found

of the

family

w

ho

the extracts

us

sent

many years ago. and I could tell her by it now
Tin n Mrs. M disposed of the property in
New York, and followed b\ mail, and in their

reading that he had made an error; that the capture
oi Fa-tport and not of < astine was referred to

house,

and

united, I met them la-t year and
visitor.
After a loiig.divaie \<-\ngr from New York,
I anchored in the Yangt-z at night and went to
sleep all wa rn out. 't da) light in the morning when the steward brought me my cod'. •,
he said a tow boat was alongside. I nisln-d up
on deck ji!-1
in time to see my old friend
< bailie
<
apt < bai lee Met 'a-!in coming over
the gangway. "What! Why! Charley? What
are you doing Ju re?”
Well, we heard day Infore yesterday you were outside, and I have
conn* down to tow you up. and here are your
letters, and your folks are all well! "IKy. do
you know they an all well: don’t tantalize
I had left them \er\ miserable and had
tile!
grave doubts about them.) "Win ('apt. Welland Captain Perkins (old schoolmates an.I
neighbor- of mine) told me jo tell you >o, and
('ant. Pratt and Captain Hassell and all tien

rest of

your friends, told

me

|o low

you up.

sun'"
That’s the way to hoard a ship and to gel a
and after ! had almost fainted and almost
kissed Charlie, and asked him stu h vei v undig-

low.

nified questions about what he would
up for, and In-said, "You are outside
tion, but I will call tiiat nothing, and
at regular taritl' rales, and you will be

tow

llle

the stathe rest
in town

before the Olliers close," I was not very long
making up my mind. I wanted to -end a despatch to Poston and .Maine “arrived, all well.”
so
they would have it on the Kennebec jn the
morning, and I yelled. "Man the windlass!"
“get up the hawser!” I tell you the chief other r, who had a wife and children in
Searsport,
was not. long in introducing himself to (
apt.
MeCaslin, with the end of our tow rope; for
would not that -ame despatch g' » through Pelfast to Searsport dying? "Heave! heave! and
break out tlint anchor!"
< :ipi. Charles, as
you wiil
hy Ihi-. had
heell superintendent of a powerful tow hi)at

trive fiirthci

now

w->

welcome

was a

<

on

further

from this jour

xtracts

preeedin.u' tlio-e already ptihli-hcd
tin* -JIMh Mar. Dll I received

‘■'Mi

an order to or
my c oinpany of Ion men and with ( apt
!• illehrow u’s company to niaryh
immediately to
Fastport. Me under the command of Mai. IVrlc.v
i'utu.nu and from them e to furni.-li detachments
lor the military
posts at ( astine, Marina- and

irani/

Kohinstovv'll.

We reached \\ iseasset lab in April
fatitruintr march, im-t of the distance
ai;k'r deep in vi-eiou- clay bo* which Maine, par
tietilarly in Mar. and April, .-.an bo.t-t a '.-ntiful
Mipply
•T.a-iporl was at that time a i.am*<u- place for
aftei

nio-t

a

illi'dl irallie. W'«• soon found that any measures
I’m- it -uppres-ion would he unpopular and
brin#
the irarri-on iut*>
w ith the law lc-s

popula
predecessors had rather w inked at the
slate of a flairs, or had h t it «*-o iinniole-ted. It was
Miade a part of our •':.ty to suppress it. The .-miitr
tilers had a small <-Inmner which wa- kept plying

time

(>ur

between

our por- and m. Andrew
a
Britisl iland a!-»ut ID mile- away. >eein^ her jro out a
day or two after our arrival, our e ,inlander -.-1,1
a
■il Hi. cannon ball ahead of lie.- which -non

hr

iitfht her into port atrain. This unlooked fot
as they reirnrded ii
rather harsh proree:line,
-non after our taking
charge, lollowed by oil er
euerifetie im-asures soon produced the dcsin d of
feet and tin* smutiirlin.tr, if done at all. was in such
and
■

clandestine way

a

atrain

-t

easily

as not

produced

Mir course

to

he

detected

intense

feeiin-r of l;«*stili*•
The inhabitants brought ev ery species

us.

an

annoyance to bear -ui n- while vvv remained
1-Iaud. (nlieer- boardimr in tlie town wt
ne.tilied to leave forthwith and we wore

«-t

o

tin-

e-nupeiU

to coniine ourselves
tions ."

the

to

■

Memorial
ev

> i:
n.«;

irri.-'m and

to

»

mvivi vm.kii it.

lli;\iH.i-uMia:s |ii:rr.oK Mum:, b. \
PoKTI.

\M*.

•(

n

Day.

u: imi>
vi i.ki

(irnrrul Onfrr

our

MiU nth, l-s;

j;
k

■

company at Shanghae for years. He has often
told me the >tory of his youth.
lie was
brought up in Baltimore; his father command-

ing a Baltimore >hip at that time, lie came to
China in the ship **( oniya." of B*»ton. (There
were two Coni)as of Boston.)
Before lie rang
the hell to go ahead, he called his st» ward and
told him to pass up what fresh beef he had,
some

Now

pheasants, potatoes, vegetables and eggs!
we were nearly
my months out,
and

noededtlie.se luxuries very much, hut Charlie
.MeCaslin is the only one that ever did such a
thing for me, except one, and that, was in
.Japan. No Boston or New York steamboat

pilot ever did it.
apt. Reuben, the oldest pilot on the Yangtsz,
t< ok my ship out.
A storm came on and we
anchored in the river, where we laid two days
man or

<

while the gale howled outside. It was hitter
and cold weather, and hy a cheerful lire in our
cozy cabin the time Hew quick!) by. Then 1
learned from his own lips the fascinating >tnry
of the veteran's life.

There is a bird's eve
view of Gardiner, Me. hanging over my cabin
table, and pointing to the* Cobbosseeeontec

which cuts the city into halves, as it
flows into the Kennebec: “'There,'* said the
< upturn, “up that stream my grandfather lived,

I.

.Memorial

It is

Day
duty i> near.''
expected tliat every Comrade in this Depart
far as possible, will unite with their Posts

n.ent a-

in the services of tin day. He sure that no
.«.avi»
f soldier or sailor who i.mglit in defence
of the
uion is forgotten on that dav hot see that Ve»
\
one receive from
loving hands our imple tribute
ol love, and that over it waves the
for which
11;ig
lie fought.
II. May _:>th will be observe«l as .’Memorial Nun
day. The clergy are respectfullv requested to
make special reference to the occasion in their ad
dresses on that day. Posts win as ,ar ;ls
p,,s<ii|,,t.
.assemble at their halls and attend divine service
in a body.
III. Numerous letters have been received
at
these headquarters asking the question, shall vv
decorate the
of soldiers and sailors of
graves
other wars.J
I’he (Jrand Army must decorate the
graves of all wlm served during the last war fur
ther than that Posts must use their own discretion.
IN. Posts will make their
reports ol Memorial
Day services to Department Chaplain, l»Yv (> ||
>hinn. Portland, immediately after dune 1st, while
all the facts and details required in the blanks are
tre.-h in the memory of the
proper officers of the
Posts
The Necrology report lor 1**7 will he for
"aided t.. the Depart meat Chaplain
promptlv at
the close id the year. Posts that have not sent
their Necrology report for iss,; will do so at once
otherwise tin names of their dead comrades will
not appear in the record, as the
proceeding of
lss.; will be in the printer’s hands b\ June |-t?
P»y command of
Kl< 'll Altl> l\. CiATI.KV,
»•!

.-

P.

Mil

(

McCawseland. Coming to the Penobscot, he
He was a lad on
changed it to MeCaslin."
hoard the famed New York ship “Flavius”
when my neighbor Davis was mate. 'The Captain was washed overboard, and D. got bis
command. lie was a young sailor in the Gulf
Squadron during tin Mexican War. and at the
taking of Ycra-Criiz got a command as a quasi
sailor-soldier under Scott.
lie was a gold-hunter in California in earlv
days; mate of big New York ships, an otliccr
in George Low's celebrated hark. “Grape
Shot," under Capt. Rodney Baxter, the vessel
that was dispatched for some fugitive* t<> the
Western Islands (and caught him.)
After
years in the China service, he was with the
American Kxpedition to Corea under Rodgers,
if I remember right, and now is the veteran
Shanghae pilot, lie showed his skill and seamanship on hoard of our ship in tine style. His
grizzled moustache and portly form was the
last I saw of my China friends.
I knew the particulars of the wreck of the
hark spoken of well, and some members of the

shipwrecked party from Belfast are among my
lirmest friends. Capt. Pratt and his accomplished lady, with other New Fngland friends,
made my stay at Shanghae very pleasant.
I saw with pleasure your notice* of the honor
conferred upon Capt. Lancaster by the Chinese
officials he sails for. and he is deserving of all
such favors, lie is a splendid specimen of a
Belfast boy, to use a home phrase. The Captain (Patterson) who sent you that notice I

Department Commai.d^r.
Adjt. (ien’l.

Asst.

1.IKI \.

Transfers

stream,

as

with it* sacred

The

Heal

Kslale.

the transfers in real estate, in
for the week ending May 17th Helen

Waldo

county,
Hiitier. Lincol

K.

In

following are

ilie, to Israel II. Cross, same
Caswell,Searsmont, to Thomas
Simmons, Appleton. Thomas Crockett, Win*
terport, to Zetlian F. Berry, Stockton. Lyman
Creen, Troy, to -losiah Harmon, same town.
\l
hert < •ammaus, Belfast, to (Jeorge I*. Ward, Thorn
dike. Miranda Hillman, Troy, to
\ugustus stev
ens, same town.
Martha 15. Ilemmingway. Bel
mont, Mass., to U. H. Cargill. Liberty.
Flijali
Hark.'It, Winterport, to Fdwin It. Page, same
town. IJ. W. Ilnrdy, Lineolnville, to Susan
Young,
same tou n. Abner Milliken et als.,
Lineolnville, to
Warren (
lower, same town. Howard Murphy,
Belfast, to M. \\ Drew, Jacksonville, Fla. Samuel
Norton, Belfast, to Samuel (J. Norton and Frank CJ.
Norton, Palermo. Fmma
IViree, Frankfort, to
(Jeorge 15. Ilcilv, same town. Mahala Prescott,
Cnity, to Cynthia Webb, same town. Daniel ,t.
Roberts, Belfast, to Freeman o. Roberts, same
town.

n

.Manson CJ.

M.

tow

n.
James A. Russ A als. by guardian, Belfast,
Mary F. Downs, same town. Laura A. Russ,
Belfast, to Mary F. Downs, same town. Fllcn P.
Ryan, Belfast, to Sarah D. McCarty, same town.
Lester A. Wilson, Searsmont, to (Jeorge R.
Ness,

to

same

town.

A

8tuhic

of

hurtle Id

Unvellrd.

The bronze statue of
whs

CJarlield at Washington
unveiled May 12. The statue is of heroic size,

ten feet six inches in height, and
weighs 5,000
pounds. The granite pedestal, which is eighteen
feet in height, was paid for
by government, Con
gress having appropriated $20,000 therefor. The
statue stands in the small circle at the foot of
Cap
itol Hill and looks southwest
through Maryland
It is the second bronze statue raised in
Washington bv the Society of the Army of the
Ctimlicrluiid, the equestrian statue of (Jen. (Jeorge
II. Thomas Itcing the first.
avenue.

Maine Matters.
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BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY *2<i, 18*7.

ritennmToiiY i.aw.

(^noting an article from the Prog. Age of last
week, the Portland Press says: Herein is a clue
to one of the reasons why the prohibitory liquor law is not better enforced in the cities.
The habit is to throw all the blame upon the
olliccrs, but a good deal of it belongs to the
state of public sentiment.
A considerable part
of these communities do not regard liquor
selling as they do other statute crimes—larceny for instance. The low and vile rumshops
they want closed up. but they are indifferent
about the more respectable places. There are
very few people in our cities but if they saw a
man breaking the law against stealing* would
inform tin- authorities and have him arrested
and punished.
Oil the other hand, we fear
that there are very few win* if they saw a
apothecary or hotel keeper breaking
rijjjaetable
tl^Taw
against liquor selling would deem it
their duty to call the police. On the contrary
many of them would consider i! an affront to
be call'-d upon to give testimony in the ease,
Public sentiment m better than it used to be,
but tln rc is plenty ..f room for much more improvement. \V hen the great mass of the people
in the cities look upon rumselling as they do on
larceny there will be no eoinplaint of the nonenforcciiicnt of the law.

1’1'IlLISllKD

EVERY

THURSDAY MORNING

BY THE

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHARLES A. PILSlil KY....EDITOR.
RUSSELL Li. DYER. Local Editor.

Legislature, officially known

“the General

of importance, and much of the business which
lias come up for consideration is still unfinished. Annual sessions being held in this State,
the legislator finds employment more than half
of the time. Viewed from this standpoint the
call for a return to busy annual sessions In
Maine, where the subjects coining up for legislation are quite as varied, seems very reason-

“Doctors dill'er," lawyers agree to disagree;
! and so it is not surprising that newspaper men
I
should hold widely different view- as to the
policy of the ideal newspaper. For example,
I Mr. Charles A. Dana, editor of the New York
! Sun.
says : "It is a great thing to have a news-

j
j

able.
The rule at Beacon Hill Is, however, to proceed with all tilings as leisurely as may be,
with easy' hours, frequent adjournments over
two or three days, with an occasional junket.
The Muc Sunday laws, revived last year, have
been made more liberal. Succeeding years will
doubtless remove the last of the Puritans’ pet
notions. The liquor question has been tackled

paper which is not dependent upon the chance
j winds of the moment or upon the chance cusj toms of the hour, hut which is governed by
principle and animated by a scriou> purpose to
look beyond the moment to permanent and enduring results.** This the Boston Transcript

Mortimer Whitehead, Lecturer of the National <irange, is engaged to speak in Maine,
August bih t" l!»th inclusive, and may be expected to speak under tlie direction of the
•ounty granges as follows: August nth. Oxford: loth. Androscoggin and sagadahor: 11th.
Franklin; lJili, Knox and Lincoln: 13th, Waldo: 14th. Hancock: llith. Penobscot: lTlh.
Pi-c itaqui': lsth. Somerset ami Kennebec:
loth. ( mnbcrktnd and. York. These date* are
not yet
tixed permanently, but will soon l»e
announced and the time table made up. The
several county granges can be making preparations for their meetings. The* meetings
should occur on line of railroad and at as central points as possible. Tin limited time th«National l.< ctun r will be able to give Maine,
makes ii desirable to spread hi- labors as much
as
practieable, and t<> so arrangt that he can gi\ e
one lecture t" as many counties as possible.
It
is r<-commended that these gatherings be publiin mass meetings, and that effort* be made
t" _' ! out as many patrons as possible, also
as
many farmers who arc not now members of tin order, state M:M< r Ibibie v II, it
is expected, accompany Mr. W hilcheau and
-peak in connection with him at these meetings. and Hie meetings will be immediatel followed by active and persistent deputy work in
• a-h
county.

as

deeds. Meeting at the same time as the lawmakers of Maine it is still in session, with little
prospect of reaching adjournment for months
to come. The record show s but very few acts

I

cheerful Impudence, and says it is
the whole secret of modern journalism, It is
the opinion of tin Transcript that, “A newsup

Soldiers

Court of the Commonwealth” has secured to
itself a reputation for many days and meager

j

-mn-

Boston.

Correspondence of the Journal.
Boston, May 23, 1887. The Massachusetts

Paying Papers.

I

wnm:m:vi> in maim:.
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STATK.

as

paper which cheerfully, yet cynically, veers
around with every wind that blows will never

with varying successs.
But the bill fur tlie division of the town of

be dignified, even by it- patron-, with the title
of a great nc\v>paper.
People at last reach the
point of respecting a paper which, however it

Beverly

and

the

incorporation

of

Beverly

Farms lias eclipsed all else in public interest.
This bill, which after a determined opposition
was about to go to the Governor, was set back

may contravene many of tlu ir cherished opinion.-. i- recognized a> hone>t, conscientious and
reliable.** < Mi the other hand lb-well Smith,
at a meeting of the Congregational Chih in New

by c harges of bribery made in the Senate. The
investigations which followed made no discoveries of a< Inal corruption, but the work of the
lobby was brought out in such an unpleasant
> ork the other night, expressed himself :is so
nun'll in favor of absolute freedom that lie lik- light, and the use of so large sums of money
ed to see men in the press kick over the traces was shown, that the original merits of the bill
Whether the “Farms”
and say thing- that shocked everybody. Tal- were lost sight of.

but the summer homes of Boston tax
dodgers who wished to escape taxation in Beverly also, was forgotten in the questions as to
their methods fur securing legislation.
What seems to be a sly scheme for offering
bribes came out in testimony.
A lobbyist
ottered to bet two hundred dollars with a member who had opposed the hill that he would
were

William- of the Philadelphia Press said
that the successful newspaper is a sm-.-i >sful
business enterprise. St. < 'lair McKelway «>f the

c«»tt

Brooklyn Eagle advocated lnugwumpery, and
thought the political strength of the pres- waand that this is caused
Mr. McKelway
Bohemian who write.- on all sides of all

in ver so

by its
is

a

little

as

extreme

now,

partisanship.

On

Friday

Monument

Monroe.

at

Journal representative accompanied Capt. A. E. Clark, of this city, to Monroe,
to witness the erection of a monument by the enterprising citizens of that town to perpetuate the
memory of the gallant men of Monroe who defended their country’s flag in two wars.
The
movement was begun one year ago, and the monulast

a

ment will be dedicated on Memorial Day. Col. W.
II. Foglcr, of llelfast, will deliver the address. A

dinner will be served in the hall, and if the day is
pleasant there will be a large attendance.
The Crand Army Post at Monroe contains
members from many surrounding towns. It was
not considered advisable tJ ask the Post, as a

hotly,

to

contribute to this

enterprise,

hut

an asso-

was formed of resident members who
have pushed the matter to a iinal success. Much
opposition had to be overcome, as many said a
monument could not be erected. They did not
know of what material the soldier boys of Monroe

ciation

composed.
dispelled

were
were

If any doubts remained they
on Friday afternoon when the

beautiful monument

was

erected in full view of the

village. The monument occupies a site west of the
cemetery, on land donated to the association by Mr.
Fireman Atwood, who has been very active in the
matter and to whom the soldiers

debted.

are

greatly

in-

Mr. Atwood told the

boys to fence in as
they desired for their purpose,
and as a consequence a quantity of land has been
reserved for the burial of soldiers only. The site
isallthateould be desired. It adjoins the cemetery
and is about midway between the trotting park
and the village, on the most elevated land in the
vicinity. The monument can be seen not only
from the entire village, but for miles around.
The monument was furnished by the White
Bronze Company, of Bridgeport, Conn., and is
much of his land

as

Ritchie, Elijah.1 >.
26
Robertson, M. L.A.
4
p.t
Robertson, S. N.it.
Koval, D. N.F.
4
Robertson, R., .Jr. .it.
Isteav.
Rowe, C. C. .I>.
4
Rowe, W. C.F.
Ricker, Isaiah.E.
16
Ill
Kicker, L. It. F.
13
Robertson, J. W.
Guard.
Robertson, J. A.C.
Robertson, I). s.G.
Ritchie, J. (j.
1st art.
Randall, It. 1*....;.F.
Rowe, Geo. F.%
Rich, S. II.
1»
Strattard, John. It.
26
Sanborn, E. O..K.
20
Smith, A. F. 1>.
20
Smith, I. HI.I>.
s
Stevens, F. A.II.
2
Stevens, W. P.G.
Smith, Alberto.
Stevens, S. R.
P.»
Staples, W. I.It.
13
Stephenson, G.K.
Smith, Hlavo l».
Staples, Alfred.
Smith, Lewis..Navy.
Stevenson, G.
Sticknev, Ames.
li
Twombly, A. K. I*.K.
20
Tasker, j. A .l>.
3
1 Tasker, A. K.I>.
13
Walls, N. II.\.
20
Webber, II. S. 1>.
14
Whitten, Eli.15.
20
Woods, Geo. A.b.
20
Woodburv, II. N.I>.
20
Wyman, ’Thatcher.I.
Wingate, II. It.13
1st. art.
Webber, II. C..L.
13
Wingate, L. 1*.\.
Wingate, E. K.
Wen I, John R.
Weed, Chas.
13
York,.I. II.A.

tlic first soldiers monument of the kind erected in
Maine.
Fulls.

One lias since been

up at Mechanics
zinc, colored to

set

The material is refined

polished granite, and it is claimed that
discolors, rusts, or corrodes. As it is a
metal and cast from moulds any design required
can be made.
The list price of the Monme monument was $l,sOo, hut a liberal discount was made
resemble
it

never

in view of the fact that it
from

was the

first to he ordered

Maine. The monument arrived at Brooks last

Friday morning accompanied by Mr. Barnuni, one
of the company’s agents. Two teams hauled it to
Monroe, arriving there shortly after dinner. A
foundation had been built and

News of Belfast and
A column of local

news

war

Fred

at the

a

city government rooms are lieing renovated
put in first class condition.

Felker, of Monroe, will plant three
Mr.
acres to corn for the Wintcrport Factory.
Felker has a nice pair of colts.

W.

Winchel, (revolution)
lVggy Lilly, (revolution)

an

room over

office.

Monday

A government buoy vessel was In our harbor on easterly
Saturday painting and exchanging buoys on ledges dusty.

and shoals.
There

played about

boy

In the air Tuesday. A harper
violinists arrived in town and

the streets to the

delight of the juve-

trial in

and it is

a

It

stitching room of Messrs.
factory made their forepresent of a chair on Satanniversary gift.

was an

Mr. Alonzo

Holmes, of Swanville, has sold to
Mr. C. J. Hall, of Belfast, for $175, a pair of large
oxen to be used in the granite business at Mt.
Desert. The cattle weighed 3920 pounds.

defence

was

the note

was

city and will lecture

Rev. .John Moore Is in this

here next week If lie receives sufficient encouragement. Ills subjects arc: 1. Monuments and An-

tiquities of Egypt.

2.

Ancient America. 5.

Antm-tri.

Ha,.bam.

>< er»

tary.
Ama/iali

M«< »-!in died suddeniv Mav lb.
lie wa- a nali\e of < olmnbia and a well known
re-ident of Maehias for thirl v-tive years.
Alherl II. l:irii, mate Of the
-flip' 1‘elknap of ;
I '"'kport, 1 a- l.i n arrested on ebarire of
mur-

der.
lion. >. V
Matthews, < (.mmi-sioiier of >ia?i-tie-. opened hi- <.Hire a! the state House- .,11
-. llil'dav.
lie will occupy the room deVoted
to ill, ivn-ion department
jointly with Sprague.
1 .-w A'Te-,*" tin homestead and for late

year-the

paid

was

re-idea,-,-of ||„. late da«-oh
author, was ,|.| May lstn to Hheiilion, of Farmington.
The price

summer

AI »l m *t t, the
•>/w Know

A -\ udieate of whieli lion. .1. II.
Manley
md other Aujrusta n'cnllemcn aiv members haof land at Hull*- rove, Mt.
pim !ia-e.| :;•) aen
H'- rl.
It i- jironouneed one of the-most atlra< i\e -pots on the island.
'll" Auausta .Journal says; Mr. Orville I).

druggist* have not taken out I nited States li-!
c< n*i s. and will not
supply any kind of spirit
with or without a physician's prescription.
Jewellers and others using alcohol lamps will
have to
nd out of the Slate for fluid to liii
1 hem.

standard (hi Company is implicated in
the recent conviction by tin* Buffalo court of
the two Fvcrsts for conspiring to ruin the
works of a rival concern. This company is believed to have contributed a large sum to the
Cleveland campaign fund, which enabled the
Pile

Democrats to carry New York by the narrow
margin which the ( I, \eland Electors received.
It i* the worst monopoly in the I nited States.
Dr. How ard Crosby, an alleged temperance
advocate, favors opening the beer saloons and
gardens on Sunday for an hour or two that the

hand of Frank Jones, the Democratic boss and brewer, was seen in this
move, the motive of which is now evident.

Dar-

winism and Evolution.
Mr. Frank

Coleord, of Searsport, who has been
learning the photographer's art with Mr. W. <
of
this
Tuttle,
city, will in a short lime enter the
business at l’resqite Isle. He is a very agreeable
gentleman, and will no doubt meet with success.

lawed.

plft.

The President seems to have been a very willing tool of the rum and beer interest.
The
The

Police

rase

<>f John W.

of mandamus

Before

Judge

vs.

the

Briggs,

t'ourt.

Mitchell, petition for writ

Emery Boardman,

up 1m*.
fore the Supreme Coni’, in Belfast last week, on
the fourteenth of May, Mr. Mitchell
applied to

Judge
premises of

Boardman

fused.
tion 4u,

an

for

a

warrant to

alleged liquor

Mr. Mitchell claimed

a

came

search

dealer and

the

was re-

warrant tinder

Co.

Allen, James E.\.
Briggs, Wm. B. .It.
Buzzed, Geo. A.II.
Buzzed, Noah.<
Billings, Geo. II.II.

sec-

chapter 27 of the revised statutes, which

says:
•’ll any person competent to he a witness in civil
suits makes sworn complaint before anv
judge of
a municipal or police court or trial
justice, that he
believes that intoxicating liquors are
unlawfully
kept or deposited in any place in the state by any
person, and that the same arc intended for sale
" ithin the state in violation of law, such
iiiagistraU* shall issue his warrant, directed to
any ollieer
having power to serve criminal process, command
iug him to search the premises described,” &<*..
Mr. Mitchell complied w ith the law,
having made
his complaint in writing,
duly sworn to, alleging
'hat lie believed that intoxicating liquors were un-

Eiimund .K.
Burnham, F. L.I).
Butler, N. W.I>.
Buzzed, E. K.B.
,'ith
Boyd, G. G.
Billings, E. M.E.
Batehelder, E. C.A.
Bartlett, W.K.g.
Benson, Alonzo.\.
Bent, 11. A.!>.
Brasshridge, S. A.
Bruce, S. J.K.
Batehelder, .1. .1.—
Brown, Jere.
Clement. Thos. K.\.
Colson, Kufus N.L
Cousins, Benj. F..—
Curtis, Kobt. 1*.....Navy
Campbell, E. I*. ..V.
I'ampbell, M. C.\.
Chase, B. F.I >.
Clement, Wm.B.
Clement, N. 8.l>.
Cook, I. F.\.
.—

parties

Keg.

fore the court

id
in

fully reported.

l.»
8

7
14
20
20
ill
Bat.
2
Id
21
id
20
id
1
—

—

JO
!»
—

id
Id
20
Jit
20

interested.
on

The

case

church

dug

last week in the interest of his company. He had
been in Monroe, where one of their monuments

Chief Justice Peters made

to

law court on
& Whiteliouse.
George Pierre, of Frankfort,

goes to the

Paine.

Insurance Co.

.Same

vs.

year ago tin* pill’s
lire and the difl'erent

by

alleging

vs.

l’lwenix

the. M. F.

& M.

were

destroyed

companies refused t<> pay,
that the building was over Insured. At
companies agreed

a

principal

to be

in

Kansas City.

Lombard lias delivered to dolm \. W ood-inn. thirsty may till up. it dors not seem to have
’1" Ken lie h< •• hay shipper, this week AST hales occurred to him tint this i~ in violation of the
2f
!
"I hay
177,Abb lbs. This i- (in; largest !«>; of
10
I pany, which had $looo, agreed to be defaulted for
Coney, George.B.
Minday laws, as well as of laws regulating the
hay pre--.-l from any one farm thi- year in
20
CouiHard, C. W. .I >.
j $050. Oiler
traffic.
Such
li'pior
temperance advocates as
rejected. The Rullalo German ComK< iiii.-Ih-c <
I
Curtis, S. o.\.
Dr. Crosby are the best friends of the rumlit
Curtis, Nelson.E.
l ln immense I'iii n.i'Vi.r 100 feet
pany, which had $3ooo, agreed to be defaulted for
on tin'
long,
Watson.B.
10
Curtis,
Ah" ft S|niw farm at
law fully kept, at the place mentioned,and were in$2,000. Oiler rejected. The Rochester German
Industry, wav' l,ui-ii,-<I seller.
10
Curtis, W. 11.B.
Iwith tt'ii tons of hav, two mowing maInsurance Company, which had $2000, agreed t<> be
tended for sale w ithin the State or In violation of Curtis, F. 11.G.
20
•-liiiiv- an,I other farm tools'. .1. n. sm r, who
< <>i!ector Redman is out in
Warren.G.
20
Curtis,
tlie cold. Tin* j law.
defaulted lor $1750, which oiler was accepted.
."|.U-s tin; farm, says jt was tin: 'work of President has
Chas. It .D.
20
Curtis,
^
issued an order consolidating a
Spencer \V. Mathews, in equity, vs. Hannah P.
Judge Boardman, through Ids attorneys, filed the Cousins, N. 11. II.
1st lav.
?.!•:,in11-. I.oss, sg.Atio; insured for -’Toil.
Adams. Answer of deft. Hied. Pill’s replications
i!"' tiatiii s of .Alaino living it, . unihridge biiiiiiIk r of the Internal Revenue* District" follow ing answers :
Curtis, A. J.—
Win.I*.
1!)
h:n. formed an ass.n'iatioii fullcl ••Tin: Sons
Clement,
filed.
throughout tin* country, and under this order J 1st. That the complaint set forth in said petition Conley, George.B.
lit
I Maim-.--is insufficient in law to authorize him to issue a
iiumlperiiig f»T. Mav UMli til.- as«o- the Districts of Maim.* and Vermont
Louise J. Colby was divorced nisi from Janies
Curtis, Ambrose.—
are coninti,.11 Uii'l a ilinncr at
warrant as therein prayed for.
Young’s Hot. 1 in HosTkl. Colby. Custody of minor child given to mother
Curtis, Horace.—
That
said
—< \< r.-il spi-erhes wi n; made.
solidated
with
the
is
District of New Hampshire
petition
insufficient, in law, to Hickey, Charles C.—
It was
id
until
further notice. Parties live in Swanville.
authorize the court to grant the writ praved for
Aotvi lo have a ladies’ day in June,
and the collectors of the two former Districts therein.
it;
Dickey, Howard.B.
Some ether matters which came before the court
<
apt. Amos .dement, of Sterling, Kansas,
Id
Jd. That said petitioner did not, at the time of Dickey, John...—
retired from service. Ta, ta, John.
iin.l.df l>r. K. T. AYasgatt,of
L. E.V.
are reported elsewhere.
4
liangor, in p-entmaking said complaint and application fora war- Dickey, Otis A.
A.
1
Dickey,
ly di'-d at tin- age of seventy-eiglit. ||.. w in
rant, satisfy said respondent that there was probAt tne recent Prohibition State Conference able
4
to .'alitornia in ’IP and
Dickey, A. A .C.
cause for believing that
returned to this State
An Open Letter.
intoxicating liquors
20
in
I»ut left soon afterwards again for the held in Augusta, of which mention is made in were then kept for unlaw ful sale, by said Thomas Dickey, D. W.D.
id
Dickey, It. F.—
1 laugh, in the premises described in said comTO Tin: EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF OOOI> TKM
AV.-st. He was a native of Seal llnrhur where the Maine news, (ien. Neal
0
Elliot, II. II .\.
Dow, Rev. Volney plaint. Therefore
lLAKS FOK ENFORCEMENT OF MAINE LAM'S.
ids hrother now live.-.
respondent prays judgment.
4
Ellis, E. W.A.
R. Cushing, Rev. K. S. Stackpole and (
II.
1 he petitioner admitted that lie offered no other Ellis, A. H.B.
Gentlemen: The honest, faithful discharge of
10
young mail named Alfred Simmons, livin''
:d Kniglitsvillc. Cape
!
Id
were
selected to draft an address evidence than what was set forth in the notice.
Emery, Temple.\.
Elizabeth, .May I'.ltli saw clary, Ksq.
duty on the part of all oflicials who are in any
Chas. 11.F.
4
a girl w itliw I loll) lie had been
This is the same section of the statute under Elwell,
keeping eoinpanv. to the people of Maine. It is stated that the
way connected with the enforcement of the Maine
10
Flagg, Job 1».B.
walking with another young mall of whom lie address will
w hich Mr.
lau' in Maine, is not only of superior importance
touch upon the labor question.
11
George E. Brackett applied for a w ar- Ford, T. W.F.
i- jealous.
Simmons went home, got out bis
John
C.B.
10
Ford,
rant last winter and was refused
to the highest interests of our people, but is also
I'i'iol and shot himself. The wound was not
by the Police Ford, T. 8.D.
20
“There
is
no
chance
for
water
to
freeze
in
of great moment to the speedy adoption of profatal bill Ids ear was blown off.
Judge, who then set up the plea of the unconst it u Files, J. It.—
Id
'1 lie -Maine Woolen Manufacturers met in The World office, because the only use we put tionality of the statute. As he now
I). A. A.
Id
hibition throughout the Union. None of these
disobeys the Gilmore,Leonard.\.
Portland. May 1!) and transacted little public water to is to convert it into
Id
Grant,
oflicials occupy a more important relation to the
steam,” says the plain reading of the law he evidently Is of the Grant, Forest.D.
20
business beyond the election of officers as folmatter than police and municipal judges do.
New York World. We merely rise to remark same opinion. When the matter came up before Gray, J. C.II.
JO
lows: President. I.. Anderson.
SkowlieganN. 8.E.
l.-Or, Ai*t.
In this part of the State, I am sorry to
say, there
Secretary, A.O. Campbell.Sangerville; execu- that the World is a Democratic organ, and Judge Emery last mouth lie said lie could not be- Grant,
.1. II.B.
0
Grout,
liovc that any jurist,
tive Committee, It. S. Bussell, Boston. T. ,1. takes its
are some such oflicials M’liose attitude towards the
esjieeially a judge of an in- Grout, W.K.id
polities ami its liquor “straight.”
i.uodspced, Madison, K. X. Goodall, Sanford.
ferior court would set up such a
Ium and .ts proper enforcement Is by no means
20
plea, and he | Grant, Willard.!>.:
At present the bands in Maine mills are
4
A recent addition to our exchange list is the
thought that the Belfast Police Judge would grant Hall, Geo. It.F.
satisfactory to the friends of temperance. It is a
j
A. N.II.
H
Hawes,
working (Id 1-2 hours a week. After duly 1 the
a warrant, under the above
great pity it should be so because Its effect is to
section, if application Hobbs, J. W .I).
20
working time will be reduced by law- to (K> Daily Republican, of Sterling, Kansas, Clias. was
10
llustus, 11. A.B.
properly made in writing.
prolong the struggle against the grog shops and to
hours.
The Biddeford Times suggests that D. f 'lmer editor and
We would
proprietor.
A.
F.AId
continue the tremendous evils of the liquor traffic.
here is a chance for a Saturday half holiday bv
Liquor sellers themselves declare that they have Ham,
not he afraid to bet a big apple that there is a
Haws,
Natli’l.Navy
It is said here and I have seen rumors of it in
working the same number of hours oach’dnv
notiiing to fear from the Police Court, and this is JIustis, C. A....1.
0
as now and getting
Maine man somewhere in the Republican ofeastern papers, that the friends of temperance in
through Saturday noon.
4
very evident. The case goes up to the Law Court. Horton, L. C.F.
Thirteen years ago David Silver of liumford tice. It is a
Jos.II.
4
Jellison,
Sterling paper.
your region have been greatly vexed and obstructJewell, T. E.1).
20
disappeared and was never heard from. Ilis
Grape Growing In New Mexico.
ed in their warfare against the grog shops which
fillln r Inis just died, and it appears that lie
Johnson, John.F.
4
The
illustrated
infest Belfast and curse its people, by the attitude
(iraphie News,of Cincinnati,
4
Jordan, Isaac. ..F.
confi ssed to one Bugbee that he killed his son
To THE Kditou of the Jofkxal.
of
Many
N.
G.
.D.
2
Johnson,
of
recent murders, at the hands of the
of the police judge of that city, in relation to the
ill self defence with a sled stake, and
huri-d says
your readers would no doubt be interested to learn Jenkins, James.F.
brfiuMv.
tin- rejnains under liis barn. The matter was liquor selling interest: “If the
enforcement of the law. If this is so, 1 am sure
opponents of <’f some of the advantages and opportunities Jellison, L. B.
not divulged till his death.
F.
*1strait. Gov. Bobie M ils greatly misled as to the appointJeffords,
The comrades of the Fourth Maine Battery Prohibition adopt the bloody and coward ly offered by tlds remote section of the I'nion to Jenkins, Jas.
ment, as lie Mas in relation to many others; and
residing in Augusta, have received from'Abel taeties of the shotgun, they are simply feeding would lie settlers. A growing industry in the Rio Johnson, Benj...**.
from the character 1 have always heard attributed
Jellison, ('.. 11..*. II.
4
Grande Valley, which Is destined to attain
Davis, President of the Battery Association, a the fire they have kindled.”
large
B.
10
KnouPJba**.A. X..
to Go/. Bodu’cll, 1 am sure he Mill in no
notilieation that tin: next reunion will he held
way,
proportions within a few years, is grape growing. Knowlton, Win. Jr...D.
20
in Auburn, on Tuesday, the lltli dav of
sanction any mal administration of the law by
The Boston Herald is giving Mr. lilaine a There arc already scattered
June.
any
20
along tills valley a Knowlton, J. E.....U
'I'D programme will include addresses, a banofficer, M'hosc appointment depends upon him.
Knowlton, J. It.
rest while it expends its vocabulary on Theo- iargepiumberof nourishing vineyards, and
they are Knowlton, A. J.L
ipict. camp lire and a sail on Auburn lake.
8
Will you kindly state, publicly and in detail,
dore
Since tile meeting last year two of tile old
ltoosevclt. The latter's clever portrait of certainly proving very rcnunieratlve property. A Knowlton, C. II.I.
8
M hat the facts really are, as to the
supposed unGeo. W.
comrades have left the ranks to return no tlie
friendliness of the Belfast judge to the vigorous
Mugwump appears to have touched the mail with #100(1 can conic here with ids family, buy Kimball,
A. F.A.
Kendall,
more
A. B. Frost and Leonard II. Lincoln.
Id
enforcement
of the Maine Dim? Is there any reaacres
of
twenty
irrigated land, and by planting ten Knowlton, J. E.I.
Herald
to
the
quick.
20
Mr. Ira D. Sturgis at his Vassalboro
son to suppose that the funds of Western
farm
acres In the Mission Grape
Liquor
very easily support Larraliee, Moses, Jr...... II.
10
w ill cultivate twelve acres of sweet
Leagues are sent into Maine, as nc kmnv they are
corn for
Larraboc, Chas.I).
20
into other .States?
Saeo, a city of seven thousand inhabitants, himself and family, with the aid of poultry, from Larral>ec,
Very
respectfully
ensilage this year, picking the larger ears for
yours,
It. A.A.
Id
Neal Dow.
the canning factory, lie will sow one hundred lias had but one arrest made within its borders the product of the other ten acres planted in small Luce, A. 8.D.
20
bushels of oats and as many more of
20
since March 1st, Iss7. Less fortunate cities grains ami vegetables. At the end of three years Lufkin, Edwin.D.
barley.
Special Constable* for Waldo County.
Mr. Sturgis believes there is money in farmin'4
lie will have a vineyard worth #500 per acre and Lambert, J. It.I
well say, (Jive us a rest.
Larrabee, Sewell..
w hen it is rightly managed, and that
farmers may
Petitions for special constables to enforce the
of producing from live to seven thousand Mason, Jos.
capable
should get out of the “old ruts.”
liquor law in Waldo county have been presented
o
The Whig and Courier is naturally indignant dollars worth of wine per annum. A house suit- Mason, L..1C.
to the Governor and Council. They are from sixlull to t. teen different
able for tills climate and made of adoiies, sun dried Mason, it._F.
at slanders upon the city of Jiangor
towns, Belfast leading oil', with a peTransfers In Ileal Kstate.
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published
tition headed by Rev. It. C. Wentworth, pastor of
can be erected for #75. I assume of
course
Martin, A. F..2»i;
by the Lewiston Journal, and clearly shows bricks,
the M. K. church, who, It will be remembered, was
Geo. M.B.
The following arc the transfers in real
that tlie man is in good health lias some
nn
one of those who made such a valiant effort Indore
estate, in tlie falsity of the statements.
knowledge Mayo,
A. It.
JF.
UU
Waldo County, for the week ending
a legislative committee last winter to have the
of tools and does the most of the work himself. McDonald,
May 24th.
Mitchell, L. II.F.
«
powers of trial justices In Belfast made concurrent
A. G. Caswell, .Searsuiont, to Thomas M.
The latest murder was committed in Wash- A horse will cost him #75 and aXtudebakcr
!4
Simmons,
with the municipal judge. The petition is also
wagon Moody, Dennis........K.
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Appleton. Thomas Crockett, Wintcrport, to
F. ington, I). C., by a dumb waiter. Senator Mc- as much more. The climate of New Mexico leaves Morrill, Wm...a.
signed
by the Unitarian and Univcrsalist clergy...A.
Manflur, E. J.
II
men of Belfast and Mr. iieo. K. Brackett.
There
Berry, Stockton. Frank K. Duncan, Lincolnvillc Pherson's butler was the victim.
nothing to lie desired and pulmonary anil malarial McKay, A. F.
I.
10
'Will lie a hearing before the Council on the matter
1
to Henry W. Duncan, same town. Geo. W. Gardiseases are unknown. The altitude above the Moody, David, Jr..A.
10
:;tt no distant day. [Kennebec Journal.
C.
8...A.
Id
land & al., Oldtown, to Josh: A. Kmersoii, same
Tlie fellow who undertook to blackmail a sea is from live to seven thousand feet, thus the Morrill,
These petitions call for the appointment of two
Nado, John.....A.
Id
town. A. W. Boynton, Liberty, to Clara L. Tur- Boston man did not know
beans. The attempt summers are not oppressive and a blanket Is a Nealley, Jefferson..D.
20
^r«cial constables for Waldo county, Mr. J. W.
ner, same town. John W. Herrick, Bradford, to was a
necessity at night throughout July anil August. Nealley, Horace...
failure, of course.
M it* bell of Belfast and Capt. John A. Partridge of
.1. P. Stearns, Lagrange. Ward
The natural scenery of New Mexico Is among the Pierce, S.F.H/...
Mas.Montville,
North Scarsport. The latter was a candidate for
L.K.
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in
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my
Miller,
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Sheriff before the Republican County Convention
baby
Patterson, 8. It.A.
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Lincolnvillc, to James B. lluuton, same town. named after him—but (lie
held in this city last year. Both are strict temperbaby could not help Industry offers a far more Inviting field for pecunia- Patterson, Stephen It.A.
Id
Michael McCormlc A nls., Wintcrport, to Sarah it
ry reward than the orange grove business, which Perkins, It., Jr.D.
20
ancc men,and would lie conscientious and fearless
often proves to lie a delusion and a snare. The Perry, A. II. M.I>.
MeCormie, same town. Frederick Patterson l,y
20
in the discharge of their duty. The necessity for
4
The editors of one of our most esteemed Bos- Rio Grande valley is destined to become a great Pierce, Daniel, Jr.F.
assignee, Thorndike, to Arthur I. Brown, Belfast.
these appointments need not lie urged. It is apPlumer, W. J.A.
Id
Joseph Penny, Knox, to Martha A. Davis, Waldo ton contemporaries are making a good Record. fruit and wine centre, equalling if not surpassing Plumer, L. L... .D.
26
parent to all who know of tiie situation in this city,
Avans Piper, will, Llncolnville, to Mary F. Piper
California and producing wines with a reputation Plumer, O. 11—.D..
20
where rumscllers are protected by those whose
A ala., same tow n. Thaildeiis M. Wood, Belfast, to
l'utnain, T. J .|>.
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duty it is to enforce the laws.
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Piper, F. A.I.
Danube amt the Rhine.
Withani, Washington, to Mary Overlook, Liberty. us, but is most severely felt on Sundays.
fist mt.
Piper, S. IK, Jr.K..
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Those eoutemplating a visit to New Mexico Puttee, Ezra.F.The Richmond Be#** Honey.
It Kever Was Probable.
Piper, W.L.K.
When tlie fashion papers speak of “chic” should make Kansas City their objective
point and Parker, W. H.
hast week the Belfast Journal Issued a half
It doesn't now seem ns probable as it did a short toilets do they refer to feathers ?
thence hike the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Kc Parker, J. Y.f
sheet supplement, and it promises to do the same
time ago that the President will issue a
Hand, M. If;.i j'
w
Railroad.
proclaim!
tiling again in tin; near future. If any newspaper
ItOTEl.ER.
tion of non intercourse under the Edmunds law.
Ricker, D. F.^
Florida's fiasco resulted in Pasco.
:j;t | ever gave subscribers their money’s worth, die
New
Golden,
Mexico, May 17,18S7.
is of the number, j Richmond lice.
Ilstcav.
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would draw' too much water to go on the railway.
....Capt. F. A. Cilmore, in sell. St. Johns, now at
Jacksonville, has chartered to load lumber for
New London, Conn. Fifty thousand will be taken
of the best stores in town, a new, clean stock and
on boanl at Jacksonville and the remainder at
proposes to sell low for cash.Mark Andrews
Fernandina—Sell. K. L. Warren, on Tuesday,
advertises ten lots of clothing in his store No. II,
lot
of
a
second
iron
for
the
Belfast
discharged
Plncnix How, Itell'ast.at prices that will open your
water works.... Sch. Pahitka from Belfast, arrived eyes. Head the prices in* <|Uotes. W. T. Colat Jacksonville last week. She made the run from burn, MeClintoek’s block, High street, is the oldest boot and shoe dealer in town, and always
Rockland to Frying Pan shoals in five and a half keeps up with the times. Head the prices which
The
Palatka
will
load
lumber at Satilla he <|notes in Ills advertisement.II. .1. Woods,
days.
Newton, Mass., advertises a cottage for sale at
River for New York at $<»....Sch. Nettie Langdon,
North port... II. 4 >. Hedge, Helfast, wants a young
of Jacksonville, Capt. P. W. Bagiev, now' on the man as book
keeper and to learn tin* clothing luisi
Freedom notice, John I.. Cric, Hcimont.
passage to Boston, will come to Belfast for re- ness.
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of
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pairs....Sell.
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tillKKN'S liAXMMi, I>KKU ISI.K. A Mr. Stock
Bangor for Providence, was at anchor Wednesday
below' the city, windlKXind, and Capt. Lewis came bridge, a workman in the employ of .1. (i. (hiss,
Herriman— An associated
despatch from Rockland states that sell. A.
Hay font, of Belfast, has been sold to Rockland
parties. Tills is an error. Capt. Jones sold his
interest to Capt. Warren, New York parties, and
fe»Croekett& Co., of Roekhtnd. Tin* majority of
the vessel is owned here, she bails from here, and
(he captain belongs here.
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hay Sunday afternoon for Koeklan l and
proceeded to Boston. >lu took the It. -t< n
freight here on her way up river Sunday morning.
The Penobscot returned from Boston yc.-tenhr
morning-The steamer M. ,v M.of the IVnob.-eot
Navigation Company arrived at Bangor from B itii
Friday night-The steamer Mary Morgan, wliien
is to go on the route between Bangor and Lock
land, left Wilmington last Sunday morning for
Bangor direct, she will go on her route in a lew
days.... I>r. Alfred Walton,of Bangor, w..- in ,h>
city yesterday
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Major
l.amj ton,
of Lewiston, will he present, a Do delegations I run:
Bangor, Calais, Waterville, Lewiston, Ai.gu-tu
•• a re
and other stations. Saturday there will
eeption of the two Major.-. Sunday morning thei«
will he a hallelujah breakfast at 7 o’clock at the
Belfast Opera House. There will also he open air
meetings, on Tuesday there will be a banquet
betw een and 7 in the afternoon. The Army pa
rades each evening w ith music and singing.

ironed vessels built in Carter’s
yard-Mr. George E. Brackett, of tlds city,

to Bedfast to
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was
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working the animal with

to
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They

Failure, who has been spending some time with
parents in this city lias returned to New York.
....Walter Field, of Boston, son of Geo. P. Field,
arrived last week for a visit and will join his
father in a fishing excursion to Moosehead lake.
.Mrs. Jos. S. Thumbs and children, of Minneapolis are in town lor the summer....Mrs. G. D.
Palmer, of Centre Montvillc, is visiting friends
and relatives in this city....Prof. L. C. Bateman
arrived here by Tuesday morning’s boat from
Boston and spent part of the day in exchanging
greetings with his many Belfast friends, in the
afternoon he went to Ids home in Scarsmont where
he will remain to recruit for about three months.
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which leaked slightly around the lumy
V- the
vapor came out it froze, forming a hunch oi n c
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Nathaniel Cross, of
Mr.
injured last week.

this

Esq., of East Hampden, who will occupy it this
All the Baugoreans owning cottages
down the bay are placing them in condition for occupancy.
Personal. Col. Chenerv has boon 111 since his
arrival home from the South, but is now able to be
<mt ...Mr. Joseph It. Pendleton is at home from
1tow (loin and will remain during the summer.
...Mrs. John II. Iturkc, of Minneapolis,arrived
In Belfast on Friday on a visit to her parents,
Capt. and Mrs. William Carter....Mr. Ephraim
C. Keene, of Clinton, Iowa, is visiting his brother,
N. E. Keene, and other friends in tlds city. Thirty
years ago Mr. Keene, who was a shipsmith, was
in business in Belfast, the firm being Keene &

A.

I

henm-i iDistrict

Tin lianyor \\ .'1.4- prints a rutn<»r that NN iilinni
I y. i ll-, tlie lireinan ••!> steamer Mount \\ aMo w lio

k,
tipped up and was throwm w it It great force again--t
the horse, one tooth of the harrow penetrated
th« hone of the leg below the knee splitting the
bone, while two other teeth made ugh lle.-h
wounds on the hip. Mr. d. I>. Tucker dre-sed fluwounds. He removed live pieces of bone from
the leg and performed a first (lass surgical job.
He thinks the horse will come out all right.
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curious
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young horse owned bv

Waldo,

in Kan-

returned home last week from Boston,
where she spent the winter_Dr. C. Moore and
wife of San Francisco, formerly of this city are
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trip was made to Mount Piivixai.und
trip will probably he til
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supplement is Prof. IIat man's :1count of “Shadeland" the great stock, farm of the
Powell Brothers, at Springboro, Crawford •
'I'he ad.
Penn., with numerous illustrations.
dress of Mrs. Packard oil Women in the War, and
the correspondence from “Faith" arc appropriate
for Memorial I»ay. Then there is a woman suffrage story, Maine news, Generalities'and mi-<
lany.
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tary will lie in charge of Mrs. Brackett....E. il.
Denslow Esq., of New York, has arrived at his
summer residence in Stockton ...Mrs. Marshall
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mercial says: The William A. Swett cottage at
North port, has been purchased by Thomas Cary,
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Jot
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The
open for business in about one week.
Waverly, on the Camp Ground, will lie under a
new management this year....The Bangor Com-
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A .1 Ibi.hiilV
fwilil his engagement t-> preach
tin- Memorial sermon here next Mimi.iv .mi lb
t a orth of Bellas: w ill dciiv r. the -.-r
B. C. \\

lie

Frank Know lion. There are now fourteen
wheel- ill town, and several more expected. LaM

just graduated
Oratory, Boston, will give an entertainment ot
humorous and dramatic readings at the ISelf.i.-t
Opera House on this .Thur-dav e\ening, assisted
hy Miss Alice I’.ieknell, who will otliriate at the
piano. Mrs. Alexander in addition to her natural
gifts has shown great industry and perseverance
in mastering the art of elocution, and we tru-t sin'
will he greeteil hy a large audience to-night. Tie-

be

Havener.

t’mler tiii-

Uexatider, of this ell

Mrs.

We-teru

>n nee

*

Pierce \

ami

says :
The schooner St. .I«»lins arrive* here Monday
witlui cargo of lee. On hoard <>t this craft wen*
two young ladies from Belfast, Maim*, who came
on tin; vessel for the trip.
The holies an* Miss
Adelaide Cilmore, the daughter of the captain,
and her friend is Miss tiraec McColley. Both of
the fair passengers are charming ornaments of
Belfast society. The Indie* are capital -ailnrs and
have enjoyed the trip immensely and are enthusi
astic on Florida. The \*--.l leaves today or
morrow' lor home again.

well.

Bay Shokk.

Li»x<} tiii:

large.

Jacksonville, Fla., F.vculng Herald
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Keating
& Field,
during
the mouth of May than for many months prc\ioii-.
Wednesday afternoon, May 1 -t, they had reported
to them the loss by tire of I ait iter M. Bryant's
house, barn and outbuildings near ^ear-niont \il
lage. The tire originated from a defecti\e ehim
...The house
ney. Loss $800; insured for
Sewall B. Fletcher, of lsle.-boro. was ai-o d»
strove*l by lire lastweek with m«»st of the coii'riit
(
i
Loss $3,000; partially insure*!.

County Wheelmen rested against the side of the
building after a run down from Belfast. The par
ty returned in the afternoon. The Ocean House,
South shore, is in apple-pic order, ami Mr. Benner,
the proprietor, is putting up a building for a carriage house, burlier shop and dance hall. He will

|
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’Flu* insurance tirm of
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general renovation is going on. The Camp Ground
is looking better than last spring, nature having
repaired somewhat the ravages of the ice storm of
the preceding winter. No signs of life w ere visible
there last Sunday except at the Tuttle cottage,
where the wheels of half a dozen of the Waldo
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the summer cottagers, and in a week or
I among
two many of the cosy dwellings by the sea will be
! occupied. Meanwhile the work of painting and
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City recently, on a visit to Mr. Bean_W.
Eugene Parker recently bought a piece of land
for which he paid $100,000. lie is in the real es-
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.Mr. Daniel ilarudcu, one of our >Mest and most
I respected citizens, is at present routined to his
Corner, Winterport, Saturday morning when the house
;
hy illness hut ail hope to soon -ee him in his
liorses started and tiie rains becoming caught, tin
aeeu-t'-nied places... < apt. William < arier w;iwagon Wits upset ami Mr. Hurkett thrown to the
taken -mhh-nly ill la t week, and his lausily and
ground, spraining his ankle. This will not interfere frioi, I- haw- lu-eii anxious eoneeruiny him
with his great carpet ami wall paper -ale. which
I’ll t-- AN III l. I Ml x. Two more wheel haw..
has already exceeded expectations. The -.be- hi-*
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luh, M« -i
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gem Merrill of Portland, nrrh cd by train satut
day night.
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Mr.iJeo. W. Hurkett of this eiu while on a business trip in the county last week met with an

W. II. McLellan will leave Kansas
well
in a few days for his annual visit to Belfast.
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Kngland this summer, and the tirm has been
work,
obliged to turn aw a\ a large amount
more being offered tiian they could pos-p i
attemi
to. They pay more attention now to stone and
brick buildings than to wooden ones

superior

in Kansas

men

soldiers take notice,
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preach a Memorial sermon next >ahbalh
M. F. church, North Scai>port. at two p. m.

thi-eity.on Thursday and Friday ia-t, \va- wiled
hy tin- ladies a w ry hrilliant atVair and was well

the Methodist

at

follows
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are

there is

towns and cities in Colorado and New

Mexico.... All the Belfast

as follows, the answers being made last
week: The M. F. & M. Insurance Company which
gave one policy for $4,000 agreed to pay $3,250,
which offer was accepted. Same company gave
another policy for $1000, agreed to pay $050, which
was also accepted.
The Phu nix Assurance Com-

city,

the Insane

Condon, who recently left this city for Kansas
City, Mo., writes that he is well satisfied with that
section of the country. IFe is now engaged in a
boot and shoe store, but on June lath takes a
position as travelling salesman for Bennett Jk
Bean, wholesale dealers in hats and caps. One «>f
the members of the firm, Mr. Win. F. Bean, is a
Belfast hoy. Mr. Condon will travel to all the

defaulted

jvluurnul

£2,000 a bronze

be obtained that many consider
granite monument costing $5,000.
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Same vs. llull’alo Gorman Insurance Co. Same vs.
tin* Rochester German Insurance Company. About
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erected last week.
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The Messrs.
for

\. Andrew and Mr.-. Arnold

other heirs.

meeting
Preaching at 11- p. m., voung peoples meeting
0»general prayer meeting at 7 standard time

Mr.

Treat died in 1S59 but his
administrator did not make a settlement for about
twenty years. In the present suit the Judge of
Probate made a decree t" carry out the order of
year ago. The case
report. Littlefield &
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at

Barmim, of the White
Bronze company, ot Connecticut, was in Belfast
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II.mi-, of this city, recently died in i.crmany
leaving a huye auuniut of money, and friends In
New A oi k are looking up tin- interest of the-, and

The llapti-t ami Methodist
city, have been holdingthcir after
noon services hy standard time, but on and after
next Sunday the exercises will begin at _M.' local

anniversary of the marriage of Captain! Mrs. C. II. Wording will be observed by a re
(■option in Pierce’s l’arlor Theatre, Wednesday,
June 1st, from 1 to ft i*. m., Mr. l’ierce having gen
erotisly tendered the use of the hall for the pur-
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in bunting
Complaint
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robbing t biids ia-t> is
ucl sport and ought not (•> be permitted.
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Mr. Benson Walker says that the headstone
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importance

of
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left by boat Tuesday fora husi
Portland and Boston.

to

hriiiiicli's supply <T horses having ghen

Cnion Hall.

lielfast people should patronize their home met
chants, and not pay outsiders exorbitant priors
for old fashioned goods.

bid in by Mr. Geo. D. Otis. E. A. Dow, of
Searsport, bought some stock, as did cveral per
sons in the vicinity. (
c. Crary was auctioneer.
Before Trial Justice Know lt< >u, on Monday: (
E. Felker vs Geo. Hustis, Monroe parties.
An ac
tlon to recover on a promissory note. May t*». isso
Felker sold to deft, a hay pro-- receiving in pay
ment a yoke of steers and a note for #_’o.
The

<

Howard ow n. i:-«p lias been elected }*r« -i•lent of the Auciista >o. i, tv f.*r the I*n\eution
of
rnelty to Animals, Hr. Win. Ih

(Juitc a large number of lielfast. people went to
Searsport Tuesday evening to attend the mock

was

good job.

The young ladies in the
Critchett & Sibley’s shoe
man, Mr. John lingers, a

urday.

Monday, nearly everything

on

Sunday fur

tjuimhy

trip

K. h.

bought the stock of
Haradan, and moved

Daniel

the hearts of

deputy under sheriff Wadsworth.
A large delegation of Belfast people were over
to the “Mock Trial”
Tuesday evening.
The highway surveyors are making arrangements for extensive repairs on the roads.

them to their store.

farm, East Bel-

At the auction sale at the Stock

fast,

will

A. A. Howes A Co. have

the hands of every Odd Fellow and Mason.

j

in

very

tirange,

May number of the Odd Fellows Register
Journal, of Portland, Smith & Sale,
publishers, has been received. It is full of good
things relating to those orders, and ought to be in

Kimball's yacht has been planked, caulked and
planed and received a coat of priming. The
planking was done by Master Field, of Sears port,

ness

Linrolnville,
play the drama “Out in the Streets’* on Tuesday
June
7th.
evening,

The

water.

David Mosman arrived hy boat
summer’s sojourn among us.
A. T.

of

Wednesday gladdened
vicinity.

cargo of

a

the farmers in this

usual.

as

Farmers Pride

and Masonic

Memorial Day Exercises.
against it. The final votes of the Houses
up last week on the site of the old burial ground,
<"i Nir.iai.iTKUs
\i:kfsikd in
forti.anJ).
were scarcely effected by public opinion, but immediately upon arrival. It was in tiiree secThomas II. Marshall Post, G. A. R., will as usI’nion street, and bearing the initials F. <
B.
The Portland poli
were for .several day* on
the exposure of tlie lobby by the old town’s tions, the last a live-sized statue of a soldier, at ual observe Memorial Day, May .‘loth. On Sunday marked the grave of Miss Fannie C. Boyle, aged
the lookout for a gang of men ngaee i in passrest.
The
whole monument is eighteen the 2i»th the Memorial sermon will be delivered at
Hi years, who died many years ago. .She lived In
partisans, who had themselves made question- parade
ing counterfeit money in that city and Monday Jersey City Evening Journal “would have the
able use of it, was a last move and a successful feet high and five feet square at the base. The the Raptist eliureh, by the pastor, Rev. Geo. K. the vicinity of John Bird’s place.
afternoon arrested nine men at Hie Magic Hotel
dollar
have
less
do
to
with
the
first
rests
a
section
press.** one on the
upon
rough ashler above which Tufts. Exercises at the church will begin at *2.la
and lock- <1 them up in tin police station. It almighty
Diki> from Grief. Mrs. Mary S. Harvey, of
part of Beverly. The circumstances Is the die and
That i- easily remedied. Let him leave his
cap. The whole is beautifully and
local time, but members of the Post arc requested
ii i" ars that they came to the Magi'- House on
were Midi as to invite a veto.
Swauville, died on Friday last, aged 32 years. She
finished. Upon the four sides of the
artistically
to be at their hall at one o’clock.
Friday to sell swap. M r. < arpenter. of Ilethel. flourishing daily and edit a country weekly.
A message from Governor Ames vetoing the
was a daughter of Mrs. Martha Crockett, who
sfayin-j at the sum* house, was approached by And by tin.* wav. in connection with St. Clair
cap are the words: “Appomattox,” “Fort HudMonday forenoon the committees will visit the was convicted of the murder of her husband and
bill was sent to the Legislature this afternoon.
Steinberg w ho uante-1 to sell him counterfeit
son,” “Gettysburg,” and “Wilderness,” the prin- cemeteries and mark the soldier’s graves with
it
of
lnugwumpery
is now in Belfast jail. The physician says Mrs.
money, ('arpenter said he had a friend to McKelvvay's advocacy
Hi- approval is withheld solely on account of
cipal engagements in which Monroe soldiers par- Hags. At 2 o’clock i*. M., the procession will form
whom he could sell the money, (arpenter would be well to read Theodore Roosevelt’s
Harvey died of grief and worry.
the practices of those who sought to improper- ticipated. The panels of the die contain 244 names, in front of Grand
Hall in the following
made an appointment am! took with him I>e- icvieyy of the
Army
mugwump press, published in
Capt. H. II. Blanchard of Belfast, who commandlive True as hi> friend.
ly inttuenee legislation. The Governor ex- in raised, letters. Forty-four of the names are order:
Steinberg attempt«
ed the Boston excursion steamer Empire State, resell sr><"i oi cuunterfeit for S'lun in good the supplement. Then after reading these di- presses
Chief Marshal, Capt. Gluts. Raker.
sympathy with the judge who regretted those of soldiers of the war of lsp», two of the
mo.
Tin- counterfeit im-m-y was t-* be in a
Carriage containing flowers.
cently burned at Bristol, R. I., will have command
j *t-c opinions tin- public can take their clioio'- that he could not decide against both parties. revolution, and the remainder those of the war of
'•disc w hich !"• was m t to open until he got
\V. E. stndley, Drum Major.
of the steamer New York, now being altered and
the rebellion. On the base is the following: “To
ajnl pay their money. We do not pretend to
Charles F. Black.
Thomas II. Marshall Post, No. 42.
-ii! of t-r. u and the money was t<» be delivered
refitted to take the place of the former boat. ( apt.
know what may suit oilier communities, but
the perpetual memory of the defenders of the
T. D. Guptill, Commander.
on W'-lne day.
On tin strength of tills the
In Hit iff. The Bangor Commercial says: Union, J SUM Mm Erected
Blanchard is a very capable officer and popular
Camp A. E. Clark, S. of V.,
m* n
were
iriv'ti d.
Nothing was found on here the people want a i aper that has decided
by the Monroe Soldiers
C. Merriatn, ( aptain.
••It has been indicated by President Cleveland
with excursionists.
Hiciii or am mg their elicits.
Monument Association, May 30, isst.” On an- Carriage containing the Orator of the day and
It
and
is
afraid
to
them.
not
opinionexpress
t*» some of his Maine friends that he will visit
Chaplain.
’Hallo met Prof. Bateman on the street Tuesday
1-olM I.A.NH I>A( KKTS.
i- a cold climate for political what-is-its.
this state the latter part of August. The other side:
Soldiers and Sailors of the war are invited to fall
and asked him, as an authority on phrenology, if
Trustees
of the Eastern Maine State Fair have “Yet loved ones have fallen and "till where they
in and take part in the procession.
Makinx trips between Portland and the
sleep
'I'iii- action of Farmington in voting against a voted to instruct their President* Hon. J. 1*.
he ever knew a bald-headed fool. The Professor,
arimi- point- on the coa-t of Maine are about
Carriages containing disabled Soldiers.
A sorrowing nation shall silently weep,
City Government in carriages.
after the deliberation due to the gravity of the
twenty park: t -e h "one-rs. The boat- are of an water supply was noted at the time as surpris- Hass, to forward an otiicial invitation to the And spring’s brightest flowers with gratitude
Citizens
are "cordially invited to take part in the
President
to
visit
the
of
the
association
grounds
average burden of from sixty to -<venty tonstrew
question, returned a decided negative. ’Ratio and
It now appears that this action was taken either
procession.
and each makes from four to twelve trips to ing.
Aug. :»1 or Sept. 1.”.Work began o’er those who once cherished the red, white and
The line of march will be down High street, a friend who stood by shook hands. They both
blue.”
Portland a year. ’1'lny ale eon six-mat to < aptain on the ground that a water supply would not Monday morning on the Thomaston extension
around the Square, up Church to Miller, up Miller have high foreheads.
Nathaniel Jtlakc. on \V idxvrywharf and nlh-et insurance rate.* and that the existing high of tiie Camden and Rockland Water Works.
< >n the third side:
A hig crew was put on and work will he pushA Granite Contract. The Oak Hill Granite
carry away from there cargoes of hour, corn. rates wouM he reduced in
to Congress, over Congress to Main, up Main to
“Erected on land presented t<> the Soldiers by
event.
The ed to
any
Jii'-al and xroeerie-. The -ehoom-r- xo with
completion at once. A hig crew is at
Freeman Atwood, of Monroe.”
of this city, has been awarded a conCompany,
Cemetery.
rates
were
after
increased
;»0
cent.
work
also
on
the
extenCamden
and
Rockland
t heir x^oods to 1 >eei I -le. Treinont. I tar Harbor.
per
shortly
On the four sides of the plinth, the next section,
The exercises at the cemetery will be held at tract for an entrance to a cemetery at Pittsburg,
Pine Hili, Castim-. Pelfa-t. Panxor. Ivi-tport. the great lire. A letter from tin.* Secretary of sion.Bids were opened at the Navy Departthe
are
emblems
of
the
the
Grand
anchor, the grave of Col. T. H. Marshal.. After prayer Pa., that will require 10,000 feet of stone and six
ment Saturday for the erection of a naval hosArmy,
Lubrc, Haneork. Prospe-e-t Harbor. Mae-hias, the New
Fngland Insurance Exchange corrects pital and
wharf at Widow's Island, Me. The a cavalryman and an eagle and coat of arms. On the grave." of soldiers and sailors will be decorated months work. The crew at the Point will he enPimbertoii. < alai- and other place*. It there
lowest bidders for building the hospital were the plinth stands the statue of the volunteer sol- with flowers, when the comrades will
i< freight emu.xh to warrant it. a number of this impression. Mr. ( lark says: “The presagain as- larged as other work is on hand. This company
packe ts vy i 1! run <>n tin- Pamror line*. One: or ent rates wiP not he decreased, unless for wa- it rover A: Co., of Rockland. Me., and for the dier, with his face towards tin* east.
semble at the grave of Col. Marshall and listen to propose to run a large force of men in tlu future.
two have*
already been .-cut down there this ter works, and iL i* very prohahle that a still wharf Francis Hitchcock of Rockland.The
The land around the monument will he graded
the reading ol’ the roll ol honor.
The Sunday Times says, in a notice of the exhib-< a-on.
There are: < nouxll Ycs-ei- to take- all
history of the First Maine Cavalry, famous for
The line will again re-form in their respective ition of the Portland
the« arx"c- w liieJi may he consigned to Panxe>r. further increase will he made if water is not its brilliant record, is now being priuted by and at the four corners will lie placed the cannon
Society of Art: Nos. 7 and PI.
A- yet. tie enfe.r- el,lent of the interstate com- immediately introduced.”
Farmington had Messrs. Emery & Hughes, 140 Oliver Street, which Congressman Milllken obtained from the order and march down Main street to Church, Still Life studies, by 1L L. Woodcock, are good
Boston.
Mr.
was
a
member
of
the
merce lew has liad no xn-at eiV«-«*t on the
reg- government. The whole will be fenced in and over eliureh to junction of Church am l High to examples of his always good work in this line,
packet hotter reconsider her action, and provide for a iment. It is Emery
trade. [Portianel Press.
thought that the work will he cared for by the citizens.
Grand Army Hall, where tin* procession will dis- while No. 17,
! water supply.
Landscape, by the same artist, is full
Fustport has a similar problem ready for issue in a few weeks.Collector
The name of JVggy Lilly is on the monument. band.
]'i \ 1 i.i;
i.i i;i:.U!V
of feeling and shows him equally as successful s
i.aiuks.
to deal with. The Sentinel of last week says:
Redman of Ellsworth says that 111 United
J
Comrades from out of town and invited guests here as in his Still
States licenses have been taken out by Maine Tradition says that siie was a negro woman who
I ;v.i 1
xter ladies have for -nine tim- conLife. No. 14, Roses, by Mrs. E.
SV nn /./•/• rriif. j> the rate of insurance on
templated publishing a journal of lit, rary.edu- Sardine Factories, to he adopted on and after liquor dealers this year against Jill) last year. dressed in men’s attire and enlisted in Washing- will be served with a picnic supper at Grand R. Pierce, is one of the best tilings she has ever
In
the
second
which
Lewis»•
includes
o’clock.
'■atioiial and -o.-ial pro;_rre-s-. and i;- lir-t ap- tiii> date. A manufacturer who wishes heredivision,
ton’s army as a drummer boy. .She was born a
Army Hall at
shown.
The order of exercises in tin* evening will be as
|" aranee ha- be en announced for :!,< lir.-t of after to insure for slO.ooo will be obliged to ton, Auburn, Augusta. Hallowed, (iardiner, slave but ran away to enter the army and served
Bath and Rockland, but six licenses were issuMr. .1. B. Pendleton has taken the agency and
■Hiiie. It will appear monthly, in maxazine !
£700
annum.
and
'Phis
i*
a
follows:
At
7 o’clock the Post escorted by the
until her sex was discovered. Then Peggy went
pay
per
startling
ed. while in the third divi.-ion, of which Bantorm.
I lie name w ill be **<ymYt Hour-.** and
will canvass the city for “Eastern Maine and the
very grave aspect of affairs. Tin* «itizeiis who
Lineolnville band, will march to the Relfast Opera
into the hospital where she nursed the sick and
gor forms a yart, 77 have* been taken out.
Jin enterpn-iiix proprie tor- an- Mr.-. Fannie voted down an
In
for a steam lire
Rebellion,” the hook advertised In other columns
House and Lake seats reserved for them.
The
tin* first division, in
wounded soldiers. After the declaration of peace,
It. I billion and M r-. Mary V. Pierce. It will engine, can now appropriation
figure the difference between Biddcford are the which Portland, Saco and
and to be published by R. H. Stanley A Co., Banhave- a- e■ mtribiite.rs -"in. of the mo.-t note d
largest places, 2.4 licenses which made the colon*.' s a free and independent Relief Corps will sit Immediately in the rear of
paying a certain sum for substantial protection, have been
writer- e>f Ne w Knxland.
given.Mr. William II. Dole of nation, Peggy became :. wanderer upon the face the Post. The Adjutant will read the general gor. The work will be fully Illustrated and will
The Publishers have and paying h u tiau-s that amount to insurance
fe-ceive-d many Words of cncoliraxemellt. and
j Orrington died on Thursday, aged ss years, of the earth, and came t«> Monroe where the re- order; when Post Commander Guptil will welcome be one of great interest to every soldier and sailor
companies for increased rat< s every year.
WetnH will receive M L'o«»d patmmixc. The
surviving* his wife only four days.A Wii:and to the relatives and friends of those who
The band will then play Star
mainder of her life was spent a town pauper, and the audience.
man has taken a contract to
-Iibse-ription price will he urn dollar pe-r year,
for the I'nion. The work should have a
supply Bar
The internal revenue receipts from Maine throp
Rainier. The music will be followed by fought
Harbor
hotels
Spangled
with
where
she
1000
to
died
more than forty years ago.
The
1500
of
butpounds
>
s'l A NI »A I £ 1
II.MK IN HATH.
sale in this city.
are likely to show a decided falling off this I ter a week during the season.The 100-mile
reading by Mrs. Alexander, singing by young large
soldier
of
Monroe
her
name upoi. the
hoys
placed
I la-ejty eoum il ot Path Friday nixht voted
A Cat as a Peace M \ker. Two dogs were
When d'-puty collector Murphy visited I bicycle* road race at Clarksville, Mo., was won monument to keep alive her
misses in costume, and prayer by the chaplain.
memory. Lieut. Win.
unanimously to continue- to have'the ritv clock year.
Monday by Meilson of Boston, who made the
The address will be given by lion. Seth E. Milli- lighting in the street in front of Owen (i. White’s
|
run on standard time
Rockland recently the litjuor dealers informed di-tamo
whose
Is
in accordam-e with the
name
on
the
was
a
Winehel,
monument,
in n hours 47 minutes.The Supreme
■•pinion <*f t hief du-tie. Peters, \vho-ay>: him that they were ready to pay the tax and go < ourt has su-tained the validity of the driven- revolutionary soldier and is said t<> have served in ken, and the exercises will 'close by all singing store one day last week, and were in dead earnest,
I have no doubt that all clock- which are unGut before the lirst round closed the battle was
"'<•!!are
three cases of Washington's army, lie settled in Monroe after A mcrica.
patent.There
der the control of any eoiintv. <-itv or town in on with the business if he would give- them |
fever at Jacksonville, Florida.The the Revolution, where he died. Roth Winehel and
A committee will be at the hall Saturday after- stopped. Mr. White’s cat witnessed the light and
yellow
thi- Mate-, or its ollin-rs
or'e-mpfoves. ^hmild some assurance that siu-h payment would not | thirty-third annual session of the Right Worthy
when pussy thought matters had progressed far
noon and Monday forenoon to receive and arrange
are buried in a cemetery about half a mile
be placed "li and regulated
by tiie- Haste rn 1 »i- he used a* evidt nec against tinm in prosecu- Crand Lodge of (iood Templars convened at Peggy
the flower-. The citizens are respectfully request- enough she darted between the belligerents, and
\i-ion of -taiielard tim. : that* the- Jaw
re<|iiire-s tions undertaken under the new law. 'Phis Saratoga. \. YTuesday. It has been one of from the monument.
with yells and scratches separated the canines.
it and it
the- duty and oilie-iai l.n-im— of the
ed t. be liberal in the contribution of dowers.
The Monument Association comprises the mem
the mo-t important ever held as the question
The dogs dropped their tails and skulked away in
municipality and it- a-- nts and e mploye- n» Mr. Murphy of course could not do. nor would of the reunion of its two branches, which
uers ot me J <»st who reside m town.
were
I lie loiiowoiiforni I-, the- 1. xi-lativi re-ejuire-mciit.
Judicial
Court.
if the he grant licenses on
Supreme
opposite directions.
applications signed by separated some ten years ago by the secession ing are the officers. II. 8. Webber, President; II.
pnldic docks in Path an- under tie- eii\*> uiauTin: Soldiers Muni ment Fi nd. The Post in
fictitious names. The result was that no li- j of some of the trans-Atlantic Crand Lodges, C. Webber, Vice President; .M. L. Robertson, Sec•n ik;i: kmkuv i*ui:sii>in<;.
Axcinent the y should indicate stand.trd time.**
will come* up for action. The secedersare lepAn adjourned .session of tin- Supreme Judicial
this oily netted £235 from their fair last week, and
celisc* were applied for. and according P> the
Edwin Lufkin, Treasurer; Isaac F. Cook,
I'cx nt* d by a delegation of
IN < I'.N I'll A I..
twenty-one from retary;
Jefferson Nealley* and Thomas It. elements, Trus- Court opened in Pel fast the 10th inst. continuing now have about $1500 towards a soldiers monument
Rockland Opinion the dealer** say “they intend across the Atlantic.
l’n '<jiu I-le i- t«» have a National Ibmk.
l’lind. After Memorial Day a committee from the
tees.
these men the burden of the work lias two days. The lirst ease that came up was
to suspend business until the town gets dry
I’•'rtland want- tin- State niu-tcr thi- fall.
j It i- thought that prosecutions for liquor fallen, I'pon
Wchsler Treat, administrator of the estate of Post will meet a committee of citizens to consider
and right well have they performed their
lln Maine Water (.a<'omp:iny. I’ortiund, enough so that public sentiment will prevent J -t
iling will he embarrassed by the proposed duty.
Robert Treat, appellant, from a decree of the the matter and perhaps a public meeting of the
ha- uo11e into insolvency.
It will probably rcpiire until Auuwst to ons- any enforcement of the law.** 'Phis is practi- removal of the internal revenue
The following are the names of the soldiers of Judge of Probate. .Judge Emery is related to par- citizens w ill he called. It has not yet been decided
records from
I'l' te the basement of the m w public building cally the situation in Belfast. The hauling j this State. Tin*
ties in the suit, but sat upon the ease by consent of w hat kind of a monument will be bought or where
tin; war of the rebellion
on the monuvote

questions with equal facility. He would no
doubt have the courage* of hi- convictions if he
had any convictions. Major Pangbon: of the

are

his duties

an

groceries, etc. of

to have their lumber from the west and south discharged at Kast Boston and resliipped to Belfast

derrick erected,
and the work of setting the monument was begun

streets

The rain of

Wentworth, of this city, will deliver
address at I'nity next Monday.

granted to Carrie J., widow
Adoniram J. Howard, Belfast; Sarah P.,mother
of Robert McGray, East Knox; Daniel lMnkam,
original, Winterport; Roscoe D. Sparrow, Orland.

Mathews Bros, of this city, have arranged

The

a

The

Sell. Woodruff lias just discharge'll
lumber for Levi Trundy.

our

llall, the Swanville stage driver, reported
as seriously injured, Is now attending to

Mr,

of

niles;

Lemuel Curtis.
Daniel Neal ley.
Kbcne/.er Mavo.
.Fames Neal ley.
<:«>rnelius White.
.John York.
1'rentice Clements.
Thomas Ritchie.
Andrew Ritchie.
John < base.
Henry Rand.
Nathan Johnson.
Win. Dickey.
Isaac Jordon.
Kliphalet Jordon.
John Sanborn.
Joel tirant.
Howes Mayo.

stirring.

breeze

with

was warm

iu

was

last week

the heat continued

day^id

yacht, of Vinalhnven,

Wednesday.

memorial

Pensions have been

music

was

with two little

!

hot

was a

through the night, and Tuesday

Walls’

>.
on

Ilev. It. (;.

Mr. C. E.

The water contractors haveddred the
Baker & Shales’ store for

David Curtis.

Keuhen kicker.
John Wehher.
John Clements.
Timothy l’lummer.
David Stearns.
Samuel Larrahee.
Daniel Putnam.
Daniel Pattee.
Samuel Jewell.
Phileman Pattee.
Jeremiah Avery.
Llisha Douglas's.
Samuel Twombly.
Joshua Uovntou.
Archalas Woodman.
Solomon Twombly.
Kcnjamiu liuz/.ell.
Samuel Stowers.

engaged

now

The Trustees of the Waldo

Loral*.

Mearsport

& Son’s.

harbor

The

by

Clovenco Knowlton drew the music l»ox at Poor

a room

Agricultural Society

Mr. Charles O. Clark is
Windsor House in this city.

of 1X12.

Simeon Curtis.
Richard Robertson.
Lleazer Dickey.
.James Curtis.

Daniel kicker.

Stephen Grant.
Simon Kmery.

will be found in the

will meet at Equity Grange next Saturday evening,
the2$th lust.

...

Soldiers of the

over

supplement.

and

Assessors are temporarily occupy it- g
Bilker & Shales store on Main street.

The

Vicinity.

nio.-i of

en

;hi

m

with

Mr. Uni.
planting
Perkins went b> Med for. I on
tew
.Saturday tor
days, lie has three -ons settled in that vicinity.
The French Pro-, -hipped by
Wednesdayboat
.,

one hundred or more broilers for tin p.-i..n mar
bet— Mr.-. F. II Coiisens and daught.-i of >toek
ton

have been

Wi.m

ids home
era I

visiting

Mr. I kuniel

at

on

en.-.

(

apt. Thoma- ( rorkett died at
Sunday night of paraly sis. The fun

i.ufoiM.
on

service-

were

Tuesday afternoon

held
e

at

hi- late n-idenee

dueled

a

liev. \\

1

on

Paid

win. ( apt. Crockett leaves a wife, two son- and
live da nghter-.... \ h n-e and barn belonging to
Mr-. I>avid Mepermoft wore burned on ':iiiii,;;iy
It

afternoon.
bout!re built

I-

by

niluie

\v-is <;i

about

siioo

thought the lire caught from
children.

-ome

ed.

'The

...Mr-.

Most of

buildings

I.-a.tr

w ere

t

a

I'm

insured for

Knowles ha-

returned

from

Pro-peet where -he ha- been spending the
The \polh» ( 1111 *. oi Pangor, as-i-ted
winter
by Mis- Helen A. Friend and Miss Mae Sll-by,
banjo o|oi t —, ami Mi-- \nnie M. Lowe, reader,
—

gave

—

one

of their line

luion Hall

...-it.- at

on

'Thursday evening of last week... There will be
memorial services

union

Sunday
lb-v

next,

.-ondm-ted

at

tin- M.

by |,Y\.

Mr.

'Tin* t ong,
Pray
going quite extensive repairs.

I

hutch

on

Paldwiu ami

\\

eliureh

i- under

St»m-k ti»n. I.ast Thursday ev ening Mr. Ib-nrv
Slow oil i-urned his brush In a large pile unite near
his barn. and after the lire had burned down
suftietentlv•, as lie supposed, retire.| for the night
About half past nine tin* barn wa s diseov ered t*
be on tire and an alarm was given and it was

only

with considerable etlort tiiat the house was saved.
barn was entirely consumed.
'Two rows
w hich were at that time in the building were got
out with some dilVirulty.
Much credit Is due to

The

the

young gentlemen w ho worked the engine,
whirh though only a small hand machine lias been

quite

a

help towards saving property in

tlireedinstances.

More should in- done

encourage
will be Memorial services at the

hoys-Tlu-n*
next Monday at O.ItO \. vi.
suggested that each soldier’s grave

the

cemetery
by bis

own

two or

to

relatives

or

friends.

It lias lieen

In- decorated
The graves of

any soldiers who were strangers, or any whose
friends are too far away from town to attend to
matter

,or

w

ill of

course

the flowers contributed

acceptable,

as

it

w

lie care.I for.

Wreaths

by outsiders

will he very
ill be much bettor that we have

than is noresssary, than not enough for all.
Flags for tin- purpose of U-coralion have been
secured and are in tin* hands of W. F. Fills and
may In- obtained by applying to him.
Co!. |J#
(•ranger will deliver the Memorial address.
more

!w>\.

Tlu*

week will

see

FOUKKiN POUTS.

This

tiling needful noxvjsrain.

one

Mark] Andrews] Birthing] HouseTi

Yokahnma, April *20. Sailed bark Richard Par
cos, Thorndike, Manila.
llong Kong, April Ui. in port, ships John C’.
urtis, for New York; state of Maine,
I'oitcr,
Nickels, lor San Francisco.
Kiiisale, May in, passe I, ship Kli/.abelh, lint

ground.

about all the seed into the

< .rass looks as well as could lie
expected w itli It so
dry, but most of the stork has to be fed at the barn
yet.
This makes it bard on those who run short of

--JC :o

speaking of stock it is gratifying to see our j man, San Francisco for Liverpool.
Rosario, April .*>. Sailed bark Fred K. Uichards,
trying to improve in that line. The
Thorndike, Hoston.
old -. rub or common breed is hardly to be found;
Nassau, N. 1*., May 10. Arrived seh. C’harlex
Horace
all keeping graded or blooded stock.
Hucki, Patterson, Wiseasset, (and chi. ITtli for
We-e.'ii lately bought a thoroughbred, registered Fcrnandina.)
Port Spain, Trinidad, April *27. In port, brig II.
Durham l.ull of Martin Whittier of Montvillc, (
Sibley, llichborn, from Hoston, arrived 18th,
for Delaware Ureakwater; seh. Mary A. Hall,
which he y\ill keep for service this season.... \t
for do.
Freneli,
lie meeting of Half Moon Lodge next Saturday
Tuskan—Passed by May 1(5, ship John It. Kelley,
yei.mg the «iuestiou of a supper will come up for
Hibbons, Liverpool for New York.
Hermuda, May 14. Sailed sell. John <•. Stover,
<ii
u>-ion. Let the member-" In* mean business
11:i>.

t

farmer:- all
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Wide, Gentlemen !

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY !

H. A. Starrett
--A_3vrr<roxji^rcJ3ZJ!S-

THIS IS THE PLACE !
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A rev, Hoston.

Cemetery Association ha\c placed a new fence around the cemetery
aii'' \utcd to turn out en ma-se on Arbor Day and
;' in it and otherwise beautify the grounds, which
m
did,and the ground-i’oxv pre.-ent a very tasty
Arbor I'r was not generallx ob.ippt-ar.aiiee
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SQUIRES.

lie opinion, tlie Scientific Remedies of
Dr. It. C. Flower stand peerless and
alone. They cure when physicians and
all popular
remedies arc powerless.
They are the fruit of seientitlc study,
exhaustive research, and great experience.
The above letter, coming from so wellknown and reliable a source, speaks
volumes; yet it is but one of thousands
of similar communications that are pourin upon us from all directions.
Dr. It. C. Flower's Liver and Stomach
Sanative is a never-failing cure for all
forms of disorded or torpid liver, for
dyspepsia, indigestion, nialassirnilation.
It is tlie best. Spring Remedy for general
debility and lassitude ever prescribed.
Only 81.00 a bottle. For sale by your
druggist, w ho, on application, will present
you with a copy of our magnificent Formula llook, free.

R. G. Flower Medical Co.,

Boston,

AND

Largest Wholesale

<>t'.

No

cure

wineglassful

DYSPEPSIA AND

or

INDIGESTION,

just a little lozenge, compounded under
personal direction and supervision of that
distinguished physician, Du. MARK It.
WOO DBFRY, from his own private formula,
used by him in his practice for 4.* years, as a
sure and speedv cure for DYSPEPSIA and I
INDIGESTION, as well as HEART-1
but
the

~.

hi I’N, also l'or the removal of ACIDITY'
OF THE STOMACH.
Tie calls them

DYSPEPSIA KILLERS.
a

significant name.
# * * «-

*

Stums to irear. han't
-call at-

You must lair>

buy till you
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II omen's Handsome

Wo also call particular attention to

Received!

:-

of

-Wo have another drive in those-

OF-

—

-At Prices that Will Make-

of oilier kint/s of HOOTS
at egually bur prices.

»(•

SHOES

Rememoer !
prirrs an for yoml irrarin;/ Hoots amt Shot's•
irlim they t/o not prove satisf'tietory
si

New Pair.

I IIII.IIHEX S SI’ltlXH
Oreat nssarlmnit
HE El. IIOOTS I I.fitr.it Hut.sin I.HUES'
IIHl II I I T HE I'I OX ami I..H E HOOTS I
III
El.E ll.ll.kl.Mi SHOES mill St.II'.
I'Elis :
I nlrst S/i/l.s hi OEXTI.EMEX'S
rixi: shoes :

WE ALWAYS LEAD ON NEW STYLES,
t ennis Sho,

at Bottom Prices.

s

Tali notItaly's atlriee. t'se your tarn jmlymnit.
Just t/o amt set Jtinsnton 's ipnnls amt prirrs amt it
yon are not con inent that ire trill sett you yotnl
trearimj Hoots amt Slims at /.Off l'. It prices than
any store in Ilt lfast, tn trill not e.rprrt yon to t>uy.

B. C. Dinsmore & Son,
BELFAST,

MUSE.

-same as

we

had

In all praties, ic/tie/i irilf ]„ sold' nt prices Hud
hefy comeem inx.
We pirn

Men's

helotr

-HAVE

M-

(Jennine Ca/f Setnnless

In liar Marl., r. May IJ.
months.
and
In liar Harbor, Max 11,
months.
IT v ear- and

I

I*

nr.

l

S'j.on

Men's !!< !iah/e Jiropans.
Men's (/a unis Iare,

.no

Ladies' Kid and drain House

LOO

Slippers,

I*,

d

Child's hid and (train Sprinp Heel

Ladies

.do

.1 J'etr of the HOY S' HA M Ad EH SHOES
left li'/liell irill he so/d \'Eti ) 1.0 ||”.

fore

are

cordially invited

for

\;ei| Wointn,

I adi-

■

shorter but ns emphatic one.
By tlicif
use you will prevent Pvspepsia and
Indigestion, and cure Sick Headache. !i
already sutlering, use I>. K.’s as you wov.’ 1
any confection (they are agreeable to r
>
taste), and you will lie relieved. J'riee.
cents a box (trial si/e, 2"» cents).
Sent, anywhere in the T. S. by mail on receipt of pri
by IJOOLITTLK
SMITH, 24 and 2D J •inont Street, Boston, Mass.

II

;

I Ionic, of
Aired

•]•

H.

COLBURN,

HIGH ST.. McCLINTOCK BLOCK.

A.

d

‘a

n. Ha/.-lline
V

I
t

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

Tlii-powder never varies, v marxeloi purity,
strength and xvhoh-oniene-s. Mon* eeononiieal
than the ordinary kinds, and eannot he sold ineoni
petition xx it It the mnl’.itiide ..f the low te.-t. short
weight. alum !' phosphate powder-. Soft/ nn/;/ in

Portland.

mns.

ildren'- Home, of Hanger.
• liarle- H.
11;./chine, me of the executors,
tin* matter before the « ourt in Helfast,
a
ok, the actioiion the docket being known as

1

.|nit

\,

v-

goes

tin- law

to

KlsJt

and

e<mrt

be

a

\bb*e

earried in

am

specially

I*«»xx

i.t.>:

(

JpjlLS

<>.<■.<

|

ritehett

brought home a line
lu-ook trout tin- other day
lie is one of

-mug of

-iii-cc—nil local ti-hermen_Mr. II. L.
'!« I ‘.maid has hern in the vicinity of Orbital in
e-i of the freckled darlings and met with
good

"in-in..-?

Mi'-r-

■

A

\

SICK

II ldache.yet fartt sLiltle LiverPillsareequally
valuable in Constipation, (tiring and
preventing
ibis annoying complaint, while they also corrert
all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
1
an
regulate the bowels. h\< u if they only cured

Monday and brought home
They wen-calight by trolling w ilh a fly.

trout.

:?ev- all the lr»*rsl>loo inciKick Headache i:>
dent to a bill »us t-iiii. e»f the Ryp»« m. hih-Ii a* DizDistress after eating.
ziness. Nausea Drov jin* -s
Pain in the Side. ,to.
While their most remarkable success has been pIi-avu in curing

Howes and C. H. Hazel

'iui* vi-in-d Swan I,ake
wo

GHiP NEWS.
POUT OF

HEAD

BELFAST.

Ache they would be almost prieelesn to those who
anfler from this distressing complaint; but fortunately t heir goodness does not end here, and those
valuwho once try them will find these little
able in so many ways that they will not !>c willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

AKKI\ KI».

Wt\
in

I'

II.-.

h.

'v

Lin y

Jones, Howe, Boston.
Puritan. Sargent, Mr. De-serf; Flora

pills

•me.-, do.:
I
L. \\ arren, <
l.\. Sell. Annie

'!

■'

2L

••

Man Farrow,* midon, Sears'o|-oii, Boston.
L. Wilder, Thurston, Boston.
Mazurka, Lane, do.

ACHE

SAII.KIi.

Seh. Fannie Sc Kdith, Jones, Rockland.
Kil Carson, smith, Bangor; Win.
n-, Llwell, do.; Brig Carrie Pickering, Mar1 do.. Sell.
Jaeliiii, Hart, do.; Jan. Holmes, Ry.
Boston.
M
seh. Mary Farrow,* ondon, Boston.
-IPuritan, surgeut, Mt. Desert ; Flora
indie. Somes, do.
M i\ j:. sir. Mt. Waldo, Patterson, Frankfort.
>!

l.i
21

''

••

AMKUK AN

j

1‘OItTS.

Hiricn, La.. May IT. Arrived bark John Bunin Lancaster, New York.
in Francisco, May In.
Clean’d ship St. Mark,
hoi-. Port Townsend; 21st, arrived
ship Fred
k Billing-, Sherman, Cardiff; 23d, cleared
ship
"uiel Llagmia, Smalley, Liverpool.
•aek-om ille, May 2L Arriveil sell. Palafka,
e tide-. Belfast.
May IT. Cleared sell. Warren Adams,
|Baliiiiiore,
•1«•«*r«i, Boston; 21st, cleared brig Med White,

Is the banc of so n any ! ves ihai here :s w here we
make our great boa. t. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter’s Little Liver Pills are very small nnd
make a dose.
very easy to take. One or two
They are strictly vegetable ana do not gripe or
purge, but by tlu ir gentle action please all who
In vials at 25 cents; five forfl. Sold
use them.
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

pills

CARTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City*

1

well, for Rio Janeiro.
dohile, May is. Cleared seh. Jesse Lena, Bunjr, Lynn, Mass.
••eiisaeola, May IT. Arrived sell. D. J». Haskell,

-kell, Key West.
•atilia River, (.a.. May b». Arrived seh. Wca, < ottrell, New York.
t. Augustine, Fla., May lit. Arrived sells.
Ring
T
Mai-ton, Belfast; Dioiie, Itavnes, Wiscasset.
irunswiek, May J5. Arrived* sch. Abbie C.
Mbs, Pendleton, Savannah; 17th, arriveil sch.
tiida Brooks, Nichols, New York.
Ti« w York, May 17. Arrived ship Robert L.
knap. Staples, Liverpool; seh. Nellie, Drink
• r,
Fcrnandina; cleared seh. II. J. Cottrell,1
kell. Key West, and Pensacola; 20th, arrived
,./,
John II. Crandon, Pierce, Cienfuegos; 21st,
ship Nancy Pendleton, Pendleton, PortI; hark Penobscot, Eaton, Melbourne,
oston, May 20. Arrived sch. Nellie S. Pickerfrom Brunswick, La., May 7, with
•»er; 22d, arrived sclis. Paragon, Shute, Weken; Stella M. Kenyon, Williams, do.

Cred

YMeKeen,

liladelplda, May ID.
.more, Boston ;~20th,

Chi. bark Edw. Cushing,
cleared sell. Ridgewood,
Jacksonville; 21st, arrived sch. Flora
Ion, French, Portsmouth; 24th, arrived sch.
h»tte T. Siblev, Bartlett, Jacksonville,
da ware Breakwater, May 21. Arrived sell,
n <>.
Moseley, Holt, Caibartcii.(und proceeded

Fiver,

York.)
arleston, S.

'e\v

r

May 23.

Dyer, Darien.
nundiiia, May 23.
'proul, New York.

Sailed

sell. Carrie A.

■

'*u»a.

May

icn, Port

15.

Arriveil

brig

Arrived bark

Townsend.

James

Ahlen

1111-

Hesse,

a

benefit of these

-REDUCTIONS.--

Wednesday,

>

:

Thursday:

and:

Friday,

lv r4:tnnn

WANTED!
Three or Four Uirl* for lllniasr Room at WIMt801 HOTKL. Apply at oare.
’nil

BELFAST

of the First Gun at Sumter to
the Close of the War.
Tim work will also contain histories of the Second Maine, the Fourth Maine, the Sixth Maine, the

W

PRICE

G. COX. Belfast.
CURRENT.

Produce Market.

Price Paul Produceru.
f»0gM5 May r ton,
Apples * lmsli
O.OO312.110
dried * lb,
4go Hides 4>* tl»,
5g5%
14 §10
Beans,pea,tf hu, I.00 g 1.75 Lamb r ib,
50& 1.50
niediinii,
i.logl.fto Lamb Skins,
OaT
yellow-eyes, 1.20$ 1.30 Mutton ¥ It.
Butter * M»,
40 §42
15glM 1 fats r bush.,
Beef * ll»,
5gM Potatoes,
0<)g05
50 §00 Pound llog ¥ H
Barley * lmsli,
0g0*.
Cheese* lb,
Mg 14 straw ¥ ton,
o.oogT.oo
12 §10 rurkey ¥ lb,
Chicken * lb,
oao
Calf Skins * lb.
OaT
Mg 10 Veal# lb,
oao Wool, washed ¥ &», 3! §33
Duck * Mi,
12 Wool, unwashed, 23g25
Kggs * do/..,
Fowl * lb,
1.00*5.00
Wood, bard,
Geese * ft.
W<mm|, soft,
3.00§3.54)
Retail Mar Let.
Itetuil Mar Lit.
*•

Beef, corned, * ft,
1.00a 1.05
7§m Lime ¥ bbl.,
Butter Salt, * lmx,
1m 1 fat Meal ¥ *,
5
Corn * hush.,
00 I minus ¥ lit,
5*0
Cracked Corn*hush., 00 tfll,kerosene,rgal.,10§'l3
Corn Meal * hush.,
ooj Polloek rt
3«;§4
Cheese* ft,
IGglM Pork ¥ ■*,
Of 11
Cotton Seed * cwt., J .85 Plaster ¥ bbl., l.OOal.lO
Codfish, dry, * ft,
3
Ago ttye Meal ¥ »>,
CranherrieM * qt..
1.25
0| 0 Shorts 4Pewt,
Clover Seed * ft,
llgirJ Sugar ¥ B»,
5§0^
Flour *hhl.,
45
Salt, T. l.,r bush.,
If. G. Heed * bu.,2..‘tO$2.4b Sweet 1 'otutnes ¥ lb, 0§0
Lard * ft,
IMI2 Wheat Meal ¥ 1», 3^*4

The war < io\ernor, Is \i;ia, VVASimritx, Ju.
IIoii.C.A. Hot i.i.u;. I S. Navy.
Hen..I ami-son, lieu. lb >r.i:iM s, and Col. Vakni-a
the three gallant commanders of the second Maine.
Cen. t't i:rs Hamlin, of the regular Army, who
received many promotions, “for di-tingui-hiul ser*
vices during tin* war.”
Hen. Hii;\m (L F,i:i:i:v, of Fockland. At the
time Cm. Kerry was killed, the War
Department
had determined to place him in command of the
Army of tile Foloinac.
Coi. CIIAPI.IN. of the Fir-t Maine Ileavv Artillery. Tennyson lias immortalized the “Charge of
the Light Brigade,” hut history records the fact
that the famous First Heavy equalled them in
their famous charge, which then excited the admiration of tin* military world.
Col. Ki kniiam, of the Sixth Maine. This Begi“n ut has the reputation of being the linest
body of
skirmishers either in the Volunteer or Kcgular
A rmy.
Ccii. ('has. H v.mlin. On his retiring from the
service, a special order, complimentary to Lien.
Hamlin, was K-ned by order of (icn. (bant.
( ol. ( Alvin S. Immtv. The rebel Con.
Aslihy
has stated that the First Maine Cavalry under the
command of Col. Douty, once saved the army of
(»cn. Banks from capture.
Adjt. (ien. John L. IIujisikin, vvliose labors during tin* war contributed largely to Maine’s grand
war record.
Col. J. D. Bckt, of the Kiglith Maine. This gallant oilicer went into the army as a private and on
his discharge w as made a Brig, (icncral.
(apt. Li.j.iaii I. >vv, I'rovost Mar-ha I, (Quartermaster and Commissary of the Fourth District of
Maine.
This gentleman's reminiscences of the
various Drafts will lie of deep interest.
( apt. Fkki> A. Ci mminhs,
recently appointed
postmaster of Bangor.
Ho Kx-Soldiers should hear in mind that all 111®
principal local events, occurring during the war,
are

—

Grand

ItAKEIt «e SHALES, I pro-

Hariiare

stork is all

Easiness.

XEIV,

Prices!
of

Earthquakes

are

Shaking the Earth

Five excursions to the moon are
-up! Itut the-

being talked

COOPER BROS.

STEEL,

and sell-

CARRIAGES
of all the I.ATKST STYI.KS now in
use in New Kngland.-

popular

—

PAINTS, OILS,
-Glass,-

WOODEN WARE, ETC.
I hope by fair deathly and strict
attention to business to merit a
share of the trade in City
and County.

F. A. CARLE.

Film & Hill

a

From

-AT-

R. H. COOMBS £ SON’S,

Ifsingfoi'ts, K\li-nsimi Tops.
and

SI¥lYRfMA

MAY 25, 26 & 27, 1887.

variety of other kinds of buggies, both
-open and top.-

be

found among our stock. We make a
speciality of the CKKKItltATK1) ISANCOlts
this season. We employ the YKltY I tK.ST workI'se the YKltY ItKST material, and sell
men.
-at the VKItv I.OWKST living prices.-

4tw“We are putting up a larger number of Carriages than KYKIt ItKFOItK. Shall have them

rcadv for the market SOON Kit Til AN KYKIt ItKFOItK. We intend to sell a KITT1.K CIIFAI’KIt
than KYKIt itKFOlfK. If you are in want of a
1*001) Carriage and one that will STAY with you,
give usa call whether you KYKIt or NKVKlt did
before.

Cooper
West

tori of

Do not. be. deceived blit call ami
anil be

sure

ii Hod, Hoiesi Hoofs!

Bargain

see

the / DEXTICA t. HOODS and yon

GET just what you

to

GATE OUR GOODS and

Having

made a

REDUCTIOX during the days of THIS SAVE,

tee van

SWEETISH
SAVE

Searsmont, Me., May 20, 1S87.—21 tf

R. H. COOMBS &

You Can Get Your Memorandum of

BELFAST.

SON,

STRAW HATS!

Fr,ount
GROCERIES,
FA I NTS,

OILS,

Aid Hats of Every Variety aad Style for Meo and Beys,

MEDICINES,
FEE It of all kinds,

FRUIT,
TOBACCO
and CIGARS,
to

A.

A.

keep house with, and at
PRICES OP

IIOWES

CO.

At

itecei run

just

VERT

*

it

E. P. FROST & GO ’S.

Watches, Clocks Si Jewelry

-ALSO-

or all kinds are selling at the

GRASS SEEDS!

Prices!

Amusing

That
we

on the installment

plan they paid $10.03

sell for $5.00 CASH. $6.00
we make a

good profit

was
on

charged

fur

for

a

Rug

that

Rugs that

at $4.00 CASH.

TAPESTRIES Iff175c. CASH
are a

gem compared to those being sold for 1.03 per yard.

YOU

MOSEY and still give you the REST QUA CITY.

Bros.

Belfast, May ‘2*1, 1SS7-— Iw2l

BOTTOM

at

We want you to IX Y INSTI-

JiU\~.

TRICES.

I

I

Portland, <troccry. Express
tmd Hepat }Vayons !
mav

Headquarters

RUCS!

| yyesf Searsmont, | ,"',!>IV

-contium* to manufacture

everything

Elegant Carpets at Ruinously Low Prices.

-of——

stfunu

In fact

baying-

la trig

at

Cash

Sale

Opening

of

—opportunity

BRUSSELLS CARPETS,
GENUINE, ONLY $1.00 PER YARD.

I^MXMXMS. p
By Pictures and Small Samples
inspect the goods

from the

of

Carpetings

roll, buy

of square

but come and

dealing

and

reliable houses, get your money’s worth of

■*

LOWEST PRICES

described in full.

Thr furnialloo of the regiments and Ihrlr drparlurr; the great war meet lag*; thr work or the
women ; the exciting political contents ; the destruction of Northern newspapers favoring secession: Ihr cheering news or Talon victories,
and thr discouraging lairs ol defeats, the rejoicings over lee’s surrender; Ihr grief at Linruin’s death, as well as the accounts or the return of the troops alter Ike --White-Winged
Hove of Prare” had sarrai her broad pinions
over the land—all will be faithfully portrayed,
PRICES:
In rlolh, blur, title la gold.$2,00
In sheep, line in gold. 2,50
In mororro, lllle la gold. 3,00

Four Hundred Paget Matter 1
Twenty Illustration*!
Ki> The liook

R.

The Ladies of Belfast and vicinity -wiii have the GRANDEST

tin riug leased the store next below

History of the Events Occurring in this
Section of tiie State, from the Firing

i\.

...

""I.da;..M

A

Kighuvuth or First Heavy, and in fact of all regiment
containing Kastern Maine men, including
Infantry, Cavalry, and Artillery. Also, accounts
of the life in the I’rison Fens of the South, written
by e\-pristniei> now residing in Maine. It will lie
amply illustrated with more than twenty engravings and portrait-. Among the latter will In* lithograph- of:
The war Vic** Frc-idenl,
IIanniual II a.m-
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well-known Putnam
Retail price everywhere is

the, famous Putnam Worden Co., all wool Oxford twill Spring Overcoats. Xew, fresh goods, just made up, in regular sizes, fid to 44, at the extraordinary price of £7 each. We believe this to be the best bargain ever offered
and the regular price everywhere is Sit.
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IIH> Men's All Wool Suits, sizes 54 to 45, nt only $0.00
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t.ilmorc has bous'ln l*». s. Merithexx's
I*. Krvaut, xx liieii sailed
interest in the hark (
reeentlx lot
in Franeiseo.
ship Harvester, of Hath, HOI tons, huill in i>7.*,.
lias heeti sold t<< A. I* I,orent/en anti others of
Mil Franeiseo at sJl,ono.
Tin- schooner 1>. M. \rey, from llaiipu* for Huston, sprung aleak and pui into <iltiucester, Mass.,
Mil) J.!. for repairs.
>ehr. A. W. Kllis, luniher
KlNxvtirtli. May IT
laden, while pMiijf out of the river a fexx days
since pit ashore on Indian Point, hut came ofl’
xxithoid nint h dam.-.p* alter li^hterin^: deck load.
Schr. I.ois V. ( li.-iplt-s. al Hallimtire Max l » from
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broke in the starhoard side ami a portion of tin*
port xxaist xx.-is knocked nil*.
Kobie, Klanehard.
London, May Jo. ship Cox
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oil
and
to
ashore, p»t
Singapore. Part
procet-ded
id earpi xx as diseharp*d and forwarded to Itatax ia.
1 ho steamer xx liich xvent to u.-sist the Cox Kobie
returned to Hataxia with s.M'.i eases of petroleum
froi.i her.
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monopolized by steamers hence in sail hmnap*
I.umln r-hip
little interest i-, :it |"«-scnt shown.
nn-nts from the Sou’ll an* reported at about forua-i
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rates,
kn^xvuod tonnap- hum iiaxti portipi.red for. and prexioiis rates arc quoted lirm.
Kates for Lumber tonnap* coastwise are steadx
under the influence of a fair demand. Coal freights
Selir.
are doim*; lather better.
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Lizzie La c from I-crnandiiia to l.airuavra. Linn
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>. :.s
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The importance of purifying the blood canho overestimated, for without pure
Mood you cannot enjoy good health.
-At this season nearly every one needs a
good medicine to purify, vitalize, and enrich
the Mood, and Ilood s Sarsaparilla is worthy
It is peculiar in that it
your confidence.
strengthens and builds up the system, creates
an appetite, and tones the
digestion, while
it eradicates disease,
(live it atrial.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is sold by all druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Ilood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
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Tampico, May 7. ( leared sclir. M. 1*. Milieu,
Dyer, New York.
Singapore, Max *23. Arrived ship (iov. Robie,
Hlaiu hard, Nexx York, for shanghae (see mise.el
lanv).
Liverpool, Mux *22. Arrived ship Klizabcth, Hut
man, sail FranciVoo.
sailed tin*' l»oii .ineintn, liar
Havana. May I.
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STANLEY & CO.,

Box 1205, Baagor. Me,
OFFICK—ltoom 7, No. 21 Main Street, also Fasten:
Maine Slate Fair (Mice.
4wl7

J. B. PRItULETON, igeat for Belfast and Wald*

Coaaiy.

The Best Trade in

GARDEN SEEDS! THAYER ft ADAMS,
In Bulk and

—

by the Paper

Burnett's (Mini Extracts
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low by
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Belmont, May 21,1887.—3w21*
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JOINTED PULVERIZING HARROW
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I8S7.—2ltf
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work for from
to
Apply to
H. O. DODGE.

Is presented
be found not
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GOODS.

Silver and Plated Ware.
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amine my I.AUUK STOCK. We an'
selling all goods at wonderfully
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HERVEY,

Eyp GIiinsps.
EVES A SPECIALTY.

Cottage for Sale!
NORTH SHOKK AT NORTHPORT.
lives out of the State and will sell at a
bargain, inquire of War M. Woods.. Ilelfast, or
Oscak Hi lls, Northport, where the key maybe

ON

FRED ATWOOD* Winterport. Me.*

COMING BY EVERY BOAT.

HOWES A CO.

TUB
Owner

found.

6w21

Jl. J. WOODS,
New ton, Mass.

OknT, A<;’t foii Nkw Knolanp.

FRUIT & BERRIES

Phoenix Row.

Tenement to Rent!
Kit HIT ROOMS, with every convenience at
1*1 S. Bridge St. Apply to
MISS A V( JUST A WELLS.
Belfast, May It), 18S7.—20

01*'

and Dates of this

Days

Great Sale at

satisfactory and valua-

At 1 ENTS WANTED where we have none.
For Circulars or an a information, address

12wl4b»

Remember the

with the utmost confidence that it will

ble implement yet produced for the tillage of the
-tot
but also tin1 most eon venieut to handle for both
I am constantly- adding to Illy Stuck the NEWEST soil,
man ami team, possessing advantages to be found
-STYLES and PATTERNS ofin no other implement made for the purpose!
SEE ONE, try one, buy one AM) BE IIAI'PY !
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,

Wanted. 2

A

GOOD,

--1|:°:||-

Street, Belfast, Me.

HERVEY’S JEWELRY STORE !

C.

STEADY YOUNG MAN to do book-keeping
and learn the clothing manufacturing busi-

ness.

by denting with

GOLD AND SILVER GOODS !

class

MASONIC TEMPLE.

#300 per year and boarded.

Von cun SA I'E ftfOXEV

THE NEW MODEL
Rotary IMsc

be bought elsewhere.

SWIFT &

Freedom Notice.
claim

sell you

Ta, :Ht: In: it.

Co.

that I have thin day relinquishnon, JAMES II. CRIE, the reduring his minority. 1 shall
of his wages nor pay any debts of his
after this date.
.JOHN E. CRIE.

we can

■qjHaiiili)

earner Franklin and Cedar Sts., Belfast, Mr.
May 111. 18X7.—:Sw20*

Large Invoice

Chance !

-good-

I

is to

Howes cfc cod

78 Main

To convince you that

certify
ed to iny minor
THIS
mainder of his time
WE HhVE HAD FOR TWENTY YEARS.

Feb. 23,1SS7.—lyrttis

us a

to suit nil uyes.

BELFAST.

HIGH STREET,

FLOWERING
ami
HAVE
VEGETARLE
PLANTS ami SEEUl.INGS of all klinfs, fur
sale at mv conservatory. All the plants arc large
anil tloiirisliiiig. Prices niailc known on application.
w. E. HAMILTON,

tfc

description and

^JEWELERS, *■

GARDENERS’ ATTENTION! Give

Howes

every

—

SWIFT & PAUL, Masonic Temple.

A

Of

GEORGE W.

BURKETT’S,

81 & 83 Main St.,

City Block.

Ears and

Scalp

the Farm Away.

Signing

A CHILD'S SKIN

How the Double

Fine old farm for a hundred year*
Kept iu the family name:
Corn-ticlds rich with golden ears
< >ft as the harvest runic;
Crowded burn and crowded bin.
And still the loads kept coming in—
Hulling in for a hundred years:
And the fourth in the family line appears.

Covered with

Eczematous Scabs ar.ti Ceres
Cured by Cutic’ura.

MVwith

< Orchards

portion

Sure in

covered the slopes of the hill:
Cider—forty barrel* they say.
to come from the'mili.
'l*o be ta*ted round Thanksgiving day!
And they drank as they worked and ate.
Winter and summer, early and late.
Counting it as a great mishap
To be found without a “barrel or. tap."
Hut, while the seasons crept along.
And passions into habits grew.
Their appetites became a* strong

little son, aged eight years, has been aillicted
Le/.ema of tin* scalp, and at times a great
of tlu* body, ever since lie was two
years
old. It begun in his ears, and extended to his
sealp, which became covered with scabs and sores,
and from which a sticky fluid poured out. causing
intense
and distress, and leaving his hair
matted and lifeless. Underneath these scabs the
skin was raw, like a piece of beefsteak. Gradual
ly the hair came out and was destroyed, until but
a small patch was left at the back of the head.
My
friends in .Peabody know how my little boy has
suffered. At night* lie would scratch hi- liead*until
Ids pillow was covered with blood. | used to tie
his.hands behind him, and in nianv wav- tried to
prevent his scratching. I took him to tin* hospital
and to the best physicians in Peabody without success. About this time, some friend.-,'who had been
cured by the <
u
i: \ Ki:mi;i>ii s, j n vailed upon
me to
try them. 1 began to u-e them 01: the 1 * 11 of
January last, in seven months every particle of
the disease was removeu. Not a -pot or scab remains on bis scalp to tell the story of his stub-ring.
Ills hair has returned, and is thick and .-trong,and
hi- scalp as sweet and clean as any child’s in tinworld
I cannot -ay enough to express my grati
tude for this wonderful cure by the ( t TKTltA
Ki:mi:i»ii .-, and w i-h all similarly aUlicted to know
that my statement is true and without exaggeration.
< HAULLS Mi KAY,
let.
lssr>.
Pea'oody, Mass.

itching

season

As ever a drunkard knew.
And they labored b-«s. and they squandered

more.
Chiefly for rum at the

village

store.

'1 he father, ‘battered and scented with rum;
The mother, sick and pale and thin,
I nder lie weijht of her sorrows dumb.
In debt for the be.! she was lying in:
oh! 1 saw the wr.rked household around her
stand

And the justice lifted her trembling hand.
Helping her. a* in her bed *h< lay.
To sign tin boniest, ad farm away.

jiartieiilar.
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semi tin id
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It
conic

I

the air and lood

< *i»« :- <—iaidi-!.rd. it
t- i: ..» the
Th« t!r..w-;. world roll- on toward the day :
very vital-,and render- life hut a Iona I raw n Wreath
I he Ida di. sweet will 1 of 111 •mill” softlv
of misery and diseu-e. dulling tin -ense ol hear
Mow-:
1n>r, trammelling t!■• power ot -p-reh. i!-irm:nr
rin w«i!i 11”• mist no longer now n:s% sta> :
the farulty ol -mell. taintm; ike I -.ith, and kill
Wit!: lirst exjjeetamyv of dawn it
>« -!
Inutile refined pleasures of t:;-te.
-i; ky
rrerpiny on from a simple •• i! in the aend. t asMniaarel Pelaml. in Harper's .\iu_a/ine for
saults the membranous linina ami «•
!op- the
.May.
hones, eating through the d- lie;.te eoai- and rails,
iny tallammation, slonyhiny and death. Nothing
short of total eradieatioii will se> tiro 11*-.iitli to the
and
patient, ami all alleviative.- are ,-impl; p: .-era-iinated -ntl'e'any-. leading
fatal terminal: n.
wi oia.'s U \!m« VI. Ct UK. i•luilnlinn ami !>;.
Tret. Tran i' t.. Tati n.
Trineeton, will
t.
Intrriutl admini-t rat ion,
failed: e\m
foiilriVtuie to tie Tornsn for d me an artkde unwhen the disease ha- made friykif'd inroad- on
the -ijnili. ant lit!*-.
1
Andover liomandeltrate e.m-titiiihm-. hearing, -me I and t.a-tr I i ✓: i 11
have hern reeovereii. and tin- di-easr (norouyhly
driven out."
\ 11« iaihd editorial ertiei-m of Lord Wwl-eone bottle
sam-null’s |{ai»icai. Ct i:i; eon>i-tk-\*- -timato of (i nera! la will appear in the
of the KaiMcaI. < rut one ho\ ( V I VU.PI VI. ><•!.•
-l*n
eiitiiry. S< veipc-eii-« parate points ate
v'i;\T, and one Impk»vk:> Init vu.u, neatly wrapped ill one parka:1, with full dirt tio: ; plioe, madt apiiiPt the ihmlis!! erilie.
irl.liO.
!.di/aie th Stuart Tin dp- will have a stor\ in
INiTTMH I Milt; A: CtlKM!'-VI. Co., ISo.-f. s
li.-- dune < enmr\. iilu-lra*' 1 l>\ Mar\ llailoek
Toot.- and 1. IL Wiles. Ti:e
,m 'is laid at
T'uiriiar! /.” and tin- story tomdie- the t«.-mIt >
id t be 1' tum-uai
perama e;n -tion.
Worn old with pain, b it -till eoa.pt ihd
|ov
*'> ',tni neee-'ity to .-taml up ;o tin- work i-at ho- an 1 s! n itulli.
ygr\ before
uand bear the pain, liflift in
'I’in- May niiniher of <'oinm Ml Sej ool Kdlieaone minute In a Cutirura Anti-Pain PlasJ ^V^ter for tin .a iny -id*
and bark, the t.-ui eontains eontinnation* of the papers oil
si
ii ..ol reoui work and teaehiip. with a jjn.at
t!ie
sore
ehcsi
weak and painful inu-rie-,
fin
and harkiny rottyh, and every pain and aria* of varietv of other mat!* r -»f int< rest and \ aim- to
and
inThis mamzin" has taken possesdaily toil, Tileyant, new, original, speedy
iiPtru• !
fallible. At druyyl -iJ.'*e.: live foi-.-l.uu; or. po.-t- sion of an
Ulioee'ipied Held Mild oilulP t<> have a
ayefree,of Potter Druyand Chemi- al Co., P»o-t«m. u-. id;! .-r.reer i»"fore it. Win. A.
Mowry. editor.
i’.roomtie! ! tiv* :. Id-ton.
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adapted to children that
l recommend it as
superior to any prescription
known to me.’*
if. A. Archer, M. D.,
111 80. Oxford St, Brooklyn, N. Y.

in

li*. it. i
•mni'hi
of I*!,: < imivh lh view make
1’ tla\.*r
\.. <t| *1.-1 »- 11::
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i||mta.-I' i II j: 1:1 lit
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1 *nn>I***i. < »ur |< a'lin— hrnml. W'v
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mnl ik. .-\ | n-ii- to ina U«- it tin
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i•* 11;.- ••aditn/
I II.M <.tir. ami that’s tt< iiaim*.
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Pin- rlirwil if t>*!i;*«*«*.- a !-.
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month on I;• i. -1 i•• n- of special
\peet.
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inter.-t to < hmehnieii.
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cures
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ICastorla

4 DECADES
ITAVE

COME AND GONE SINCE
F E RE RS

rBALSAM
CHERRY,
nnr?

not

THAT
J. lOTS”
ON THE WUAITER.
SEE

Irf

I la- Inti Maharajah of Imliu iia l mwh:
tliimr
iaiii_aiv.ii for a iain\ Jay. Ovi r twi nty-livo
millions i»: i:v;t-uiv ha- invn foiimi in\aults
‘I**- I” ifatli t»ii- |'ilai-i-. ami tin* Indian <io\>
‘•rnnn nt lias a|i|»r.»*;»ri;ii<d it as a |.tan
for tin*

lyrnruiit

)«*uujr

(

COCKLE’S
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EXHAUSTED VITALITY
4«rr«i

Mrdi'ut

Wmrii for Yonru
NMAmjIkmI Nra.

nnn

nOW THYSELF.4MV
Tkmm
Mmrr

(tar .tlilliaa

t

apirs Maid.
Pbydcal Debility. Prema-

nf the ini.. Henry Ward
her
-uid to have received informal ion iveentlv
ivliat appear. d lo Is- a plot to steal III. bodv
.III *ie receiving \unit of lirccmvood
cemetery and I v\ •» j>o! icemen have since la-en gwnrdI nig tiie vnull.

Tin'family

ai

I tie individual o|H*r:d"r- and st.ippers of auIiira.-it.- coal have organized to resist the cnf'.r. ing of tile advanced tariffs l.y tlie coal carrying railroad-, and propose t make up a ease
and take it to tlie Inter-State eommis-ioii with
the demand that the rates on anthracite coal lie
..I to a comparative level with tlie rates
on other articles.
There i- considerable talk at Philadelphia of
tlie alleged conspiracy of the anarchistic and
socialistic element of the Knights of Labor to
depose f trard Master Workman Powderly. It
is claimed that it has been known fort'Vo
years
lint the Socialists have been endeavorin'' to
I gain control of tlie order, and Unit Mr. PowI derlv has been their strongest opponent.
Two great enemies—Hood’s SarsapurilJ land impure blood. The latter is utterly defeated l.y tlie
peculiar medicine.

*'tC^**uoJ,,'r™“.*R'1
Kahausted Vitality.
5“2
'y.Y;"'b.
biijairi"!
v«p.r and Impurities of the
•"i*'?!”and
tlw untold

‘■Indeed, it happened in less time than I take to
tell it," said the
lady vvliovvas considered somewhat of a bore. “Oh,.| haven't the least doubt of
that,” replied her patient and truthful listener.

1 AKHEK, U II., ( oiMullintf
|»by4daa, to wbow mil order* rliould be •ddrwh»«L

for tlie rare oll the sick. How to cure
disease, its
symptoms and causes, and other information of
great value will lie found In old Dr. Kaufmann's
great hook: loo pages, line colored plates. Send
three •> cent stamps to pay postage to A.
P.Ordwny
A (lo., Huston, Mass., and receive 111
copy free.

miseries

consequent thereon,
t-attain. .Ml papaa. substantial omlsswed
Imidinir. full
''atraoted the tset is.pular medical
*"k
treatise
publtebad in the Kmrliab lanpuiqrc. Price only *1 by
and
niml. isistpaid,
concealed in a plain wrapper.
II1’iKirativf itani|il«* frwe if you aourt now.
fj.'Ifff|g*J|JKI> by the PKillODV }|Kni('Ali
?

lyr20

Rules

“Johnny, you may give
said the

me

tlie

name

of

some

flower.”
teacher in botany, Johnny
thought a while and then said, “Well, I reckon Injun meal comes about as near being wild flower as
wild

We call ct your House for orders
anything I know off."
ami goods
Carter's Little Liver Pills will be found an exDELIVERED with DISPA TCH. cellent
remedy for sick headache. Thousands of

A. A. HOWES A CO.

n

s

H

letters from people who hnve’used them
prove thin
fact. Ask your druggist-fur U111111.

\

Its "ivat <up: riority is acknowledged
by all exp*Tjs and tin* many thousands
who have this ranire in use.
Made of tli
very best materials by thorough m
\Y
eiianie-.
warrant
tielioyal
C larion to eomprise more imnnn
nieiits than any other make.
We fnrnb It
them
with
Plain
Le«r>. Cabinet
Rase, Top or Low Hot
Closets, Saltwaie*l Shelves, land
Tank, Wicket Door and Pedal
attachment. In fact, every variety
orstyle wanted. Kvery linu"c warranted.
For sab* by all first-class dealers. Manufact ured and lor sale bv

!

WOOD, BISHOP & GO.
BANGOR, ME.

PUHE

Hi!ED

BAKER'S

Club

llerdbooh,

MEDICATED

t
1

icts

and other nursery stock,

furnish -ood reference

iiecdapph.

d.

To Road Builders.

COMPLEXION

\\r!l.L

a

A

next

face#
Scrofula.#

^HPOWDER,

May

I. A. M \ It ii I \ 171’,
nil*- D. WILSON,
1
(
1*0011,
Id, ls-7.—:iw2n

to sell frui
iioodwaires

of

meiHcino

ever

I

KF.P0I1T CF TIIX CONDITION OF TIIK

BELFAST

NATIONAL

Searspcrt

KationaE Bank,
of Maine, at (he close oi
business May 13, ISST.
i At
Acarsport, In the Slate »l Maine, at the elase »f
business May 13, iss;.

in the slate

Cures

1

DitterS !

Use#IIitters

*• »

in-

:t»i*i

'li-counts.^213

5-4 2<5

i

ltKSGLU ,i;s.

t«i mm*iiiv circulation.* j5o’ooo no I
Jo.hcrIb*1"!*
*t
k linniisaml
».

mortgages.

11,01,1
reserve agents.
l»cal estate. I limit lire ami fixtures.
I nr rent
expenses ami taxes

paid.

Premium* paid.
n eks and other rash
items.
\
i»iii of other I tanks.

Specie
*-‘‘”al

lb

....

tender

notes.

-L-in|.ti.>n tun<I with r. s. Treasurer
(5 per rent, of eireuhition).

Loans and
oS5,128 04
54,500 00 U. S. Bondsdiscounts.„
to secure circulation.
5u,noooo
25,<Mi5 is j < Itlicr
bonds and mortira^es.
stocks,
«;..*>! I 00
001
7,500
Hue from approved reserve agents.
40,774 80
r»K7 27 I
Current expenses and taxes paid
*» 1 .VJ
03
i
20,000
Checks and other cash

immediately#Theyounp,tho
aped and t<>t13
l
made well
soon
by
r-^rterinp areRemember
what you
thick,^its use.
it
inav save
here,

your

ine
ropy,
uuv,
tr

clo-^read

items.

3.S74 30

7,7lRt
124(4

00
(HI

000 00

!

j

0,750 90

Bills of other Banks.
Fractional paper eurrenev, nickels and

pennies.‘.
Specie.
Redemption fund with I S. Treasurer
Total.

I.IAHIUTIICS.

1.1 A III M

<

apilnl stock pai.lin.#150,000 00
.surplus fuml. 33,000 00
I nilivulcil prollts.
13,978 30
National Hank notes outstanding. 131,000 00
Dividends mtpaiil.
704 on
Individual deposits sulijeet to elieek. 117,575 03
Demand certllieales of deposit.
54,110 05

51
00

75
4,188 34
r,

J ,050

00

$118,187 (8
K8.

Capital stock paid in. $50.0.10 (Hi
Surplus fund.
4,5(H) 00
Undivided profits.
8,073 43
National Bank notes outstanding.
41,400 on
Dividends unpaid.
448 00
Individual deposits subject to check.
si,570 53
Due to other National Banks.
1.515 07

T°hd.#503,4:44 04

Total.

STATE 1IT 3IAINE, COUNTY OP
WALDO, SS.
I. A. If. HKADHUKY.Casluerof thcniiovc-nnnied
do solemnly swear that the alxive statement
is true to the liest of mv
knowledge ami belief
A. If. HltADHIiltV, Cashier.
Snhsrrilied and sworn to before me this 18th day
of May, 1SS7.
.JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
Correct—Attest:
Notary Public.
JOHN O. HHOOKs,)
WM. It. SWAN,
Directors.
A. HOWES,

STATE

f I Try

a

Bottle

$118,187 03

j

MOST WONDERFUL

SOLUBLE PACIFIC GUANO

FOR SALE BY AGENTS IN EVERY TOWN.
Since 1865 tliis fertilizer 1ms proved like Farm-yard manure, good for any crop, on any soil, in any climate.
Try it alongside of brands which advertise attractive “valuations,” and see if the latter even equal it in their effect on
the soil. Any farmer may thus learn to his own satisfaction
the doubtful value of “commercial valuations,” as against
a good fertilizer.
| the agricultural value of
■s
Apply for Pamphlets, etc., to

OF

i

8

l

ViEHHiO Flour!)

Coasting.

IMI|U|f MT
Iyr42

[

SEAMEN WANTED!

I

-“iimratw I

)

I_

a

a

1 01

CUDDEN &

CURTIS, Boston, Mass.,

General Selling Agents,

Pacific Guano

Company.

».v Li. A. Kiio^yltmi A: Co.. BolfnNt,
An* bjr reliable Agent* In all town* In Maine.

# Are you low-spirited ami weak.
#or sutTerinp from the excesses of

a#youth ?

Jf so,

MLPIIUU lJITTiilW

Send it 2-ecnt stamps t-> \. 1*. Ordway A. ('<>.,
best medical work published?

Boston, Mas*., lor

to
JOHN 8. KIN LETT,
C. N. Skipping Coaalsnloier, Botklaa*. Mr.
isso.—aotr
29,
July

They iln »ntj that VIENNA EtAtVIl is
the VEIt 1’ It ENT that they here errr
used. Sehl by

G. P. LOMBARD
D E3 TV T IS T, Swift tfc
Coracr Cfcarrk

a a#

Nprlag Mm*.

BELFAST. MAINE.

‘

CURES
Khemnatieand neuralgic
Pains, Headache, Ear-

ache, Toothache,

^

rids,

Sore Throat, ( otic, Choiera tforbus, Cuts,
Burns ,Bt uises, Bites, ?. tings,Sera ins rites.
Lame Tack, etc.

II.

We.stjjntc. 1’i-op..

LOWE

Xj,

MAS*.

Rotlles 23 and 3U rents.

)j

ts

A.

A.

HOWES .ft

CO.,

H/lfast.

LADIES !
Ru

tfl

1

Paul,

MASONIC TKMVIjK.
Belfast, Man h .‘II, 1887.—llteow5

Ffn^if.'S,°„<5?SA?EJODR CROPS by using

CONDON

PURPLE,
which is THE BEST, SAFEST and CHEAPEST
poison for killing Potato
><ugs. Clinker Worms, Pear Sings, Ac., ever nsed. The leading agricultural
authorities, colleges, newspapers and Grange masters recommend “Condon Purple ’•
For sale at all dealers, f Full particulars and circular Free from sole
manufacturers

^P.O.BaiOar sHENIINGWAY’S LONDON PURPLE CO. LTD.
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MAINE, COUNTV OF WALDO, 88.
1, CIIAS. F. CORDON, Cashier of the abovenamed bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of iny knowledge and
belief.
CIIAS. F. CORDON, Cashier.
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Brilliant Transparency to the Skin. Removes
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All accidents and escapes at owner's risk.

Colic, Constipation,

Stomach, T>iarrhoea, Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes digestion,
Without injurious medication.
Bour

The Centaur Company, 182 Pulton Street, N. Y.
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year- ago I broke down wit h kidney and
liver complaint and rheumatism.
since then I ha\e been unable to i- about at
all. .My liver became hard, like w..mI: my
limbs were puli' ! up and filled wit h v. at- :.
AM I In* best physician- agreed that m -t hi eg
could cure me.
I resolved t<» try Hop Hitt. r-:
I have u.-ed se\eu bottle-: the liardne— haall gone from my liver, tic. -welling :rom m\
ir> <■/, ju niy ea> :
limbs, ami it has imrl < <1 <•
otherwise I would have In n m.vv in my grave,
d. W. Mokkv.
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Un-in— World.**
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The i di Jish holders of Virginia bonds refuse
ac-cpt tin* terms of settlement o lie red by the
Lcgi'dature. and negotiations have been broken
off.
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Or Black !. -prosy, i. a disease which is considered
-m yielded
t.. the curative
properties of S a ft* '-iteinc now known nil over tho
world a- S. s tv
Mrs. liailev. of West Somerville,
jMass..
n. v as attarked several
years a 1:0
with tins liiib
niption. and was treated by
the best Iiie.ii. a! talent, who could onlv
say that tho
disease w as a species of

have i>een -aved by
bitters.
And many more arc using them with givai
benefit. “Tin v alnio.-l «io miracle.Ml'S. I!. i>. AVer/.’.

Soft .White

The only brand of Laundry Soap
awarded a Jir-t e’ a medal at the
(iuaranNew Orleans Lxpo.-iiion.
tred absolutely pure, and for jrem lal
household purposes is the very best

Incurable, but ir !

you
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Canadians cannot
under contract to

Frederick Douglass is receiving much
attention in Furope, but the newspapers
make the mistake of supposing him to
been a I'nited States Senator. “From
to Senator” is a heading to be seen on
articles concerning him.

the

in

“Li\es of eight person-”
In my neighborhood tint

Produces

sadly in need of

reported that Fngland proposes to let
King (diaries of Konmania he made King of
Hi'lgaiia and that Cermany approves of the
plan.
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“Kidney, liver and urinary complaint.
“I’ronoune -d by Huston's 1,,-t phy.-icians
“1 ii(‘urahle!”
Seven bottles of y ou Hitter- cured him and I
know of the

not ready to make a treaty for n
tween the West India colonies and
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medicine or doctor coni I give me relief
cure, until I used Hop l’iitcr“The lirst bottle
Nearly cured me
'I'lie second made tm* as well and strong
when :t child,
“And I have been so to tbi- day.”
.M y husband was an invalid for twenty years
with a serious

The Manitoba government have placed a pair.el tin tin* border line to prevent Hlood Indians from raiding into the United States.
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pre ss an outbreak should one occur.
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Neuralgia, female trouble, for yearterrible and excruciating manner.
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Hemdi to succeed Justice Woods.
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“Malden, Ma-s., Feb. 1, ISSd. (Jectlemen

rumored that the* Supreme Court has
! reachce! a <ie*e•i.-ion in the Hell Telephone case*
| favorable; to the* Hell < ompany.
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year ago

my pains left me,
my entire system seemed renewed as if by magic,
and after using several bottles, 1 am not only as
sound as a sovereign, but weigh more than 1 did
before. To Hop bitters I owe my life.”
It- FlTZI’ATRIf'K.
Dublin, Jum' fi, \V6’.

It is

Notes.

a

Hop Hitters.
Directly my appetite returned,

Mr. Hubert J. Hurdettc, the genial humorist,
let- been elected deacon in his Ifcptist Church
:u l.ow* r M«*rion, IVnn.

'•

HOW IT ACHES.

ba> bee*n decided that
to the t'niteel States

S*,•:»ii*. iciprocity be
the-

j

its -tron^hold.

weak erwov

pect
to

p<-rforni labor.

;

hile, to..! tinker it has ip-uth phieed
< »n u ran 'i retell.
ol deep, drifting saml:
Til lmisy eiiy in,; ihe fur-ojf waste
that Catarrh make.- jI
Have felt tile heliedietioi! of ip hand.
it-w

membrane, that wonderful
-a;rmiiidiny t lie < h i irate t i--m a-

niueoii-

envelope

Mist.

Hight

are

taken sick

Could not move!
I shrunk!
From 228 lbs. to 120!
for my liver, but it did

The i< <' bloehaele oil’the Cape Hreton coast
lias bee n broken, and many vessels have been
release <1.

1

a ray.
mhra<*in:r mist
11a- In-hi in tender amis t he tired world:
The '!»« j.\ river iP soft lip- hav- kissed.
And
liili- and meadows il has eurie !.

A Word Ab:ut Calarrh.
tiio

sides, and I got

So! Smith Uusscll, the well-known actor, is
to leave* the stage to go into mercantile ptusuit.-.

Ail tin- ni-iit 1mm the

1*1.KS, l.laekheads. skin Ulene-he-, and
Uaby Humors, u-e t 11« t u \ ><> vi\

is

The crops of the country
rain.

was

With bilious fever.”
“My doctor pronounced me cured, hut 1 got
sick again, with terrible pains in my back and

[Roston Transcript.

VI.

Send for “How to Cure Skin HiseaM's.*’

“It

“1

|

Ob, many *e< m have 1 met in my life.
And many a call to pray :
Hut the saddest of all w as the drunkard's wife,
Signing the farm away !
j Home, oner rich.‘>i in all the low e..
in that Jatal rup poured down,
Home,
j
I Worse than fire or llo«>d‘* disinayn
itv. hi rent-: i I>runkards signing the farm awav !
nctuv Kksi*i.\ i: vr, I [The <’ongregationalM.

|

Chapter i.

Little Johnnie is a good boy, am! goes to
Sunday school regularly. Little Frankie, on
the other hand, is confidentially reported by
members of his social circle to be “one of’em.”
On Sundays little Frankie waylays little Johnnie, and attempts to persuade him to take long
street rambles and surreptitious rides or; the
rear platforms of horse-cars.
Johnnie's fa*her
was within earshot llie other Sunday, when
Frankie made bis last attempt.
“Frankie,” said Johnnie, “why don't you go
to Sunday school yourself?”
'cause Robin’Cause,” rejoined Frankie.
son Crusoe's never in
the library, and the
teacher's always buzzing me about religion;
that's why."
Frankie is one of those Sunday school sehol- I
ars whose attendance synchronizes with the I
< hristinas and the strawberry festival seasons, i

Till ladled by the shcriti*. one bitter day.
To sign the honistead farm away.

My Life.

Owe

I

Frankie’s Eeason.

I have seen Mr. McKay’s hoy when badly a fleetAll. how die Wept, and flood of tear*
ed with tlu- L.-zema. He w*:e- a pitiful sight to
"wept d<»wn her temples bare!
look at. I k.u»w that i..• ha.- tried our best ph\-i
And tlie father, airea 1\ bowt d with years.
cian.-. and did ail a father could i!.> fora suffering
Bowed lower with despair.
child, hut availed nothing. 1 know that the statements In* has made you as regards the curing of
Drink! Drink! It bad ripened into woe
his boy by your < lll'l U.\ l!l.MI.I*!l.> are true ill
For them and a!i thc\ loved below
eyerv
W ILLIAM J. Met A'dlll’l.
And Joived them, j oor and old and gra.
Io-Ur >U IVabody, Mass.
! To sign the homestead farm away.
I do not know of any instance in which the Cuti« ura Kerne.lie- ha\e tailed t-produce satisfactory
results. 1 h.-licM- l have
1.1 m..r«- of them than
of any other -kin n un-die- 1 have ever handled
during tin- thirty-three years of niv xperienc- a a
A. 1>. TKY< »\,* Ib.iavia, V >
druggi.-t.

Works.

Boycott

A Sail Francisco drummer visited 011c store
to make a sale, but was told that no dealings
could 1)0 had with him as long as lie stopped at
a boycotted hotel.
Thereupon he went back to
tbe hotel, paid bis hill and left. Subsequently,
al another store, be was told that they eould
not deal with him because lie left the hotel;
and (o “square" the matter he returned to the
boycotted hosllery. lie was a very perplexed
drummer indeed.
A tailor’s assistant was
hoarding at a boycotted bouse. The tailor was
warned that he ran the risk of boycotting if lie
permitted Ibis, and be thereupon caused the
young mail to change his quarters. The boycotted hotel mail then got even by countermanding the order he had given the tailor fora
suit of clothes, and inducing a friend to counlermand another order. So it went. Boycotting is to be two-sided, and tile devil take the
hindmost. [Bed Blurt' News.

■ase—tp"

habit.

N\ hen liiii.'iisnt xs comes like .1 I'oe,
To sap the strength of high ami low ;
l»\ day the strongest nerves to sha! e.
I»> night to keep the brain awake,
1rt no one pine awav in grief,
l ei TAKKAM'H NFLTZKU brings relief.

Ordered, That notice thereol lie given, three
-ueees.-ixejy, in the Kepuhliean Journal,
lid fast. in -aid County, that all persons
max attend at a Probate Court, to be
hehl in Itclfa-t. on the second Tuesdav of June
ne\t, and -h<>w cause, if anv they haxc.xvhx tin*
weeks

said account should not he allowe«*l.
l»K<> I*;. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest -15. P. FlKt.b, Register.

TIIK -ubseriber hereby gives public notice to all
1 concerned, that be has been dulv appointed
and taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
of the estate of

LEAD PIPE af:d SHEET LEAD.

JAMKS KI NNIOI.I.S, late of Frankfort,
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
therefore requests all per
to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have un>
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settle-

Our maimfaetnrers are fully warranted, and re
unsurpassed by any in the market.
lyrl
Lowest market prices for goods of equal quality

ment to him.

F.

in the

as the law directs; he
sons who are indebted

WIFI.IA M T. C. IN NNFI.FS.

SALEiVi LEAD COMPANY,
A

Him,tvs, Ttviis.,

SALEM MASS

Ma^\,^“lt®;JS1S'llere!

Maine
~

"
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specialties

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, MAY 26, 1887.
Shadelacd Stock Farm.
To

Tin-:

Korroii

ok tiie

Joik.vw.:

second

It

is said that the man who makes two Wades

of grass grow where only one grew befme, is a public benefactor. The same
axiom will apply to those who by superior intelligence and tireless energy im-

routine years as A KIJI A L STKA M KIJS east oil tiieir lira’s, are! with
the air straiirlil for the silvery planets. If they uet to running this
LULL Ii\<TI{Sl<>N to all my etistoiuers and their frieml- on purpose to
of the moon the happie-* lot of people on earth, ami al-o t•» tr\ an.I sell him

familiar ery iii
'»I i;
ijiniifj rapidity elea\<•

-hall uive

I

th- ol.i

a

man

Art
I

if-

Extension

Iii- laniilv

Hut while you travel

ri• Ii»i_ in.

on;

ui\

a

correct, then there are but few men in our
country to-day who arc better entitled to
be called benefactors of their kind than

I

Top

I’arth take

on

prove the blood and usefulness of those
animals which are so indispensable to
the happiness of man. if this parallel is

the gentleman whose immense business]

trip to Europe was made. This
time Scotland was also visited and a few
,ol the finest Clydesdale specimens secured. From this humble beginning their
j success and progress has been nnitiler1 rupted, until now the firm of Powell
Pros., Kpringboro’, P.t. is known wlioreever civilization extends, as the
leading
importers and stock-breeders of the
world.
Twenty-five years ago nothing but
scrub stock could bo seen through this
entire section of the country; the last
census report shows that it stands ahead
of all other portions of America in the
fine quality of its horses, cattle, and
sheep. This wonderful change has been
wrought almost entirely by the linn of

loot iii length, and devoted exclusively
to Clydesdales and Norman draughts.
Every animal on the place is registered—
many of them in the stud-hooks of Scotland, England, and France. Each horse
has a large, well ventilated box-stall, and
stands upon tho ground, thus
keeping
their hoofs in excellent condition, o.ie
of the first stallions to ho led out is the
noted French Norman, “Rabelais.” This
magnificent animal, was the winner of tho
first prizoiis a two j ear old at the great fair
at Chartres, France, in ldso. "lie now
weighs over two thousand pounds, and is
tiie most perfect specimen of a draught
horse in America. The Rowells have a
large standing oiler from the French government to return this horse to Fiance.

NUMBEii 21.

all bred upon the farm or brought
from the blue grass region of Kentucky.
King of them all stands the famous llainbletonian stallion, “Satellite,” whose
This is
picture wo herewith present.
unquestionably the finest bred animal in
lie stands sixteen
America to-day.
hands high, weighs thirteen hundred
pounds, and is the most even, compact,
muscular and solid horse 1 ever saw. llis
every movement is grace itself. Of remarkable speed, he has never been allowed to obtain a record, as he is used
exclusively for breeding purposes on the
farm, lie is an animal worth going a
As ho moves
long distance to see.
around the private race course at Shadeland, it seems as if every joint was hung
are

hieeam! rtMe in

lunges. Although remarnamy
spirited in action, lie is so intelligent and gentle that a child can
play between his feet without
Whether viewed as a
danger.
whole or taken limit by limb he
is the most perfect sj ccimen of
liorsc-Hesh in America. Money
would not buy him as lie is loved
like a member of the household.
After the racing horses are
thoroughly inspected, the next
objective point of interest is the
homed stock Here are live hundred of the most perfect speci< hie barn is
mens in the world.
devoted exclusively to Devon

They

cows.

Apv
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I
.IJI-; NIL IlhL of 1<» per e«nt..au<i
aaii\ _••! m\ freight rate- in some I’a-e- lower

ip -hipping

titan la-t

*o

I shall a.
li.'e ia lie.. itltide.
Many
years ag » a young man of humble parentage ami iimiteii means laid his attention
drawn to I lie fact that tiie horses f our
■
imu11y were nearly all of an inferior
i|indi!y. Neither did lie fail to note the
far! 1 lint the erst of keeping those animals w as full;. pin! to tiie eost of ke- ping
those of the linest type.
\\ ith uni rring
jiidgilieii' he raw that tiie time was ripe
for a change in this direction.
Knlisting
the uiteiest .Hid attention oi his two
Y"
•,-! j brothers, who were c<|ti;illy enthusiastic
and tireless in their energy, the trioimmediat el_i began to devise a way of earn ing
their ambitious designs into practical \
1

largely

ea

Sell any of my Competitors Carriages
10 per cent, less than they can buy them.

i

can

I

with
man win- ill
tin-iMiiHit l«» iir-I. rivi-I
M-ll> .■nniigli
a "MALI. I IL »Li r i>. r
aniagr mak- a
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Powell liios. The magnitude of the11
business i« simply mormons. One" thousand nl tho finest bred stallions in the
world can constantly ho seen at their
stables.
Five hundred horned rattle,
two thousand imported
sheep, and three
hundred Shetland ponies add to the
wealth and interest of “Shadeland.”
The farm which bears this beautiful
name lies just on the outskirts of the village' of Springlmro. This place is situated in Crawford Co. on the line of the
Pittsburg and Frio If. If. and about fifty
miles south of the latter named
place,
file village is small, and aside from its
b: u.g the location of the Powell Pros.

Next to “Rabelais”stands “Victor Hugo,”
another French Norman, and then Prince
Randolph and Roderick Dim, Scotch
Clydesdales, all imported animals. These
are splendid specimens of horse flesh and
the noblest of their kind. There are
hundreds of others of these draught
horses almost ii' not equally as good as
those I have named and whose pictures
1 have furnished.
They are a magnificent lot
great massive fellows, with
heavy bones and a perfect bed of muscles, rendered hard and tough by constant exercise.
To my mind there is something about
these draught horses more fascinating to
—

has ever surpassed her reeord
ue should like to hear fr< tn them.
No description of Shadclaml would he
complete that did tint sj eak something
about the “wee bit Shellies," as tliey are
alfeetinnately called by th I'aim hands.
Three hundred of these ponies grace the
ever popular “Shetland Stable."
They
are all imported front the isl tnd of ShetThis
arc.
land, amt little darlings they
stable is the children's paiadisc. Tliey
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if
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of no present for a
fond parent to make bis little
girl or bey that would be so
desirable or so highly appreciated by the average child as
Shetland
ol those little
me
ponies. !' would truly be "a
f beaut) and a joy for: tiling
ever."
Tile great glory of Slmdelaml, however, is the business
principle upon which it is conducted. The I’ovvclls began life
with tlic avowed determination
to build up a reputation for the
strictest integrity. Nothing is
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HANSON,

and

An employee
who would endeavor to sell an

misrepresented.

Washington Sts., Belfast,

animal by any sharp practice
would ne discharged instantly.
There is not the slightest necessity of visiting the farm in order to purchase. Not one-tenth
of their customers ever see
The
Shadelaml or its owners.
business is nearly all [transacted by mail. A farmer or horseman writes that he
wants a
certain kind of an 'animal. A
creature that will till the bill is
selected and bis pedigree, points,
and price returned by mail, ll
satisfactory, the sale is effected,
and everything proves exactly
as
Horses and
represented.

file.

Tin* .guarantee plan
n every
package of
\\Vthercli\- \'i., l’i a<ly Mi\e.| I’aint re.ois as loi
lows
We jri-arantee the contents
f this p.mkaiiv t
ati-faetioi). ami airve to repaint, wlmiv mioi
not sriven, ami t!fault of the paint proven.
i.Ko. |». \\ | I'll lilM 1.1. a ( i).

^i\e
i-

Nr.
fill ion.

vvnir

ATLAS READY ftfIXtB

Coach & Carriage I’aint,
‘Mm'

Paint-.ami Vartti-he-

-ai

i*4‘ii<
\Nt

ONI.

<

AN

eomph tc

Slmtltvs !

M'PI.'i

IT.

2500.

ram,ml in theirfmancLil ability, would have no especial prominence.
tin-;, wen? obliged to go slowly at first. ‘•Shudcland" begins just at the end of the
They lira sough! to make themselves main street, and extends in an unbroken
la:oilia;■ with every tiling that had ever line for
nearly two miles, bv one mile in
been written upon lie subject. In searchwidth. Years ago thousands of maples
tining
musty records of tin- past, they and eiins were planted bv the, roadsides
di.-< over*-?! that the Duke of Hamilton
and oil various portions of the farm.
hm! in os giit horses o\'er from Flanders
These have now grown to large trees,
and Frataa and eros.-a-d tlioin with native
forming delightful shaded drives and
mares,
tints originating tinfamous
cozy parks, and to this fact is due the
drauglit horse- for which iaigiaml is so present name of “rtlnuleland.”
The
noted, lien- -,v,i: in idea. If Norman whale
place approaches more closely in
horses were go I for Knglaiv! th-n why
appearance the country estate of an Kngnot for Ann riea .'
iisii nobleman than
i have ever
With them, to mice settie upon a jiinti seen in America. anything
However aristocratic
was to net.
Their eamitig.s ware care- in
appearance the farm and buildings
(

the eye than can he seen in the trotters.
They arc the perfect incarnation of
beauty, strength, and dignity. A single
glance at their low built, muscular forms,
will convince even an inexperienced observer of the tremendous power which
they are capable of exerting. Next to
“Valley Ham7’ comes the stables of tho
French Coachers. These horses, as their
name implies, are bred for both speed
and strength. They are usually of a
dark red color, and an average weight of
about thirteen hundred pounds. They
are compactly built, of graceful form and
most wonderful roadsters.
Kvcry one of
these horses is registered in the stud
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MORjSON & CO., GES1 EASTERS AGTS.,
Jobbers of

F.

FRYE

&

one

CO.,

half tile

Two

Established 1878.

\M> 'VllOl.KS Al.i; 1 # !•; A I.ICltS IN

Flour, Rutter, Cheese, Eggs, Reuns,

1141, POTATOES, PISII, RANK, POULTRY, Ac.
Ladies and Misses Hosiery,! 9 John
ami 5 Barrett Street*, Boston
Uorrcspondence ami consignments soih i?c l.
f ABIES' SUMMER VESTS.
j Boston, Aug.fi, IKSfi.—lyrj-i*

hiik,’ Codon Utiderwdar, Gloves, I

Horses! Horses!;! tens'!!

eousi/rs.

HjKiS.

,

Oijar

■*’

!,S,

t'C..

4c

FO'i SALE OR LXjCHANGF
•liisi home with
jroi.il Imrses of nil kinds.
(lints ami Ladies
lliiiina. Livery, 11 mod
M ares and Karin llm'ses, w eiydi i ne from is SI in Kino
His. Km- the next (ill days shall have al my stable
frma 20 to 35. Letters ]irumiit!y answered.
*. (iKMNKLL, Sear spur l llousr,
-ml7
ffraraiuirt, Maine.

CENTS’ GOODS.
LAUNDRED& UNLAUNDRED SHIRTS.
HOSIERY, COLLARS

•

& CUFFS.

selling for .10 rents Is a
Bargain.
1.., /‘lease rail and inxpect our stock before pur
10
Ituxiny.

The While Shirt we

are

GEORGE C. HORN, M. D.,
1‘hyaician and Surgeon,

C. E. Johnson & Co.
You Can

Buy

a

SEAHSPOHT,

Good N:c3 Barrel

-OP—

j

FLOUR for $5,001
-OP-

Howes cfc

Co.

MAINE.

Oflic Main Street, formerly occupied
by Hr
Stenenson. Office hours, •_» to 4 and 7 to 1# 1*. M.,
and other hours in the dav when nototlienvise proGKO. C. IIOKN.
fessionally engaged.
Scarsport March s, 18*7.—tflO

STOP!

STOP!

-BUY YOUR-

—SCISSORS and SHEARS!—
the finest In tlic
world,every pair warranted,at
H. E. MCDONALD’S,’> Moaonic Temple.

\

early consumption

lends of

and

on

the

place.

carload of
corn disappear every week at Shadeiand.
On the broad fieldsean lie seen thousands
of the famous black-faced Highland sheep.
These animals tire all imported from
Scotland, and the face of each one is
black as a jet. They are extremely
hardy, will live on the coarsest herbage,
and are said to he the most profitable
sheep raised in that country. In their
native land they are considered to he the
very liest of mut ton sheep.

General Commissiui Merchants

-OK-

bat.

Aside from tlie stuck, the firm itself is
of the very lincst in America,
one
item of its production is one thousand
tons of hay.
And yet this is only one

COLISEUM, 47 MAIN STREET, BELFAST, Me.
J.

honied animals are sent in charge of a
keeper and delivered at their destination :
while Shetland ponies and sheep are sent
by express. The customers of Shadeland
are found in every Slate in the t'liion,
and there is not an instance on record of
any dissatisfaction occurring that did not
receive an instant remedy.
Through
this entire section the fame of ihe Powell
Pros, for stiict integrity and fair dealing
is so well known that no one hesitates to
accept their statements.
It will be surmised that a business of
such magnitude requires a large force of
men.
One hundred hands are employed
in tiie stables and on the farm.
These
men are under tiie
superintendence of
])r. .1. 1). Hay, who gave up a lucrative
practice to accept this position. In the
ollice eight clerks are constantly employed, live of whom do nothing but
answer correspondence.
John Swecnev,
the champion typo writer of the world,
is in the employ of the Powell Pros.
W illi a Remington machine he can
easily
write one hundred words per minute. It
is an interesting study to watch him as
he sits at his machine, his lingers moving
w ith
lightning-like rapidity, w i iting down
tlie words as fast as another man can
read or dictale. The clerks are all a
jolly set of hoys and when not pressed
wiili work can manage to make it warm
for a visitor. One of them, Mr, A. C.
McLean, was my guide over the farm
and buildings, and from him I learned
the lads which compose this letter.
“Mac-’ is a mighty good fellow, and tinlast lime I saw him he was sporting a

plug

Hardware, Paints, Oils, &c.,

Wfc Miow have Open and
Ready for Sale
A NEW & FULL ASSORTMENT!

lambs and repine but

the pony tile more vauiam ne
These “Shellies’ are
becomes.
sent by express all over the
country, ami are sold principality for children's pets'. With a
little wagon or cart they will
I haul an astonishing load lbr
creatures so small.
They trot
'at a brisk gait and will easily
I can
make four miles an hour.

Gracsiy and Portland Wagons In ihs fnintry!
lop Buggies, ail Styles and Grades i
And Best Open Buggies, all Styles end Gisdes

'/

t

as

little breaking to be perfectly docile in
the harness. They range in value from
one hundred to one bundled and fifty
dollais; according to size. The smaller

i have the Best

!/■

remarkably

are

handsome animals, of a deep
red color, and their long, slim
horns betoken their high breeding. To look down the long row
and sec these beautiful creatures,
every one of which is exactly
alike in color, size and form, is
a sight that would delight the
eyes of our Waldo County farmers.
Then come the barns of the
ever famous llolsteins. There ate
over
three hundred of these
speckled beauties at Shadeiand.
At tile head of this herd stands
“Shadeiand Queen,” with a record nnsurpasesd in the world.
She gave twelve thousand one
hundred, and one pounds of milk
in seven months, being at the
rite of over twenty thousand
p uii.ds a year. The most wonuerful pari of this performance
is that she was only four years
old at the time and had not
been dry since having her first
•alf at twenty-two months of
age! Slicis registered No. lllio.

Hi mt min r / hari hniff a V/’II A* il l*(tS //YHI 1', corner of Ur'ntye <tn<l
if ashinyton Streets, anti hare no rent lo pat/.
\o matter trhat hind oj
a t'arriaye yon tranf. come and st-e me.

Best

Maine Matters.
NEWS

SSAv I
No.

saved and liic following year one of
the brothers made his first pilgrimage to
France. The result was the purchase of
two splended I’erchcron-Normau Stallions with which lie returned to America.
The advent of these magnificent horses
caused a great furor among the surrounding farmers and stock men. Such
line specimens of horse-flesh had never
before been seen in tlio country. Men
came from far and near merely to seo
them. Congratulations came pouring in
upon the brothers for their enterprise,
and so great was the financial success of
the ventnro that tho following year the

fuily

2218.

may he, there is nothing English about
their gentlemanly owners. The l’owells
are tho most genial of men.
Every body
is welcome, whether they come on business or pleasure.
Men are constantly on
hand to show visitors over tho place, and
tho most humble curiosity seeker is treated with the same deference that would
he accorded tho l>uke of Westminster.
Teams arc constantly in readiness and
t ho visitor is driven from stable to stable,
thus saving him the fatigue of walking.
The lirst building after passing the
mansion is called “Valley Ram." It is an
enormous structure, over two hundred

books of Franco and America. Although
very spirited their high breeding has rendered them very docile, and they aro
said to make the very best of family
horses. There are about three hundred
of these “Coachcrs” on tho farm at present.

After passing through tho stables of
tho draught and coach horses you aro
next taken to the buildings of the trotting
stock. You have now loft all foreign atmosphere behind. There is nothing imported here. America leads the world
in the breeding of racers. These animals, of which there are sevoral hundred,

ear

oats

one

With this issue of the Journal we
present the portrait of Mr. W. It. Powell, the resident member of the firm.*
There is no man living who has doue so
much to improve the blood of our native
stock as this enterprising head of Shadeland. Me is in great demand as a lecturer at lairs and other agricultural gatherings. Mis services in this direction are
always freely given whenever he can
spare the time. Possessed of great energy, ho is, nevertheless, of a most genial
and hospital naturo.
Every body is
welcome at Shadeiand. Mis hospitable
board is always surrounded with visitors.
Strictly temperate in bis habits, everybody around him must be the same. The
*\Vc regret to say that this cut, and one of
“Rabelais,” xvere not to lie had in time for use
with this artlele.

[Ed. Journal.
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I lie articles of association of the new
“Moston and Quebec Air Line Kailroad''
have been tiled in the secretary of State's
"•lice at Augusta, and a charter granted

under the general law. The railroad is
to he constructed, maintained and
operated from or near the Maine Central deut
to
pot
the location of the
Skowhegan
International liailway Company in Jacknuintown Plantation.
The length of the
lino is us near as may lie,
seventy-live
"dies.
I lie names of tin* towns
through
or into which said road is to bo made are

Skowliegan, Madison, Solon, Bingham,
Moscow, Carratunk Plantation, The
Porks Plantation. Township No. :S, called Purlin Pond, Mange
7, and Jaekman-

on

i

1

vsfminsnmn.il,

one
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People Everywhere!

of the biggest anil best papers in the State. Its
are the Local News of Belfast and of
Waldo County and vicinity. “Our George”, the
Maine Humorist, is a regular contributor, only
$2.00 a year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for
three months.
Address, Rkpiiilican Journal
I*i iti.isiiiM; Co., Belfast, Maine.

are the Local News of Belfast and of
Countv and vicinity. “Our George**, the
Maine Humorist, is a regular contributor. Only
$2.00 a year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for
\ duress, Rkimiilican Jot kxal
hiivc months,
I’i husiiim; Co., Belfast, Maine.

specialties

-!e \t

-

town

Plantation.

Tito amount of the

capital stock of tin: company

|

ma.it

v.liit shot;! ! he cauuht drinKim: even
of liter would lie discharged.

The.
piivilree aial treated like a kina
memories nf my visit will ever he pleasThe result is ,i deancr, mitre ii»t«-Uim'iir, ant In rreall. and in closing 1 can
only
and temperate set of workmen eanm.l lie say
h.inr live Shadeland ils niaonitie
found in Ametica. As the represent a live ent sleek ;,ii! iis Menial master.
of the Journal ! was accordet nm
1. ('. I’ATHMAS.
a

«lass

is *

l",0,onn

divided into shares of $ MM) each.
I lie corporators of tlm Penobscot Central railroad organized at East Corinth
May is, liv choosing the following directors : John Morrison, Corinth: J. II.
Higgins, Charleston; Jerrard Levant,
T. P. Mate-holder, J. M.
Nichols, Kendnskeag; Wm. T. Pearson, K. o. Meal,
i'. A. Wilson, (\. Lord,
tieorgo Varney, Mangor: M. I). Kingsbury, Mradloid ; Hutchinson
Atkinson, tieorgo S.
Clark, (Kurland. Subsequently the directors organized by the choice, of John
Morrison as president and T. IV Matchelder secretary.
KXicins uk

i*vrnias.

Tlie annual meeting of tlio Craml
I. '.ige knights
f Pythias was held in
Canduer. May Is. l-'.vcry grand oUieor
wu.' present.
Fifty lodges were reprebenteil.
Mining t lie prominent men
were
lion. .1. 11.
Drummond, of Port
land Mayor Hragg, of
Col. P.

ISangor,

"• ';"|>tU, of Saco.
Several candidates
received the Past Crand
Chancellor D,
dec. K. C. Pari ington, Crand

Chanceladdress.
|\ (
Records and Seals
showing the order to lie
piospenms condition. Three
new lodgis have hum
instituted during
1 lie net gai
> ,’itl
iii
7"'
membership
l!u!i"car i- Ilgi;.
Dilieers were
ell I, II as billows :
Craml Clianeellor,
sige W. !le/-'lloii, C udiner : Crand
.re
/bum : <'l.aneello!-, Cranville ISIake. AuCraml Prelate, Richard M.
luldiy
Pol: land : Craml M e-li r of the
Kxelie':’ 1
K.
C.
Milliken, Portland; Crand
II.
Keeper of Records and Seals, ,1. K.
Clmte. Portland ; Crand Master at
Arms]
Win. Warren, Cumberland .Mills;
Crand
Im.er Cuard. John M.
Deering, Hidde: Outer Cuard. W. S.
Hanks, Portland ; Supreme
W'. \V.
Representative,
Creeu. Portland. The next
will
meeting
be held at Portland.

lor, delivered

an

Ciand Keeper
made a leport,
in a very

f‘
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Memorial

Base Ball.

Day.

It is near at hand—the day devoted
to tlio brave and tine, Our loyal Dead.
When once again throughout our fair and
peaceful land the Orand Army boys conn
forth in May sunshine, bearing tokens ol
love, fresh garlands tb d by fair and loving lingers, to the sound ol music and
tiie tl.ig they love, they will visit near

dockland will probably let iI gnmuds
and franchise to A. .!. Oaimi, a Boston
base ball manager,uiio for a consideration
will bring down a team from the Hub to
wear tbe dockland's uniforms.
Tim association will get a percentage of the receipts, and tiie glory, it there is any.
The Boston club managers fed already
that they did a mighty good tiling iii
paving sill,non lor Kelly, lie lias more
lban paid lor himself in tin* great cronds
iie inis drawn,
tin the opening day in
Boston there were about It),(Mil) spectators ami on the second day about d.tMM).

and distant cemeteries, and every grave
will receive wreath and blossom.
Mourning hearts will go and listen in
sadness to the Decoration service, bathers and mothers (growing oid now) who
gave their y atttg sons years ago to the
country, but with hearts suffering to-day
from the loss; sisters who gave theii
young brothers in the old cruel days ot
How
war, and nearer and dearer ones.
silently their tears fall, hearing the deal
name called from the Roll of Honor, and
the fresh young laces of their young
soldier lads will speak to tin tn again
from out the gloom and silence.
And the young wiil he there. Young
happy hearts will heat time to the music,
and smiling upon her lover, the voting
maiden will watch the soidier and tin
llowers seatti red over the low graves.
To tilt-in war is hut a name in thr
long ago. hit I le an they lend the heart
of the soldier, as lie each rt turning yeai
bends over the grave of the fallen comrade, and place.- e. r the faithful heart
ihowreathof a lief. ion. (•. >< 1 biessthem,
everywhere, tlie (Hand Army Hoys. Ail

'tiie

Bangor team was to get together
Tuesday and begin active practice. Tiie
grounds at Maplewood have been put in

condition. Invitations have been sent to
tlie Associations at Belfast, dockland
and Skew began to have their represent!!
lives meet tiie manager and directors of
Hie Bangor Association in
Bangor to-da'
{ i iiursday) lor the purpose of perfecting
a

Slate

dengue.

lb-

‘H take it you're quite
up in the
game, Miss Sn gglclilz."
She "d ttiier 1 (1 randp.d: first base in

the Male Insurance' nine; i’a

s pitcher lor
‘Oleomargarines'; my two hi others
in tbe ‘Bangtown ('allege.' nine; two
uncles and three cousins are in the Mb
terogciieans': and if van'll promise me to
givt it away, Mr. Tompkins, I'ii just cmilide in you that I'm engaged to ‘Billy'
Smio
the umpire." | Harper's U eekly.

tbe

are

honor be given to them, our i.v mg heroes.
As time goes on this win k will he given
to other hands.
No doubt they will receive it as a sacred trust, anil do it well.
Hut though in Inline time the noblest ot
earth bend to the task lb -v e.iur.o', bring
to lie woik the heart of the, .-siller ol
ail their love, toe ■!, n ami
to-day
tender feeling of ratha:
ale! ..gain
pleasure, ilist it is tin ir Isold eiu a n to
place the Movers over the fallen om-s.
Tito bond between them is one that
cannot he broken,
in camp or Meld, wat

--

The Mugwump Press.
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speech
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Representatives

press

<•.

W.

j-

j

p.

c.

p.

I iensure!' id ip,, state
Pnion, ami eon
an hour.
The organizalioii of the
omitv I ni.>i, followed.
President, Mrs
N
c
Secretary. Mrs. Wale,
cnrdmei ; ('oi esponding
Secretary. Mrs.
I-- A- bailey, W
inthrop rreasurer, Mis.
Car,'ima
Howie,
; and N
le|" eseiilum ■ 1 I-rent
Pidons of the
'•utiiit\.
!i'allernoon
vviili

tinned

!!•

ice-Presidents]

opened
prayer nieeliug eondueled by Mrs. 11.dh .A h i- mess meeling followed.
All
address ,,l weleoine was
deliveied by
Mis. I.
A. n.iii-i :
response by Mrs
U;"r-

by

'>

Supei intendenl

Mrs.

I

,|.

Hailey,

Saboalii oli.sei vanee :
subject. hints mi the work
Addresses
’eeveiai ea-igviueii pri.-ent, billowed
i;
s'i.m
\.
i|in
In tile evening
the_
Mm
Man
\
W ..oiliu idge, o|
thin,
-bic a" ''VC- I! O' i. it I,. a ad was
listen
>•!i

.i;jm

r vi m

•'

1|,,\

!
11

•|;-r
hi

i’1'
11>

I ill-

:

i.-

maink

nr

si xlt-i-ii

I'.-

<•-111 'iiies ol

i'.ii;i, -,,,|
I
(I,,.
xi-lupilii alio.I
w,"k
'i>'" nlf:, ua- held in I. kk„„
i^iii- Sti\. |*
:isc,
ilciii. Mass Siij-n-na- s, cri-tar\
1;
I.. Hieplici d. l.-iun a-,-.
Mass., Su
n

I'n asuicr
M: -s
.i:

I-.
liugUi-c. I .aw
M i: i.-.i i I\
s-umcrviia- Mass., were
pus
iln evening. alter tinl.an.|iu-t.
il'iill. -s 1 ■-v Supreme Hoceinnr Moistile.'.cii |In- |»r.n-.-:-ilings.
|'|i,-r.- wu
a
la. ,a- al: cmlau!.--.-.

r,l('

•.

!,..iis .| t,t‘

w.

of the

assembled in the town hall, W
inthrop
May l>. to organize a Countv Pnion for
Kennebec, auxiliary to the State ormini/.ation, convened at :».:«)
m., with a
gospel temperance meeting conducted
.V .Jones, of
b> Mi.-. II
VVmthrop,

i':

I I.

oI

.I;-

the Republic !parly ami its
;V a Iaiation ol Mr. t leieland. The. aim to
'"e independent, Imt their imk-p, idem a
in
st vri-t i-ia mi ui a cx
is of a tiionmohiy feiniitiiif a
or peace, living oi dead, Dumb
a cm m i r r -; i-:
if i;s
vrmy
men are brothers.
Year alter year they is not III. ail-e: of a .. i,..' lit: hifdi;l luecl iug n|
tin S|.nc- Prohibition
ereet'h ol lit.' lira. ... a:al the Con :tiiitc-v In !il in
tali from the ranks. .Not less hen s that pilelit'tl
Augusta, May I.-.
they have died at home from long linger- • oi it 11 it i; smith Tiny •.;!!•; ncnmurhnf thirti-<-n men n.-.-t m ...
||,in f,
all
hnllceP,
itlilj
disease
contracted
in
ing
service, and poll!
'.Illy. | aria till1 eoiisa 11 at ion. Vnieng i I: s, j ■. -; 11 wore
ini!
ol'lhair
uciyhi
rane. urn-, liialfiolfliee
home oli, so patiently.
He-ncral Neal I ton-, \ n!ne\ I!.
Year after year they are failing by ilie lor hones: men n lm tiiiit-r li .i'a them on ami r !. W. T. Kusii.-. I-'. \\. Cushing
< ;,)A
way-side, cut down in the. bloom of man- j i>u!>lia 11llestioils. Tiiefr tits- yn is lo n is- -I I' ei-doni, was chosen State organizer,
hood, from such disease, and there are | represent ami l.eiitI!< all the decent and Vulney l;. Cushing, lecturer. Kuril
new made graves to lie. covered.
•. )!i! ! members ef the parly to which
they fm- el tie-st- gentlemen is in receive s-jnn i...Soldier, press the blossoms softly down i merit heiniitycd. 'lilt- praetiae t-vei v Ids scr ices. lien. Dow'chipped in sail
upon these graves, hud and leaf, earth's form of untruth: they omit part of the *■’ licl| delra;, t't.-:r expenses, and \. .1.
fairest Mowers, will crush upon the. living truth: they sometimes deliberatelv ami Woodlinry, of Aiihtmi,
contrilmted as
heart.
bum.
Irantieally lulstly, hut most IYct|uently much more. < niters eontril,tiled smaller
make
use ol eiery available I'm in el inis,-7.
sums.
May
nuendo am! insinuation. They measure
IN i.I.NIKAI..
the
lowest hick tiiei speak
polities by
1
Soldi.-is and Sailors’ Monument
Floating Fancies.
ol'the heat lueti in tin- same term a, they
nl l-.llsworth is t
In- dedicated on Juiv
use for the Aldermen who have
just been
An exchange 1ms an article on “Why sent to
siny .s:ny. They undoubtedly have Ith.
Uses Make Honey." They make it to mere to do than
ill*' Maine Central Railway
;
any other body of men
Company
cell. [Philadelphia Call.
in tins city in keeping; honest men -ait of it to issue an addilional ?-.>.'>i>,()ihi ,,f j('s
I.' percent, sinking fund bonds.
Whenever they tliil'er with a
A new western poet speaks of the polities.
Soia.- of tlu- best
young men in Ran
“unwinking eagle." This is nonsense. I man oil a pubhe ijiiestinii these miserable ;p,r have
signed .lie paper forth new
The eagle is always a
whig king. | specimens of American journalism assail
! him with a total lack el principle, and independent military companv.
[Washington i’o.-t.
four Indian skeletons with b, ads and
endeavor lo make iiim ; m!
Tiers feel
A correspondent wants to know what that i! is
I'm- a data ;l man lo blankets have been unearthed in Waterimpossible
is the best cure for insomnia, lias the ; det ole his lime j„ the ,sei \ i, r
'll!'-' in tin- ruins of the old Coiilim-ntal
C1f the
house.
gentleman tried going for several nights Stale.
without sleep ? [Somerville Journal.
i he 1 niou Packing
Company ol Portland is to build a ora <-.timing la.-tm v in
Herbert Spencer says tiie Chinese are The Ups aim Downs of
Cult ure. Hallowed! and
Cranberry
put in S.'l.tlbn worth of
the most numerous class of people in the
(nuipments. The factory w ill bo ready
From tali-dics
1>\ the Amur
world, ife
nil about
■

1

gathered
forgot
[Lynn Titiott. iean ( ratihcrry tlrowcrs’ .mso• ;;tti<.ti it i.->
“A rolling stone gathers no moss," i lentlifil that in ! s:{ \\ iseonsin pi<><]ueeil
but when it is a grindstone it can just
hlt.-l.i Is; ill |ssi, u’|,i„ |Si;.",.
break the. heart of the farmer’s boy who
~*11.-!-i~ bushels; ami in Is-m, 7i>,t;si;
;
wants to go a Mailing.
[Poston Com- bushels (if this fruit. liv tluse
ligures i!
mercial I >ii i let in.
will lie seen that the yield is very
irregu“Pitch your vi ire in a low key," says lar. This is owing-, principally, to the
We presume eti- | fact that many of the marshes at e not yet
a witter oil etiquette.
quette eau he temporal ily ilispt used w iti: provided with t lie means of flooding, and.
when living to wake the boys in the of course, sutler from worms, droughts,
morning. [Philadelphia Chionie’e-Tele- ; late spring or early autumn frosts and ex
started t■ v sparks from tins
graph.
j tensive lires
on railroads running
engines
!
through the
A Brooklyn man, while chasing his
marshes. These and various other evils
wile and threatening to kill her, fell into j
I are averted on the more improved farms.
a cistern and was drowned,
it teaches
evidently

the Tiehbornc claimants.

■

1

So that while handsome lortuncs have in
Brooklyn wives not to Ike from their
eases 1,ecu made in cranberry grmvhusbands when the latter want to kill many
ing, many thousands of dollars have, on
them. [Norristown Herald.
i the other hand, been sunk in the same
Tit'.; thickness of the human hair vat it's [industry.
Only the wealthier owners,
from the “doth to the tiitiltli part of an who have expended vast stuns of monev
inch; lint when a man gets one in his in ttiiprov ing and vijuipphig tlmir propermouth, via. tin: hut ter, he is almost will- ty, can calculate wit h any degree of cering to swear that it is as thick as a strand tainty on a paying crop of fruit every
of the. Atlantic cable,
f Norristown Her- year. [11. tl. Shields, in The American
ald.
Magazine.

“Acs, Mr. oldboy,’’ slit' simpered. “I
have seen 27 Sptings.
Would you think
it f’ “Well, v s, ma’am, 1 don’t know
but what I would," Mr. Oldboy said,
“and I guess some, of them springs must
have been very backward.” [Harper’s
Bazar.

••I

Italy is trying to borrow :!,.">oo,
lires," observed Kbtnczer .lenes.
“That’s a good many," replied /-bedee
S111 i111, “.ml il tic* application laid been
made, bclore cleetion, this
country could
haw lurnisltcd a good
proportion of
them.'’ | Pittsburgh (Mtronidc.
years," said
sic

.I

“I’ve been on this road in
the conductor on a Southern railroad to
I’1' dream of eggs,” it is said, “is a
a passenger who complained of the slow
time, “an’ 1 know what I’m talking sign that the dreamer is going to get
about.” “Ten years, eh ?” said the pas- money.” Here is a new avenue to wealth
“What station did you get on open to the working classes. Many a
senger.
man will stand around on the corners
at?” [Harper’s Bazar.
complaining of hard times, instead of
Col. Frank B. Stockbridgo built, an I going home ami
dreaming of eggs. [ Norelegant residence, which largely exceed- ristown Herald.
ed his expectations in the matter of cost,
as all such enterprises have a vicious
It is stated that out of the 27,000 inway of doing. When it was completed a habitants of the Samoan Islands, 7000
friend asked the Colonel if lie was are church members and “000 are candithrough with the work, to which he re- dates for membership. There are 200
“Yes, it’s all done but ono native pastors.
plied :
thing. I am going to buy a parrot and
The village of Lake Linden, Keweenah
place it at the front door and teach it so
that every time I enter the bird will say, county, Michigan, with a population of
“Hello, you old fool !”
[Kalamazoo •'>000, was entirely wiped out by lire Fri(Mich.) Gazette.
day. Loss about a million dollars.

by August.
flic Judge

has a cartoon
showing how
Blame is watched. Mr. Blaine is
represented with a half-smoked cigar in
ids hand and the facilities lor drink al
his elbow. Mr. Blaine neither drinks
Mr.

smokes.
1 he date ot Mi. Blaine's
departure for
Klil'ope has been lived. 1 {«• will sail on
June Hth, on tin- North Herman
nor

steamship l-'.ms.

IJoyd

Two double staterooms
rescn'id lor the aeeommoda-

have been
tion of himself, his wife,

atid his two

daughters.

"iie of our State exchanges tells of a
typical patron of the liquor agcnev. Ilo
was a tall, lank, rod-nosod man and he
canto in with a largo jug, which he
placed

the counter with tho remark: ‘-I
want a gallon of mm
baby's sick.”
(•raves has tit company to ThomasUm

"it

in Pay, the Shadier who has been sentenced to imprisonment for twelve years,
i he dilkretire between the two
poachers
is that (traces shot game
wardens, while
Pay burned their houses, '['be fate of
these men will lie an impiessive object
lesson lor the breakers of the game laws.
The Portland Advertiser of the 1 s111
says Deputy Cnlioetor of Internal Revenue Cromwell was summoned into the
superior court this morning to testify to
the payment ot a 1'nitcd States liquor
license. Mr. Cromwell proposed to testily and tell what he knew in the case.
The council for tho respondent, however, admitted that be had paid a special
liquor tax, so Mr. Cromwell's testimony
was not needed.
There will soon arrive in Augusta
from Wilmington, one million shad fry,
to lie liberated in the Kennebec, and one
million shad eggs to he hatched at Augusta, to be afterwards liberated at such
point or points as Commissioner Stillwell may designate. These are furnished l»y the tjovermueat, at the request of
Mr. Stillwell. They are brought under
tho charge of experts, who have their
own car or ears, cans, etc.
Commissioner McDonald has requested of the
proper
oflieials, transportation for his train from
Massachusetts to Maine and return.

Mayor Roche of Chicago lias declared
tho dogs.

war on

Local News.

Generalities.

I’axes in Winterpori 1J mills.
l

" o

terport

The Civil service rules

hundred farmers will plant for the Wineorn

factory.

Ih v Mr. Froliock, Methodist, has entered
upon the discharge of his duties at Bar Harbor.

n

Women in the War.
il! remain

un-

1 N V A M' A'llI.E

changed.
Vermont horses and sheep
exported to lSnenos Ayres.

are

Attachments have been placed
Abington, Mass., gold mine.

The corporators of the Castino and Bangor
Kailroad Company will hold a meeting in Castinc, June 4th, to organize.

being
on

the

Tlie

SERVICES IN TIIE TIME OF
NEED.

following

is

paper read by Mrs.
Helen X. Packard at a Memorial Service
bold by Wilcox Relief Corps, of SpringHeld, Mass., in IHSti:
a

It is titling that at this late day there
should he a hearty, if tardy, recognition
Hr. I.. W. Pendleton, of Portland, will sail
of the services of women in the war. A
for I.nrope. June Pth, on the
Cephalonia from
Toronto merchants are again urging a quarter of a century lias passed away
Boston, and return home August 1>t.
reciprocity ueaty with the railed States. and we are only just awakened to a recIn a private note a Journal reader
says:
“^"u s*i*e making the Journal shine of late as
The bussian Government is about to ognition of their faithful, and invaluable
services to the defenders of our common
never before.
1 bop*: it is appreciated as it revise all the
foreign commercial treaties.
deserves/"
country. It is fitting that we, who have
A rather violent shock of cartkipiakc taken up the yet unfinished
<
work, should
apt. S. S. Warner, the new commander of
was felt at Monte Carlo.
"he
Thursday morn- stand here to-night to eulogize the serWoodbury, ha- assumed command of the
vc-sel, and Lieut. Thomas >. Sm\the lias al<o ing.
vices of women in the war. Many left
assumed his position as executive olliccr.
'•’he Kngiish department at Harvard comfortable and luxurious homes to
share the privations of the camp and
.Mi-. I rank P. Wood, of llangor, has leased
will be greatly strengthened next
hi- handsome cottage near the light house at College
hospital.
Tenderly nurtured women,
•dec s Head, Castinc, to a prominent F sco- year.
whose lives had hitherto been guarded
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p'd elergyman of Boston, who will occupv it
booth, the marshal of the Salvation with jealous care from everything rude
for the season.
Army, is about to become an American and unpleasant, shook oil' the dainty
I he Buck-port (Hand
Army men are espec- citizen.
garments of wealth and ease, ami stood
ially anxious that all Sons ol \ < teraiis join
forth heroines for the just cause of liberthem in the observance of Memorial
Three
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were
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and equal rights. From tlie balmy
ty
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of
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and shot
be ill the town that
day.
South, whose purpling hills and sunny
to death.
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A Massachusetts subscriber
slopes were drenched with the warm
say-: Kudosed
The. Mayor of brockton, Mass., lias or- young blood of the North, went up a
tind the amount of my subscription for the
Journal. I know of no investment that gives dered that the
Sunday laws be strictly wail of anguish for tlie tender hand of
so
much satisfaction as this subscription.
enforced.
woman to moisten the parched lip and
Trusting you wifi meet with continued -ucthe fevered brow ; to take down tlie last
ecss, et
Two 1 llii.ois State Senators fought w ith
dying message for the loved ones at
their
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in
their
the
bail
vein
at
Table father of I. C.
legislative
/dunes Libby,
home, and whisper sweet words of a reLibbv. of Burnham, made us a pleasant call Springfield.
union in a laircr land.
Itcfore tlie echo
Monday. Ih has lived at Trov Corner fortv
wars, and sold Ins farm
The owner of the racehorse b 'udigo of the last gun on Sumter had died
IIthen.*‘Saturday.
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but refused it.
over the North were scraping lint and
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roa-l. arrived hen- «-n a special train in their ted at
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them in the bleeding South. In answer
private ear Thursday morning on business,
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to the call came the wives, mothers and
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from seed sent from Belfast.
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streets of Toronto, and t wo of soldiers, and also to draw your attention
I'arn was save,I In tcanny .lown all in- lams,.
"In. b sioo.l between lb. ll ami barn.
Ilia li i' mis wcie injured b\ the mi: riles. to the fact that mainly to the women of
the North are you indebted for that
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Mr. Aii 'lI. nt the lialtiiiKire
Sun, is set grand system of charity, the
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lip of all
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seeiny Miulaine .lanuuschck in lielfa-i tips sea- circus.
rids adds a new peril to circus of saving thousands of lives.
We all
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know how thousands of busy lingers
going.
Tlie coniine excursion throiiyli Aroostook
linr and prepared bandages,
" iiliam Hiniih, who had !« e:i .1 Con- scraped
county arranee.l in that in.let.at i.-ublo worker
while tireless knitters fashioned the
for tin-interests of Northern Maine. lion. I-Tcl gn .-sniM t; oven lor of Virginia and
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making
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titt, ell llliy S.
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the most heartrending scenes, whose
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come from
W, imi seen an illustrate,I
lives for years was a daily martyrdom in
deseripiive pamplil. t eoiitaiiiiny an exhaustive aeeount of l.os the Irish College at lionie, pioves to have
striving to subdue the tender feelings ol
Anyelcs. ( at., its main a.lvaiilayes. el,-. It bn n a lurgerv.
a woman’s heart in the stern duties of
eontains a notice of the l.os Anireles Jtnhber
At the tilty-iliiii th meeting of the New an army nurse.
To those especially
stamp ( ompany. A memher of tlii- firm i" in- la. " ells, formerly of Itelfast. Their A ork
Congregational
chinches eulogies should our thoughts turn at this time.
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late Kev. Henry Ward Ihcher The diary of Mrs. liclie Keynolds, of
ami most complete ,»1' tin Kimi in tliis
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Shelburne Falls, kept for nearly four
ami their manufactures in, Imi,• an invention were delivered.
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perfectly ,,n woollThe London Standard says: J< trans- years,
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copper, or
!• other.
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of terriloi \ in Ay anistan than the
part tory, until after the organization of the
-Iniirnnl subscribers in di-laui place- fn.~ already disputed.
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Then the work was
'Itic titly send ||> papers of their stair or seeib'iijaiiiin 1. ISiii ier >■■1 it! carries liis arm systematized as far as possible, and order
lion: ami la-l week we reeciv. d c..pi,— „f the
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daughter every State in the Lnion. Each branch
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soprano of
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p;i- Voice. She is likewise
I lie latter notes under the
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caption of
I lie social World, that Mr.. .1. ||. |;„rk
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Thumb- and ehiidreii hate gone to
it is believed that but few of the New sanitary supplies direct to them,
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lty
this method 1110 pilfering and petty
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I In- Ik nob-cot Fund <
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oilicials
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ing in all to about don acres of shore land, halated of Mother lliekenhke that once
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he statement is
applied to have il- slock li-],..| oil the lioston
published, that the suspecting a certain surgeon of colitishoard,
the kind lias been divided into :inuu
Meliison. Topeka and Sants Fe railroad
eating her hospital stores for his private
lot-. Tlie company recently organized ha- a will soon
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to Sail Francisco.
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and men of a legialent of Can
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old and respected eitizetis. Mr.
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I lominiou government lo ;dlirown, died yo-terduy of disease of the li'eart.
lives to call her blessed. Possessed of
Mr. lirown ha- been out of health for some
ibelli to celebrate the (piecif.s iiiltllgreat physical strength it was easy for
time-but was down Street la-1 Fridav. He u nin Ycrmnnt.
tlay
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had iu-l
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lield hospital many a poor wounded and
in joint session ol the Florida
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reaved family will haw the sincere
destroyed well. Many of the most devoted of the
sympathy
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among the
in letters fail* and bright,
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< M» 1 lu*
a.nnmodaiion of excursion parlies.The yards long and six and a half wide.
page of immortality
In yonder world of light.”
that
the propeller < in of
llangor paper- say
I lie Shanghai tea trade is
(dourester. chartered as a freight boat In" the
reported to
Prominent among those who fell hy
H. *V li. s. .Co., is “not wrv prepo--es-ing in he
unprecedentedly had. The llangow I lie
appearance.".Mr. .lolm i.. Collins, a popu- Tea (iuilti, which
wayside was Anna Maria I loss, of
largely controls the Philadelphia.
lar ctnplove on the steamer Penobscot and Miss
It was mainly through
lias
ordered
the
Florence liarker of Camden were married hist market,
suspension of
business for a week in coiisctpienco of tho her exertions that the. famous cooper’s
week in tin- latter place. Thrv will live m
shop saloon, of Philadelphia, was inau
llangor.The City of (doticostiVs registrv of low prices nll'crcd by foreign luivcrs.
ollicers is as follows: ( .iplain. ('apt. F s.
In October,
gurated and sustained.
Treasurer
was
at
the
First
Hyatt
Pilot, Capt. Mark F. Ingraham:
Voting;
Treasury l-iil she started the hospital ill connecSecond Pilot, ( apt. Ira Farnsworth: '(Quarter- in Washington a. lew hours Friday and tion with
the saloon and for two years
master, Albert obiter: (Quartermaster, Frank left for home in the afternoon.
He sub- labored unceasingly for the institution.
White; Engineer, X. X. Frost: Asst. Engin- mitted his bond
and
it
was
approved by As McClellan's campaign progressed to
eer, ( 'bus. .Johnson; First Ottieer. Fd. llarrigan; Second Ollicer, (ieo. Campbell; How tiie secretary and solicitor of the Treas- ils disastrous dose, as Pope fell back to
The
sureties justify ill the sum of
l.ookont, .lolm Oraeie; Watehman, Will. Carl- ury.
Washington and the t nion forces again
ton: Clerk. F. A. (iuernsey.('apt. Charles £
150,1 MMl.
advanced and met the Hushed eliomy on
Peering savs lie is to put "a steamer on from
the fatal Held of Autietam; as Frederlioston to Marinas the coming summer, with
A. T. Soule ef Rochester, \. Y., who
Castine the first landing from lioston.The
and Cbaneellorsville and Getliis
at
own expense a canal nine icksburg
built
repairs on the Katahdiu are being pushed and
followed with their hosts of
tysburg
for
miles
site will begin again on Iter regular trips next
long
irrigating purposes in Kanthe hospital of the cooper’s
Monday. The flaw in the steamer l,cwiston's sas at an expense of £ I,non,(inn, has an- wounded,
shaft i- to lie remedied at once hut it will lie a nounced liis intention ot
shop saloon was kept constantly filled.
it
so
extending
number of weeks before she is running again.
•She saw the need of a soldier's home,
that 1,000,0(10 acres of land will always
and rested not until she saw the money
StTillKX Dhviii of A
Yot'Xti Dktikt. yield a fill! crop.
< lmles XV. Davis, a
raised and the work commenced. That
young man in the employ
of < lmles 11. Magoon, dentist of \\ak. li< I.|.
Two Krockton, Mass., men claim to home was at once her grave and her
Mass., was found dead in liis hod Tuesday have invented a machine with
In December, IStid, the
which two monument.
a. M.. May IT.
lie visited Hasten on Moudav, remen and a hoy can last tino pairs of shoes overtasked body gave way, and she laid
turning aliout T> o'clock, apparently in his usual
ggod health and went to work.’ Aliout (i.ao a day, and tin it more cheaply than by down to sleep, using her burdens for a
Mr. Magoon went into I he work room and tiie present process. The machine will pillow, and death kissed down the
eyefound him in great pain. Dr. Death was sum- not
strike, anil if the two men ami a boy lids still. As truly as the hero who tell
moned. After preicrihingfor him he left with
lie
depended upon, Hie last of the pierced with bis death shot, just as bis
instructions to call him again if there was any can
change in his condition for the worse. Aliout lusters’ strikes seems to be near at. hand. regimental Hag was carried by the storm2 o'clock Tuesday morning Dr.
ing column over the battlements of the
Magoon went
to Mr. Davis's room and found him more
Representatives of all the building routed few, just so she
quiet,
fell, as true a
and after giving him his medicine retired, only trades of Chicago, u ho employ about AO,hero as any who died in defence of their
to lind him in the morning licvond the reach o’f 000
men, met last night and unanimouscountry.
human skill. De hole a good reputation, and
ly agreed to strike a severe blow at trades
on the first of dune lie was to take
It would not bo possible in tins paper
possession unions
by requiring every employe to to more than touch on tho
of the office and go into business for himself.
grand service
De was aliout 2b
of age and lielonged to sign a statement recognizing the right of
years
rendered by the women in the war. Hisilie < tiller of Good Fellows. De had a mother individual action in all labor
contracts,
in future years shall perpetuato
in Camden, Me., and a sister in XVohurn.
of dictation from any union tory
that which we now only dimly compreThursday an autopsy was made at the instance irrespective
The big lockout* will bo hend.
of the officers of the Independent Order of or association.
They not only bound up tho gapGood Fellows, of which organization the declared oil'.Jono I. when the free shop
wounds and ministered to the sick,
ing
deceased was a menilicr and in which he had
experiment will be tried.
but they also served as spies and scouts.
an insurance of $8000, made
payable to liis
The Canadian l’aeilic Railway Com- We have all read of “Capt. Molly,” the
mother and sister. There was a large quantity
of arsenic in the stomach. The stomach was
pany is endeavoring to secure from our heroine of Monmouth, who was commissent to the Harvard Medical School to lie
Government permission to bond goods on sioned a sergeant by Washington, but
further analyzed. It is not known whether
the poison was taken intentionally or was ad- the steamship line from San Francisco to our own civil war furpuhed many Capt.
ministered; lint is believed to have been a case Fort Moody, the western tirminus of the Mollys who are as yet unknown to fame.
of suicide, although no reason is known for the Canadian Pacific Road.
If this permis- But coming years will do them justice
n*'t. The $8,000 insurance oil liis life in the
sion is granted it will enable that road and also make still brighter tho names
Itoyal Order of Good Fellows will lie paid to
liis mother at Camden, although an effort was to compete for the Paeilie coast trade of of Annie Ella Carroll, Mrs. Annie Witmade by the assembly to withhold payment the border cities in the I'nited States, all tenmyer, Anna Maria Boss, Mother Bickuntil tlie facts in the matter were obtained.
of New Fngland and New York State erdyke, Clara Barton, Emily Dance, and
without regard to tiie interstate com- hosts of others who did loving and faithThe Kaptist .Missionary 1'nion, having merce law.
ful service in the nation's struggle.
paid off its debt and closed its financial
I cannot close this paper without reyear with a small balanco on the credit
Andrew Carnegie, the Pittsburg mil- calling to your minds one more faithful
side, now urgently appeals for enlarged lionaire, writing from the Isle of Wight one, who has only recently passed to a
contributions to keep the work front fall- in
reply to a request that bo contribute fairer land. Just over tho border of our
ing behind. The missions in Karma, In- to the fund for the proposed celebration neighboring State, within a few
months,
and
dia,China
Japan have reached a stage of the Queen's Jubilee in New York, says has been laid away to rest in lovely Cebeyond which they cannot be carried he cannot comply for several reasons. He dar Hill cemetery in Hartford, Mrs. Harwithout a large increase in the contribu- is an American citizen and a stanch Re- riet Eooto
Hawley, who did as great sertions of the churches and large accessions
-a inan who rejects the monarvice for our soldiers as any woman of the
publican
to the number of the laborers.
chical ideas as insulting to bis manhood. war. It was her fortune to welcome to
He should stultify himself were be to help Wilmington, N. C., 0000 prisoners from
A naval Court of Inquiry will proceed to celebrate the
reign of any hereditary Andcrsonvillc. Think of that to-day in
to Japan to investigate the firing of shells
sovereign, and he can’t see what Ameri- the midst of peace and plenty ; 5000 of
from the frigate Omaha, which caused cans have to do with this
particular cele- them were dying from starvation and
the death of several Japanese.
bration any way.
typhus fever. Their condition as de-
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scribed by Mrs. Hawley is too horrible to
think of. Let us at this late day draw
over such tales of horror, the white and
tender mantlo of forgiveness and forgetfulness, and with “charity for all and
malice toward none,” do our duty to
those who yet remain and claim our care
and assistance. Mrs. Hawley was the
bravest and tenderest of nurses. With
a slight physique and health never firm,
she was ever buoyed above all common
hardships by her indomitable spirit. She
sleeps well, and to-day her grave blooms
bright with the sweetest of (lowers. She
who should have been in the prime of
life, to cheer the declining years of- her
noble husband, given over a martyr to
the cause they both loved so well.
There was another class of devoted
women who labored unceasingly in the
hospitals and who, from their experience
and training, were enabled to render the
most valuable service to the soldiers.
Quietly and unostentatiously their duties
were performed.
Their war experiences
will never be written nor their names
blazoned on the scroll of fame, but their
black robes and white caps were familiar to many a poor fellow, and their
prayers and ministrations lightened many
a dark way to the unknown land, and
many still live to bless and praise the
noble Sisters of Charity.
The very youngest of these nurses
who labored from 'ill to 05, have now
piloted their barks beyond tlm slimes of
mature activity, and arc fast passing
down on the other side. Already they
hear the waves breaking on the further
shore, where sweet reward shall be theirs
for their labors. Let their declining
years be rich with the honors of old age,
and sweet with the peace, which passuth
understanding. And when the Iasi grand
review shall take place
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For years tho kings of the meadow had
been chosen from tho ({olden-rod family,
because they were tall and strong, and
loved to rule. Some of them did well,
others were tyrannical or careless, and all
were fond of
money and power, as their
name showed; but
the llowers never
dared to propose having any one elso,
because this had been the custom so long.
Now there were a great many Asters
of every kind and color, from tho little
white stars low in tin? grass to the stately sprays waving their purple plumes
over the mossy wall that enclosed tho
meadow. Those growing along I lie roadside saw am! heard what went on in the
world, and were wise, energetic creatures,
anxious to set things right'everywhere.
So

they began to say to
autumn, as the time

one

en-rotl was romantically serenading Violet on a wind harp, he heard her sigh,
and hastily pulling away the screen of
ferns, begged to know if ho could help
her in any way.
“15c my f: iend and help me with advico, for in some things you are wiser
than 1,” answered Violet, softly. “The
Maple lifts my heart up whon it is heavy,
but he lives so far abovo us I cannot
trouble him with the cares of our small
world. The Rock gives me courage and
support, hut lio is very old, and tbo
short life of a (lower is a trille to him.
My own sturdy sisters, who have borne
the sun and dust of the roadside season
after season, aro very helpful, but 1
seem to need some nearer friend who
knows (ho trials of this high place, and
can sympathize will) (ho
splendid loneliness of a throne.”
“It need not lie

neighbor,
if you will let mo share it with you,”
their neighbors, cried the Prince, his faeo shining with
for election drew love and joy, as ho leaned yet nearer
tho

lonely,

wall.

“I have learned

over

‘‘Wo have had kings long enough : lot
try a queen now, and reform certain
very important matters which arc always
neglected by the ({olden-rods, who care
only for feasting and lighting and having
their own way. Lot us all vote for our
Violet, who grows over there in tho palace, and w ould m ike a wise, good queen.”
At this proposal the aristocratic Cardimil Flowers were shocked, and grew' red
with shame; the Fringed (ientians shut
their blue eyes and nearly fainted at the
hold idea, and CV u.ais hid her lace in
the grass that she ,night not see the unlemininc creatures who dared suggest
such, a tiling.
Hut the late Clovers and

much from you, and never again can he
the selfish tyrant that I was. I know
your trials, and long to lighten them,
bet me try, not as king but consort, and
together we can make our people happy,
I am sure.”
As he spoke, Violet’s half folded leaves
began to open till he saw the golden
heart below, and read there more than
her lips told.
“No, be king; there is room for both
upon the throne, and when love and
power go hand in hand, all will bo well
with the, world.”
W bat the Prince answered only the
Moon heard, and she never told ; but
when day dawned there was great wonder and rejoicing in llus meadow, for the
iorn screen was down, the gold and purple (lowers stood side by side, while the
Maple scattered rosy leaves over them
as he sung a wedding hymn, and the old
Rock said, as the sunshine fell upon his
gray front:
“It is always so. Only believe, work
and wait, and in the fulness ol time right
wins, and justice, truth and love shall
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ed Mowers, ciied, “Yes. yes, lot us do it,
and give the Asters a turn, as is only
“And the piiunlnm armies come.
fair.”
Willi never a sound of life or drum,
Ami the Forefathers’ Cup, w hich grew
lint keeping time to ft tlirolddng hum.
all over tho field, added :
<if waiting and lamentation:
“Wo shall vote for Violet.
It is time
The martyred heroes of .Malvern hill,
>f Gettysburg and < lianecllorsville.
the dreadful intemperance of tho bees
The men whose wasted ligures till
among the wild grapes should he slopThe pati na graves of the nation."
ped, that snakes siiouid no longer lie alside by side with these, in bright array, lowed to charm and kill the innocent
shall stand the heioie women, who dared
birds, that tho battles of the ants should reign.”
to seller and die for a just and righteous
end, and more peace, order, and econo
cause.
Whiskey and the Internal Revenue.
my he intioduced into our public a Hairs.
The Asters arc descended from the stars,
The distilleries of the country are very
48,355,251 Bibles.
and so arc very wise ; they arc also just
active just now.
There are over live
and gentle, and wc all love them.
Let
I'ltINTKII IN IG5 I.ANGI'ACKS AMI 111Shundred of them running, nearly 550 in
us try a queen, and sec if wc cannot
TKll'rTKIl
liKDAIK'AST
OVKI!
I'll K
fact, and they ate turning out intoxicants
make the meadow what it should he.”
KAIiTIl.
at the rale of over ft 10,000 gallons a day.
Tim Forefathers’ (hip were much reThe American Bible Society lias just
1'hey are destroying over seventy thousall
tho
because
by
plants,
they and bushels of corn a
compiled the resells of its work for the spected
day and over seven
came over in tile Mas Mower, were very
thousand gallons of molasses daily. This
past year, it lias issued 077,005 volwith
their
and
russet
hospitable,
green
umes. besides half a million in foreign
is tint busy time of the year with tlie
lands. This makes the Iota) number nl pi tellers always full, and outlived the distillers. During (Ids month and next
Bibles issued by Hie society since its or- frost, like a line old family as they weie. there will be running between six and
So wiii'ii they spoke up Idr the Asters,
seven hundred distilleries in the
ganization in ISlii, l'\-'i55,N5l The cor- no one dared
suy much though the ({old- Six mouths from now there will country.
rected proofs of tlm las' pages of the
probaben-rods raged among thcui.-clves, and
New Testament in I’onape have been
ly he no more than a couple of hundred
at surli nonsense. There
laughed
openly
returned from Micronesia, and the last
of thorn running, though there are nearwas great excitement, and all the Mowers
twelve hundred in all in the country.
pages of tile Muskokcn Testament from
nodded and rustled as it a gale was ly
These six hundred and fifty now at work
Okmulgee. The Dakotans want a now
as
talked
the
over
matter
blowing
they
edition in their language.
are the legitimate ones, that is to say
The American Bible Society bos pub- and decided how they would vote. The those that pay taxes and report to the
lished the Bilile in all the languages of haughty Cardinals declined to vote at government the business which they do.
so did the (icutians ; and delicate
besides that number there are a lot of
Europe, and in iieval-Estimnian, liisli, ail;
Clematis declared that site only wanted
them running illegitimately, moonshinFinnish, 1 dialects of Africa, Gseim- .-mint
to cling to and obey, and
thing
Mpongive, Benga, Dikelo, Zulu: in the nover could consent to lie a
ing. The fund provided lbr the prevenqueen.
tion of illicit distilling by the last Conlanguages of the Sandwich Islands and
But the Clovers and Buttercups, the
Micronesia; in the Slavic, Bulgarian,
gress lias pretty much given out. and the
I'itehcr
1 ’hint and all the Asters, voted
Chinese and .Japanese, and in III North
distillers know it. Your average moopAmerican Indian dialects, making P in bravely for Violet: and the Maple Tree,
hiner is a pretty shrewd fellow, and tie
of
tho
that
stood
in
the
middle
field,
all.
Those issued by the British and
in some way to keep posted on
manages
a little red leaf with a
V on it,
the workings of the department. The
Foreign Bilile Society make the total dropped
number of languages and dialects in as the wind went about collecting votes, money for the detection of moonshiners
which the Bible is printed to-day by which surprised the Mowers very mill'll, and for breaking up their stills ran low
these Societies Bio. of these the oldest as such a thing had never happened lie- several weeks ago, and the department
and ail regarded the beautiful tree
was unable to respond to tlie demands
looking are the Irish, Slavonic, Turkish, lore,
as their court poet, it made such lovely
and Azerbijan.
or
Tarter Turkish,
of the revenue officers for moro deputies
music high above them. Kven the eld
The distillers promptly caught on to the
Georgian Svriae, Arabic, Ktliiopie, Tigre
Kook at the foot, of the Maple gave
situation and the result is that moon(which lias a colon after every word), green
a hit of its lichen for Violet, to the great
shiners are beginning to be very active
Amharie, Persian, Pali, Parsi-Gujerati,
of
wrath
the Crape-vine, who kept a
in Kentucky, Tennessee, Northern AlaSindhi, Canarese, Malayalim, I'rdtt, Ordrinking-saloon for the dissipated bees
issa, Siamese, Barman, Tibetah, Karen, on
bama, (ieorgia and North Carolina.
its sunny side.
Javanese, Coptic, (Tee, Tinnc, and CheKentucky is making more whiskey toof course the Colden-rods ail voted
rokee.
day than any other State. Her I5if disfor
a tine, tall
their
handsome
relative,
“Hmv many translators do you emtilleries now running are turning out one
"
plant who happened to grow near the hundred thousand
was asked of the liev. Dr. Alex.
ploy
gallons of bourbon
Aster
under
the
Tree
Purple
Maple
McLean, one of the Secretaries.
whiskey daily. Six months from now
which
was called the palace.
But
the
“We have no translators. The work
there will not he half this number runis done by the missionaries, who have to other side won, and Violet was proclaim- ning, and they will only be turning out
ed
with
bv
all
her
queen
great rejoicing
thousand gallons a day.
stmly the language of the country in friends
and neighbors, to the great dis- perhaps twenty
which they labor. The Bible Society
North Carolina has the largest number
of the foolish Mowers who wanted
of distilleries, the number now running
pays their expenses while they are trans- may
the world to stand still.
in that State being something over two
lating for us."
“What,
are we coming to !” groaned
“There were issued last o ar No7 ; the
hundred. Yet they do not turn out over
the
with
red
rage.
Cardinals,
entire number in forty-four y ars is I 1,
! two thousand gallons a day, an aver‘■I'tier destruction 1" croaked the ( rows,.
PL These are in Hie raised letter
I ago of less than ten gallons apiece. On
to
news
else-'
ent
the
bad
ry
Happing away
form."
The other hand, Illinois with only eighwhere.
“What are the new Bibles for the
teen distilleries turns out eighty thous“We
visit
will
never
declared
tiie
her,”
blind !"
and gallons a day and does that the year
if
their
as
the
fringes
“We print 'd twelve years ago a Bible Ccniinns, shaking
round.
in the New York p lint print, and have mere thought soiled them.
Illinois makes more whiskey than any
■•I oaisc, mucmunne. erearure, in dare
other State in the I'nion. She turns out
printed the Psalms in the same, and
It makes me faint to look
have now completed the Gospel accord- to rule alone.!
nearly twenty-live million gallons a year,
at her,” sighed Clematis, peeping up all
while Kentucky makes hut lifteen miling to St. John.”
the
of
to
full
see hmv
same,
curiosity
“What is the [mint print
lion gallons. The Illinois distilleries run
handsome
took
his
Golden-rod
downfall.
“It is a system of points that
about the same all the year round, while
reprelie tossed his yellow head in scornful
sent either sepal at el \ or by combination
the Kentucky fellows shut down in the
never
once
and
looked
the
over
the letters of tile alphabet. The old silence,
summer.
It would he more nearly corof
tuft
ferns
that
between
him
and
grew
raised letters could not lie readily detecrect to say that Illinois makes more
the
new
(preen.
ted by fingers that bad become calloused
than
other State, for really
“It won’t last long; she can't reign spiritslittle ofany
the article that is turned
by basket making, at which many blind
very
and soon will be ready to give it
out from the distilleries of the State is
people work. Tlm [mints can be "felt by alone,These
silly things will learn a good whiskey. Pretty much all that the
up.
the dullest linger.”
big
be glad to get me back.
and
So
lesson,
distilleries now make is known to the
The cost of supplying the Bible in
I’ll
and
bide
my
dignity
my
preserve
lands is $IOO,OON.dl more, than is
trade as “cologne spirits.” T his article
foreign
received from them. GiiQ-ninth of all time,” he said to his friends; for he was is about the same as alcohol except that
a
fine
he
did
not
know
fellow,
only
yet it is even more absolute in its purity
the families visited by the agents arc
what Asters could do when they had the than alcohol
destitute of the Bible.
When these big distillerand
it.
was
he
who
learned
the ies that make Ibis
It took Dr. Eli Smith and Dr. Van power,
cologne spirits begin
wo
shall
as
see.
Dyck sixteen years to translate the lesson,
running oil' the products of their lingo
Kveryone thought that the queen's mash tubs they run the first part as alBible into the Arabic. Dr. Kelianfllcr
head would be turned with this sudden cohol. It has a
spent fourteen years on the (ismanlee
slight tinge of color and
version.
Dr. Sehercsehe wsky fifteen change, and that great festivities would is not as absolute in its purity as that
in honor of it, so the Cardinals
beheld
to
render tim Old Testament into
which follows later on. The operator
years
the Mandarin Colloquial. Dr. William- and Gentians half regretted their resolu- watches the stream of liquor as it comes
tion not to visit the palace, since they
son and Dr. Biggs spent
from the tub, and as he secs it becomes
forty years on
lose all chance of sharing in the
the Dakotan version.
One of them es- would
absolutely pare turns it into another
and
their
robes.
showing
lovely
timates that he spent on an average splendor
tank, and it is termed cologne spirits.
Hut Violet lived very quietly behind This is the
thirty minutes on every verso he transhighest glade of distilled
so
and
was
the
tall
atferns,
very busy
lated. Since Bible societies were organ
spirits, so pure that it is absolutely colthe
of
to
affairs
her
kingdom orless and odorless. It is concentrated
ized Noll versions have been produced in tending
that she had no time for banquets. She
about Nun languages and dialects.
and when it is wanted to
asked advice of the Maple Tree and the drunkenness,
be transformed into whiskey it is reducwise old Hock, and soon began the much- ed to about one-half its
The Trotting Season.
strength with
needed reforms. The snakes were banwater, some burnt sugar put in to give it
and the bird.-; were safe. The a
ished,
Tlm trotting season of Ps7 may lie concolor, some glucose added to make, it
tipsy bees were, ordered to go to the smooth and oily, like old whiskey, and it
sidered as having opened with the meet- Hitcher I’lant and drink fresh
for
water,
passes for this real old article. Many
ings at Philadelphia, which began two the Grapevine Hotel was shut up. The a supposed connoisseur lias smacked his
of
the
ants
were
settled
without
weeks since at Point Breeze Park, were quarrels
lips over alleged twenty-six year old
bloodshed, and the gossiping crows were
continued last week at Siillolk Park, and
whiskey and pronounced it tins finest in
oil
the
forbidden to sit
fence telling evil the
country, when in reality tile article
are now in progress at Belmont Park.
The poor were he
stories of every one.
was complimenting was cologne spirThese meetings have been very success- cared for, and the first feast at the
pal- its only a month old, llavored with gluful ami have brought into prominence no ace was for certain improvident buttercose.
less than twelve trotters and pacers who flies, who had neglected to make their
have gained records of N:.'tO* or better. cocoons before the cold weather came.
Political Points.
Of these McLeod, by Hemphill's Pateben, These
poor gentlefolk were sent to a
has scoured the highest honors through new home, under the mullein leaves, and
No fewer than lour of the gentlemen
his mile in N:NI I N over Belmont track passed a comfortable winter with other who are mentioned as available fur
the
yesterday. This is the fastest mile trot- insects in like case.
succession of Judge Woods, of the t nited
ted this season east of the Rocky Mouncharities
went
Many quiet
on, and States Supreme Court, are ex-Confedertains. (N. V. Herald May i!i.
slowly the Mowers were forced to confess ates, who made an appeal to arms against
that the new plan was not a failure, for the authority of the tribunal to which
A dozen men at Westfield, Mass., have tlio world still stood, though a queen they aspire.
been poisoned by drinking from a zinc ruled. Never had the meadow been so
General
the newly appointed
beautiful, orderly, and prosperous; even Minister toLawton,
water tank.
Austria, repudiates the idea
the Cardinals could not deny that, though
of a “New South,” and says that the
The I tilth call for redemption bonds is
they still turned their backs on Violet,
for #IB,777,5(10 of the three per cent, and visited the Golden-rods more than phrase is a misnomer. The same men
are at the front row now, he says, as unbonds of It-iHN.
ever.
der the old regime.
The General is a
'I'lie Asters, of course, wore in great
A strike of brick makers was inauguratliving illustration of this fact. He even
ed in l’ittsburg, Pa., Friday. Two thous- feather, and some of them put on airs; refused to
apply for a removal of his pobut most of them rejoiced quietly, and litical disabilities until he found
and men are. all'eetcd.
that it
did their best to beip her Majesty rule was
necessary before he could get an ofIt is stated that no foreign ollieers will
and
sure
that
in
time
justly,
fice.
ho invited to witness the inaimuivres of wisely
prejudices would dio away, and all agree
the Russian troops this year.
A Southern Democratic paper having
that the new plan was a good one.
l’rince Golden-rod, as they called the reached the conclusion that the new enThe late Washington C. Do Pauvv, of
Indiana, bequeathed some $5,000,000 fur defeated Mower, still lived in the palace terprises in that section “need tin foster
and watched for Violet to fail, that ho iug hand of protection,” expresses the
educational and benevolent [imposes.
Hut hope that Mr. Randall will bo made
might win back his own place.
The President will leave Washington when all went
he began to think Speaker of the next House. Tho growth
well,
to-day, with Mrs. Cleveland, Mrs. Fol- his chance was lost, and to consider what of the protective sentiment in tile South
som, Col. Lainont and Mrs. Lament, for ho had best do about it. lie could not is very gratifying and the soonor tho
Saranac Lake, and will lie absent from live so near his
lovely neighbor and not people down there learn that they have
the Capital about ten days.
admire her dignity, sweetness and wis- nothing to hope from the Democratic parGladstone accompanied bis wife to a dom ; and soon lie began to love her, and ty and send only protectionists to Conthe better it will be for their future
reception of the Woman's Liberal Feder- to wish he could share tho honor and af- gress
ation, Thursday. Being asked to make fection most of her subjects felt for her. prosperi ty.
a speech
he excused himself on the He told his friends to come to court and
The New York Herald’s Grady boom
tie cordial; and, being worldly wise,
ground of hoarseness and loss of voice.
been nipped by the early trost of
having
they obeyed him. This loft tho Cardi- public criticism, a disaster liable to overThe graves of the Confederate dead in nals and their
party out in the cold, and take premature booms in tho opinion of
Norfolk, Va., were decorated Thursday made them very angry. They could not
Senator Rlackburn, the Herald drops
the
veterans
of
both
Union
and
Conby
bear to own that they had been in the
Grady and suggests Col. Watterson for a
federate armies. The procession was rewrong, yet felt that it must come, and second
place on tho ticket with Cleveviewed by Gov. Lee ami staff dressed in tried to
conquer their prejudices, but land. As Mr. Watterson’s
principle busConfederate uniform and mounted.
found it very hard work. Clematis gave iness for the
past two years has been to
in
for
sho
to
climb
Fierce gales have prevailed and great
first,
began
suddenly
deride tho humbug reform pretences of
damage has been done in various parts up the Maple Tree and enjoy the light tho Administration, the suggestion of his
and
of
in
the
instead
of England. In Kent the wind blew with
air,
hiding
grass; name by one of the President’s apologist
the violence of a hurricane. Snow and and when asked about this sudden start, organs would seem to indicate that the
she
hail stones have been experienced in the
said, bravely:
Herald is convinced that tho record of
lake districts of Scotland.
“I couldn’t live so near the queen and the Administration has made it
impossinot long to bo stronger and nobler than 1 ble to work tho reform racket a second
Clias. B. Reynolds, of Morristown, N.
was.
Now I see what a large, lovely time.
[VYhig.
J., charged with blasphemy in writing world it
is, and I mean to goon climbing
and circulating a pamphlet attacking the
liko tho Maple, my head is near the
Chairman Cooley of the Interstate
Christian religion and biblo was, Friday, till,
roots are in tho earth.” Counnerco Commission lias written an
found guilty and fined $N5 and costs. sky, though my
“Well, if sho gives in, wo must,” said open letter to Manager Hanley of the
Bob Ingcrsoll defended him.
the Gentians, who always followed tho Minnesota and Northwestern Railroad in
Mrs. Bennie Boyd recovered $11,500 fashion, no matter what it was.
regard to the long and short haul clause
The aristocratic Cardinals still held of tho act, which in a word says that the
damages at Grand Rapids, Mich., Thursday, from a liquor seller, Christopher out, but not for long, for soon something commission cannot permanently suspend
Post, who sold her husband liquor, under happened which made it impossible for tho operations of that clause inasmuch as
the influence of which ho killed a man them to refuso to go to court.
the act does not authorize such a proceedand was sentenced to prison for life.
Olio moonlight night, as Prince Gold- ing.
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Read this Advertisement!

from twenty-five its. up.
We strive to please in every respect; with years
of experience, the largest stork to select from, and
doing business under our own roof, we feel as
sured we can suit our customers.

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.
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I would announce t<. my friends and eiti/ens of
I lei fa st that I have the asreiirv of this rompain
and liav«* secured desk room with IL \V. K'ut.KlS,
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Ins. Co. of North America. Also Plato (Hass and
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